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Abstract
Speaker detection is an important component of a speech-based user interface. Audio-
visual speaker detection, speech and speaker recognition or speech synthesis for example
find multiple applications in human-computer interaction, multimedia content indexing,
biometrics, etc. Generally speaking, any interface which relies on speech for communication
requires an estimate of the user’s speaking state (i.e. whether or not he/she is speaking
to the system) for its reliable functioning. One needs therefore to identify the speaker and
discriminate from other users or background noise.
A human observer would perform such a task very easily, although this decision results
from a complex cognitive process referred to as decision-making. Generally speaking, this
process starts with the acquisition by the human being of information about the environ-
ment, through each of its five senses. The brain then integrates these multiple information.
An amazing property of this multi-sensory integration by the brain, as pointed out by
cognitive sciences, is the perception of stimuli of different modalities as originating from a
single source, provided they are synchronized in space and time.
A speaker is a bimodal source emitting jointly an auditory signal and a visual signal
(the motion of the articulators during speech production). The two signals are obviously
co-occurring spatio-temporally. This interesting property allows us - as human observers -
to discriminate between a speaking mouth and a mouth whose motion is not related with
the auditory signal.
This dissertation deals with the modelling of such a complex decision-making, using a
pattern recognition procedure. A pattern recognition process comprises all the stages of an
investigation, from data acquisition to classification and assessment of the results. In the
audiovisual speaker detection problem, tackled more specifically in this thesis, the data are
acquired using only one microphone and camera. The pattern recognizer integrates and
combines these two modalities to perform and is therefore denoted as “multimodal”.
This multimodal approach is expected to increase the performance of the system. But
it also raises many questions such as what should be fused, when in the decision process
this fusion should take place, and how is it to be achieved.
This thesis provides answers to each of these issues through the proposition of detailed
solutions for each step of the classification process. The basic principle is to evaluate
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the synchrony between the audio and video features extracted from potentially speaking
mouths, in order to classify each mouth as speaking or not. This synchrony is evaluated
through a mutual information based function.
A key to success is the extraction of suitable features. The audiovisual data are then
processed through an information theoretic feature extraction framework after having been
acquired and represented in a tractable way. This feature extraction framework uses jointly
the two modalities in a feature-level fusion scheme. This way, the information originating
from the common source is recovered while the independent noise is discarded. This ap-
proach is shown to minimize the probability of committing an error on the source estimate.
These optimal features are put as inputs of the classifier, defined through a hypothesis
testing approach. Using jointly the two modalities, it outputs a single decision about the
class label of each candidate mouth region (“speaker” or “non-speaker”). Therefore, the
acoustic and visual information are combined at both the feature and the decision levels,
so that we can talk about a hybrid fusion method. The hypothesis testing approach gives
means for evaluating the performance of the classifier itself but also of the whole pattern
recognition system. In particular, the added-value offered by the feature extraction step
can be assessed.
The framework is applied in a first time with a particular emphasis on the audio modal-
ity: the information theoretic feature extraction addresses the optimization of the audio
features using jointly the video information. As a result, audio features specific to speech
production are produced. The system evaluation framework establishes that putting these
features at input of the classifier increases its discrimination power with respect to equiva-
lent non-optimized features.
Then the enhancement of the video content is addressed more specifically. The mouth
motion is obviously the suitable video representation for handling a task such as speaker
detection. However, only an estimate of this motion, the optical flow, can be obtained. This
estimation relies on the intensity gradient of the image sequence. Graph theory is used to
establishe a probabilistic model of the relationships between the audio, the motion and the
image intensity gradient, in the particular case of a speaking mouth. The interpretation
of this model leads back to the optimization function defined for the information theoretic
feature extraction. As a result, a scale-space approach is proposed for estimating the
optical flow, where the strength of the smoothness constraint is controlled via a mutual
information based criterion involving both the audio and the video information. First
results are promising even if more extensive tests should be carried out, in noisy conditions
in particular.
As a conclusion, this thesis proposes a complete pattern recognition framework dedicated
to audiovisual speaker detection and minimizing the probability of misclassifying a mouth
as “speaker” or “non-speaker”. The importance of fusing the audio and video content as
soon as at the feature level is demonstrated through the system evaluation stage included
in the pattern recognition process.
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Re´sume´
La de´tection de locuteur est une composante essentielle de nombreuses applications mul-
timedias mettant en jeu la parole d’une fac¸on ou d’une autre, telles les interfaces homme-
machine, l’indexation de documents multimedias, les applications biome´triques, etc. Toutes
ces applications ne´cessitent de connaˆıtre l’e´tat du locuteur, a` savoir s’il est ou non en train
de parler au syste`me. Il est donc primordial de de´tecter dans la sce`ne tout individu poten-
tiellement a` l’origine du signal de parole, et de distinguer parmi ceux-ci le locuteur effectif.
Pour un observateur humain, il s’agit-la` d’une taˆche fort simple, ou tout du moins,
qui apparaˆıt telle quelle car elle ne requiert en ge´ne´ral nul effort particulier. En re´alite´,
cette prise de de´cision met un jeu un processus cognitif complexe. D’une fac¸on ge´ne´rale, ce
proce´de´ de´bute par l’acquisition d’informations sur le cadre du proble`me. Pour cela, les cinq
sens de l’odorat, de l’ou¨ıe, de la vision, du toucher, et du gouˆt sont utilise´s et les informations
multiples qu’ils fournissent sont assimile´es simultane´ment par le cerveau. Cette perception
multi-sensorielle de l’information par le cerveau donne lieu a` un phe´nome`ne inte´ressant: des
stimuli issus de diffe´rentes modalite´s sont perc¸us comme provenant d’une seule et meˆme
source physique pour peu qu’ils soient synchrones tant temporellement que spatialement.
Un locuteur est une source bimodale e´mettant conjointement un signal auditif et un
signal visuel (ce dernier e´tant lie´ a` la mise en mouvement des articulateurs). Ces deux
signaux pre´sentent naturellement une co-occurence spatio-temporelle, ce qui permet a` un
observateur humain de faire la distinction entre une bouche prononc¸ant effectivement les
mots entendus et une bouche dont le mouvement n’est pas lie´ au signal auditif.
Cette the`se porte sur la mode´lisation du processus menant a` la prise de de´cision par le
biais d’un syste`me de reconnaissance de formes. Un tel syste`me comprend toutes les e´tapes
d’investigation d’un proble`me depuis l’acquisition des donne´es en passant par la classifica-
tion et l’e´valuation des re´sultats. Dans le cadre pre´cis de cette the`se, le proble`me porte
sur la de´tection du locuteur dans une se´quence audiovisuelle. Les donne´es sont acquises
par une seule came´ra et un seul microphone et le syste`me traite donc des informations tant
acoustiques que visuelles: il est par conse´quent qualifie´ de “multimodal”.
Une approche multimodale devrait permettre d’ame´liorer les performances du syste`me
mais elle soule`ve e´galement de nombreuses questions, comme de de´finir ce qui doit eˆtre
fusionne´, a` quelle e´tape du syste`me et de quelle fac¸on cette fusion doit eˆtre effectue´e afin
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d’eˆtre be´ne´fique. Cette the`se re´pond a` chacun de ces points en proposant des solutions
de´taille´es pour chacune des e´tapes du processus de classification.
Le principe de base repose sur l’e´valuation de la synchronie entre des attributs audios et
vide´os, ces derniers e´tant extraits de bouches potentiellement a` l’origine du signal de parole.
Cette synchronie est e´value´e par le biais d’une fonction base´e sur l’information mutuelle.
Le succe`s de la me´thode re´side dans l’extraction d’attributs approprie´s. Une me´thode
base´e sur la the´orie de l’information est donc propose´e dans cette optique et est applique´e
aux donne´es acquises et pre´alablement repre´sente´es de fac¸on ade´quate. Cette me´thode
utilise conjointement les deux modalite´s dans un sche´ma de fusion pre´coce afin d’extraire
l’information lie´e a` leur provenance commune tandis que le bruit est e´carte´. Il est de´montre´
que la probabilite´ de commettre une erreur sur l’estime´e de la source est ainsi minimise´e.
Ces attributs optimaux sont ensuite passe´s en entre´e du classificateur de´fini au moyen de
tests d’hypothe`ses et effectuant une nouvelle fusion des modalite´s a` son niveau puisqu’une
seule valeur est retourne´e en sortie. La me´thode pre´sente´e est donc une me´thode hybride
dans laquelle deux fusions, pre´coce et tardive, sont effectue´es. Formuler la fonction de
classification au moyen de tests d’hypothe`ses permet de de´finir dans le meˆme temps des
outils pour e´valuer tant le classificateur lui-meˆme que le processus entier de classification,
y compris le be´ne´fice apporte´ par l’e´tape d’extraction d’attributs.
Dans un premier temps, le syste`me est applique´ en portant une attention plus par-
ticulie`re au signal audio: la me´thode the´orique d’extraction d’attributs est mise en oeu-
vre afin d’optimiser l’information auditive tout en utilisant bien entendu conjointement
l’information visuelle pour ce faire. Des attributs audio spe´cifiques a` la production de pa-
role sont ainsi produits. La me´thode d’e´valuation montre que le pouvoir discriminant du
classificateur est ame´liore´ par l’emploi de ces attributs en lieu et place d’attributs audio
e´quivalents, non-optimise´s.
Dans un second temps, l’optimisation des attributs vide´o est aborde´e. L’information vi-
suelle la plus e´videmment rattache´e a` la production de parole est le mouvement de la bouche.
Cependant, la se´quence d’images a` notre disposition nous permet uniquement d’estimer ce
mouvement, en nous basant sur le gradient d’intensite´. Cette estimation est connue sous le
nom de flux optique. A l’aide de la the´orie des graphes, un mode`le probabiliste des relations
entre l’audio, le mouvement et le gradient d’intensite´ est de´fini (dans le cas particulier ou`
une bouche produit de la parole). L’interpre´tation de ce mode`le nous permet de retrouver
la fonction d’optimisation de´finie pre´ce´demment dans la me´thode d’extraction d’attributs.
En conse´quence, une approche e´chelle-espace est propose´e pour estimer le flux optique, en
re´gulant la force de la contrainte de lissage au moyen d’un crite`re base´ sur l’information
mutuelle entre les contenus audio et vide´o. Des re´sultats prometteurs ont e´te´ obtenus,
meˆme si des tests plus importants sont encore a` re´aliser, dans des conditions bruite´es en
particulier.
En conclusion, cette the`se propose un syste`me complet base´ sur la reconnaissance de
formes et destine´ a` de´tecter le locuteur courant dans une se´quence audiovisuelle tout en
minimisant la probabilite´ de classer une bouche dans la mauvaise cate´gorie. L’importance
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de la fusion des informations acoustiques et visuelles a` un niveau pre´coce du syste`me, c’est-
a`-dire lors de l’extraction meˆme des attributs, est de´montre´e par le biais de la me´thode
d’e´valuation qui fait partie inte´grante du syste`me.
Mots-clefs:
Signaux multimodaux, de´tection audio-visuelle de locuteur,
extraction d’attributs, the´orie de l’information,
tests d’hypothe`ses, reconnaissance de formes,
the´orie e´chelle-espace
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1.1 Description of the problem
As digital multimedia applications integrate everyone’s life, the development of dedicat-
ed tools for acquiring and processing the related information becomes critical. Human-
computer interaction, multimedia content indexing, biometrics, etc. are examples of such
applications. Often, speech is involved in some way, as it is a typical vector for human’s
communication. Generally speaking, any interface which relies on speech for communica-
tion requires an estimate of the user’s speaking state (i.e. whether or not he/she is speaking
to the system) for its reliable functioning.
This implies first of all the system to be able to discriminate the potential speakers from
background noise, then to discriminate the “true” speaker from other users. This is quite
challenging, as the scene may be pretty noisy, due to multi-speaker interference, natural
sounds (coughing, outside activity), room reverberation, changes in lighting conditions,
motion and partial occlusion of speakers. Moreover, this system should perform with simple
material such as a single camera and microphone for being practical.
1.2 Motivations
Social interactions are an inherent component of any human society. These interactions
would not be possible without communication, whose primary vector is speech. For a naive
observer, speech consists only in an auditory signal produced by a speaker and catched
by a listener through its sense of hearing. From this perspective, it is then a unimodal
phenomenon, where by modality, we mean:
1
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Definition 1 - Modality [1]:
1. (formal) The particular way in which something exists, is experienced or is done.;
2. (biology) The kind of senses that the body uses to experience things.
In reality, the production and the perception of speech are multimodal: articulators get
into motion to modulate the emitted auditory wave. There are then two kinds of signals
- or two modalities - emitted during speech and perceived by the listener in a face-to-face
conversation. These are the auditory speech and the visual speech, the latter referring to
the motion of the visible articulators (lips, jaws, ...).
There are number of empirical evidences demonstrating that the perception of speech
is profoundly influenced by vision. Besides, this integration of the two modalities by the
brain is not specific to speech. Cognitive sciences have put in evidence the early integration
of multi-sensory information by the brain. In particular, stimuli of different modalities are
perceived as originating from the same source if they are both spatially and temporally
synchronous. This effect is experimented when watching a dubbed movie for example; or
by an observer who try to guess who is the “true” speaker when two persons are standing
side by side and moving both their lips whereas one of them only is speaking. By evaluating
the synchrony between the auditory speech and the possible visual speeches, the observer
will be able to take a decision about the current speaker. This approach is called decision-
making and involves a complex cognitive process, especially in this specific case where an
integration of multi-sensory information by the brain takes place.
Theoretical frameworks such as pattern recognition (PR), have been developed for ma-
chines to emulate this human’s decision-making. As human beings start the decision-making
process by acquiring knowledge about the environment, a pattern recognizer starts by the
acquisition of the data through sensors. Different processing steps lead then from these
raw data to a final decision. In problems dealing with source localization, such as the one
just presented, the observation of human perception advocates a multimodal approach to
PR. This rises some crucial questions however, about the integration of the modalities in
the processing chain as well as about their interaction, for the system to really find an
added-value in this complex approach.
1.3 Aim of the thesis
The aim of this thesis has been to design a whole pattern recognition system, dealing with
signals of different modalities emitted by a common physical source - such as audiovisual
speech - and trying to recover the spatio-temporal location of this physical source.
As a prior requirement, the system was asked to perform in simple acquisition conditions,
i.e. with a single camera and microphone. Indeed, at the beginning of this thesis, most
of the multimodal approaches to speaker detection were dealing with complex acquisition
systems (multiple microphones, cameras, ...) and integrating the multimodal information
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at a late stage of the pattern recognition process. This is because they were often combining
simply the methods adjusted for years for each different modality individually. They were
then not taking advantage of all the potential offered by a multimodal approach, as put in
evidence by some exploratory studies. These were exploiting the temporal co-occurrence
between auditory and visual speech for detecting the speaker with simpler material. Hence,
they lent a fresh perspective on the problem, and asked the question of the level at which the
fusion should take place in the detection process for its performance to improve. Indeed,
a key to success in source localization problems, as in many others, is the extraction of
suitable features. It is then natural to consider the added-value of a multimodal approach
to feature extraction.
A global framework relying on a synchrony-based approach and integrating multimodal
solutions for feature extraction, classification and system evaluation was missing. The main
objective of this thesis is to propose such solutions. A statistical approach has been chosen
for the flexibility it allows when dealing with signals of different physical nature. A postulate
is that fusing the information at earlier stage of the detection process should improve the
final performance of the system, i.e. minimize its probability of error. Therefore, an aspect
we have concentrated on is the question of the validation of the results, in particular the
evaluation of the performance of the whole multimodal process.
1.4 Main contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• Development of a full pattern recognition system for multimodal speaker detection,
from the data acquisition step all the way to the system evaluation, such that the
probability of error of the process is minimized.
• Development of an information theoretic feature extraction framework dealing with
different modalities coming from a common physical phenomenon.
• A novel multimodal classifier relying on hypothesis testing which gives means for
directly assessing its performance but also the performance of the whole PR process.
In particular the added-value of the feature extraction step can be evaluated. Together
with this evaluation framework, the precise definition of the experimental setup and
of the ground truth of the dataset has been achieved, allowing future comparisons
with the presented method.
• Application of the multimodal PR system to acoustic speech signal with development
of an optimization framework which leads to extract audio features specific to speech
production.
• Precise study of the optimization scheme and comparison of different optimization
algorithms for best results.
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• Development of a multimodal scale-space approach to optical flow estimation by ap-
plying the multimodal PR system to visual speech.
1.5 Thesis road map
This dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 The speaker detection problem is undertaken as a multimodal pattern recognition
task in this work. But was is a pattern recognition system? What are the main com-
ponents, or main processing steps, that are part of it? These questions are answered
to in this chapter. The question of the integration of a multimodal perspective in
a PR design is tackled then, through a discussion about what should be fused and
when this fusion should occur in the recognition process. A presentation of seminal
works in audiovisual speaker detection using different fusion schemes conclude this
presentation of the problem.
Chapter 3 The undertaken approach relies on statistics and information theory, thus a review of
some basic terms and concepts related to these fields is given.
Chapter 4 Presentation of the multimodal pattern recognition system. At each step of the pro-
cess, errors may occur and pass on tho the next stages, resulting possibly in poor
process performance. Thus solutions are proposed for the main three last steps of the
PR (the first step being directly application dependent): feature extraction, classifi-
cation, and system evaluation, in order to minimize this probability of error.
Chapter 5 The PR system is applied in the context of audiovisual speaker detection. The PR
steps unaddressed previously (data acquisition and representation) are clarified. A
particular emphasis is put on the auditory speech since the information theoretic fea-
ture extraction framework developed in the chapter 4 is applied to extract meaningful
audio features using jointly the video content. This requires the precise definition of
the optimization problem and a suitable optimization method to be chosen. Thus a
precise study of different possible algorithms is carried out. The performance of the
classifier and of the whole PR system are evaluated. For this purpose, an experimen-
tal framework is precisely described, including the ground truth labelling of the test
database. This way, further comparisons are allowed.
Chapter 6 Application of the PR system to the audiovisual speaker detection task, focusing
on the enhancement of the visual speech features through the information theoretic
framework developed in chapter 4. A scale-space approach is proposed for the problem
of OF estimation.
Chapter 7 This dissertation concludes with a resume of our achievements and a discussion of
future research topics.
Speaker detection as a
multimodal pattern
recognition task 2
2.1 Introduction
Speaker detection is an important component of a speech-based user interface. Audio-
visual speaker detection, speech and speaker recognition or speech synthesis for example
find multiple applications in human-computer interaction, multimedia content indexing,
biometrics, etc. Generally speaking, any interface which relies on speech for communication
requires an estimate of the user’s speaking state (i.e. whether or not he/she is speaking
to the system) for its reliable functioning. One needs therefore to identify the speaker and
discriminate from other users or background noise. Such a task can be handled as a PR
problem, as will be shown in the next section.
After a presentation of the different components of a pattern recognizer in sec. 2.2, it will
be shown how the multimodal perception of the environment, and of speech in particular,
by human beings advocates a multimodal pattern recognition approach to the problem of
speaker detection. This approach raises the question of knowing what should be fused, as
well as when and how this fusion should take place in the PR process. These are critical
issues, mainly depending on the problem at hand. A discussion about what should be
fused for handling the best the speaker detection task is led in sec. 2.3. Once decided the
modalities to be fused, they have to be combined at one of the steps of the PR process.
The different possibilities are introduced in sec. 2.4 and discussed through the presentation
of seminal works in audio-visual speaker detection in sec. 2.5. Of course, how to fuse the
modalities is the main matter of this thesis and is considered in the next chapters.
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2.2 Pattern recognition design
2.2.1 What is pattern recognition?
In their everyday life, human beings are facing situations where choices have to be made.
These choices result from a complex cognitive process referred to as decision making and
firstly theorized by Nobel Laureate Herbert Simon who created with Allen Newell the Logic
Theory Machine [93]. This seminal work has been followed by many researches which tried
to reproduce human’s learning capabilities with computer programs. Pattern recognition
is a particular field of artificial intelligence ensuing from these researches.
Like human beings use their senses to acquire knowledge about their environment in
order to react to it, pattern recognizers observe the environment through sensors, learn
to distinguish patterns of interest and make decision about their categories or classes.
Thus, instead of using pre-defined rules, objects are classified through their observable
information, which can be referred to as pattern.
A pattern is described through some features specified by the investigator and thought
to be important for classification [141]. If patterns are generated by a probabilistic system,
we talk about a statistical PR approach, in contrast to structural PR methods, based on
the structural interrelationships between features [67].
A speaker detection task consists in taking a decision about the state - silent or speaking
- of an individual, given some patterns characterizing this state. Formulated in these terms,
it is obviously a pattern recognition problem.
2.2.2 Different stages involved in the design of a pattern recognizer
Decision making starts in human beings by acquiring knowledge about the environment.
Similarly, a pattern recognizer starts by the acquisition of data through sensors. A tractable
representation of the raw data is then generated and feeds the classifier which finally outputs
a decision. The problem domain dictates the choice of sensor(s), preprocessing technique,
representation scheme, and the decision making model [67]. A more complete pattern
recognition system would also include a feature extraction and an evaluation stages. The
structure of such a standard PR design is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1 — Standard pattern recognition system.
The purpose of the feature extraction step is to produce a set of limited yet salient
features. The redundant or useless information might degrade the classifier performance
and should then be removed, while the valuable content should be preserved. Often the
dimensionality of the features is also decreased to alleviate the so-called curse of dimension-
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ality which states that the number of training data points must be an exponential function
of the feature dimension [9].
Feature extraction methods must be differentiated from feature selection methods. The
latter select the best subset of the input feature set, whereas the former create new features
by transforming or combining the original feature set [67].
Many feature extraction methods exist, either linear or nonlinear. Presenting all of
them is beyond the scope of this thesis. In a few words, linear algorithms such as Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), factor analysis, or Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) are
the most widely used, due to their simplicity and easy-of-use. However, they are likely
to fail to capture a nonlinear relationship. Kernel PCA, multidimensional scaling, self-
organizing map (SOM) or information theoretic approaches deal more efficiently with data
that exhibit complex relationships. For a detailed coverage of the wide field of feature
extraction methods, the reader is referred to [57], [141], [129], [22].
2.3 Multimodal pattern recognition
2.3.1 Data fusion
The Def. 1 given in the introduction of this dissertation gave the two following meanings
for the term “modality”:
1. (formal) The particular way in which something exists, is experienced or is done.;
2. (biology) The kind of senses that the body uses to experience things.
It has appeared as soon as in the 60’s that using separate modalities in a complementary
method should improve the desired results. A mathematical model referred to as “data
fusion” has been developed for such a data manipulation [132], [138], [3]. “Data fusion is
a formal framework in which are expressed the means and tools for the alliance of data
originating from different sources. It aims at obtaining information of greater quality;
the exact definition of ’greater quality’ will depend upon the application.” [137]. This
framework allows a better description and formalization of the synergy potentials between
the available sources of information, thus a better exploitation of the data can accordingly
be performed.
In term of robustness and stability, the advantages in using data fusion are obvious:
the system is operational even if one or several sources of information are missing or mal-
functioning, and the coverage in space and time is extended. Hence it increases the quality
of the deduced information and it reduces the vulnerability of the system, as well as its
ambiguity.
Data fusion is a very general principle which has been applied to many different areas
from military [58] to medical or robotics applications [71]. It is inspired from the capabil-
ities humans and animals have evolved to improve their ability to survive. Indeed, when
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humans perceive their environment, they make a coordinate use of their senses. In human
computer interface problems, such as speaker detection, human perception system should
be considered even more as a reference. Therefore, multimodal - or data fusion - approaches
are advocated for such tasks. But then, the central question we face to is: “What do we
fuse, when and how do we perform the fusion”? As mentioned in the introduction, these
are critical issues in multimodal PR tasks that must be answered to. They imply choices
to be made, which must be carefully considered for the multimodal approach to be benefit
for the problem at hand. Let us firstly address the “what” point, i.e. the choice of the
modalities to be fused. A close look to the new discoveries in cognitive sciences should help
us to answer this matter.
2.3.2 Cross-modality effects and speech: the “what” point
Obviously, the world we are living in is multimodal: many natural events consists of co-
occurring or correlated occurrences in different sensorial modalities [34]. Thus, human be-
ings integrate information coming from each of its five senses to experience its environment
and react to it.
Along the twentieth century, cognitive sciences have evolved from a unimodal model
of perception (atomism theory) towards a perceptual grouping model (the Gestalt theory).
Whereas atomism examined the parts, with the idea that these parts could then be put back
together to make a whole, Gestalt theorists start from the whole, assuming that “the whole
is something else than the sum of its parts” [75]. Instead of focusing on one sensory modality,
with maybe a late integration, researchers have started to study multi-sensorial perception
and the attached binding problem (the way this multimodal integration is achieved by the
brain) [110] as a proper component of the perception process. Since the senses of sight
and hearing are typical and important senses of human beings, most of the works focus on
audio-visual stimuli, though multimodal experiments involving other modalities (e.g. the
sense of touch) have also been carried out (see [37] for example).
Through new behavioral and brain imaging studies, it has been demonstrated that there
exist cross-modality effects in human perception [135], [29], [10] [116] and that temporal
co-occurrence, or synchrony, takes an important place in these effects [86], [108], [10].
Ventriloquism for example, is an audio-visual illusion resulting from this cross-modal
processing of information by the brain. It is created by presenting synchronous auditory
and visual cues in slightly separate locations. As a result, the sound source is shifted in the
direction of the visual stimulus. Everyone experiences this effect when watching movies:
the voice seems to emanate from the actor’s lips rather than from the actual sound sources
(the loudspeakers). A standard explanation to ventriloquism effect is that the perceptual
system assume that a single event occurred when an auditory and a visual stimuli happen
in close spatio-temporal proximity [136]. The preferential shift towards the direction of the
visual event rather than the other way results from the superiority of the visual localization
against auditory localization.
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However, if the visual source is corrupted, auditory stimulus becomes dominant. Heron
et al. have presented a series of experiments in [60] where an auditory cue is presented
synchronously to a visual moving target whose spatial position uncertainty is modulated
by varying its size. As the visual uncertainty increases (larger target sizes), the influence of
the auditory signal in the visual localization increases. Shams has also shown in [114] that
visual illusion can be induced by sound: a single flash accompanied by multiple auditory
beeps is incorrectly perceived as multiple flashes.
These studies evidence that cues from multiple modalities are perceived neurally and
perceptually as originating from the same source, if they are both spatially and temporally
synchronous.
Speech is an obvious case of such a multimodal source, emitting jointly and synchronous-
ly an acoustic and a visual stimuli since the production of speech requires the speech ar-
ticulators to move, inducing facial motion. The perception of speech is then subjected
to cross-modal effect. Actually, human speech perception is profoundly influenced by vi-
sion. It is well-known that watching a speaker’s mouth movements significantly improves
comprehension, not only for hearing impaired but also for normal listeners in noisy envi-
ronments [112], [49]. But the improvement offered by the bimodal speech perception exist
even for non-recognition aspects. A recent set of experiments demonstrated that seeing the
speaker’s lips enhances sensitivity to acoustic information, decreasing the auditory detec-
tion threshold of speech embedded in noise [54], [53]. Finally, the McGurk effect is another
well-know illusion which amazingly puts in evidence the multimodal perception of speech.In
this experiment, a video of [ga] is seeing while listening to a synchronized audio of [ba]. In
most case, the perceived results is [da] [85]. Several studies have investigated further this
perceptual effect, trying to come to viable explanation of the phenomenon. However, how
and why the auditory and visual information are integrated is still an issue [55], [109].
In other words, is speech perception just a special case of audio-visual perceptual group-
ing [36] or does it exist a multimodal speech-specific mode of perception [79], [130]? The
Motor Theory of speech enounced by Liberman [78], [79] argues that speech is special as it
originates from a pre-phonetic capacity to perform speech sounds and gestures, i.e. speech
is not simply a string of syllable-based noises but a complex sequence of temporally over-
lapping, co-articulated units of movements. Since the Motor Theory postulates that speech
is perceived by reference to how it is produced, thus in a non-unimodal way, it goes in favor
of a special processing of audio-visual speech. However, as mentioned above, this question
is still subject to debate. It may appear a bit beyond the scope of this thesis, though it is
of relative importance for knowing at which step of the pattern recognition process the two
modalities should be fused.
Whatever, the strong audio-visual perceptual grouping effects observed with speech
make obvious the choice of a multimodal approach to speech-related problems. Speaker
detection in particular is concerned with a spatial localization, at a given time, of the
speech source (i.e. the speaker). Ideally, this detection should be performed with simple
material such as a single microphone and camera. In such a scheme, neither the acoustic nor
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the visual cues are discriminating enough in space for a robust localization to be possible.
Visual cues are useful in deciding whether a user is facing the system and whether he is
moving its lip. However, the distinction between a user and an active listener, who may
be smiling or nodding without saying anything cannot be achieved on these visual cues
alone. Audio cues, on the other hand, provide useful evidences for speech production but
a mono signal does not permit to localize spatially the sound source. The synchronous
occurrence of an acoustic and a visual speech events is then a valuable information which
can be exploited to achieve such a localization.
Coming back to the question asked in the previous paragraph, we already have clues
about the “what” point: audio and video modalities will be used in our multimodal approach
to speaker detection. The question however is still open on how and at which step of the
classification process the fusion of the two modalities should be performed to be the most
efficient (the “when” point).
2.4 Fusion levels: the “when” point
The processing level at which the integration of the audio and video speech signals should
take place is still an open issue. Classically, three levels of integration are defined [58],
[38], [29]: low-, middle- or high-level fusion. Hybrid approaches, which combine fusions
at different levels, also exist. Basically, each level corresponds to a stage in the pattern
recognition process as described in Fig. 2.1.
• Low-level fusion or raw data fusion combines several sources of raw data (or observa-
tions) to produce a new raw data set.
• Middle-level fusion or feature-level fusion uses jointly the information in data of dif-
ferent modalities to extract representative features.
• High-level or decision-level fusion involves a multimodal decision function. Two dif-
ferent configurations can happen: the information combination and the classification
fusion. Our definition of these two cases differs slightly from the definition given by
Chibelushi in [29]. By the former, we denominate techniques where the scores output
by single-modality classifiers are fused to produce a final output. The latter designates
frameworks where the classification function takes at input features of each modality
and outputs a decision.
Low-level fusion deals with commensurate data, thus data which are usually collected
from similar sensors [58]. Therefore, this scheme does not occur in audiovisual speaker
detection and the fusion level hierarchy resumes to:
• feature-level fusion;
• classification fusion;
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• information combination.
The corresponding schematic representations are displayed in Figs. 2.2, showing at which
steps of the pattern recognition process of Fig. 2.1 these fusion schemes take place.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.2 — (a) Feature-level fusion; (b) Classification fusion; (c) Information combination.
Seminal works in audio-visual speaker detection are presented in the next section, with
reference to the fusion level scheme they have adopted.
2.5 Seminal work in multimodal speaker detection
2.5.1 Information combination
The first fusing approaches in speaker detection simply combined the classification ap-
proaches adjusted for years for each modality independently. The idea is that, by combining
multiple modalities, they can compensate each other’s drawbacks in tracking object and
attain finally robust performance.
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These methods require the use of several microphones (or microphone arrays) for spa-
tially localizing the speech source from acoustic clues only. Usually, this localization is
based on a time-difference of arrival (TDOA) followed by a triangulation.
Good examples of such approaches are given in [140] and [139], where audio and video
signals are combined in a video-conference system to detect the current speaker. A coarse
acoustic-based localization of the speech source is first performed. Thereby, the camera
can be oriented towards the right direction. The processing of video data using different
descriptors (motion estimation, contours extraction, color statistics, face analysis) allows
then to detect the faces in the sequence. A lot of works using the same principle of detecting
independently audio sources (generally TDOA-based) and faces (using color histograms,
contours extraction, motion detection, etc.) have appeared over the last years (see for
example [84], [65], [72], [83]). Information combination approach is also widely applied in
the robotics field [92], [96]. For such applications, the combination of audio and video signals
helps greatly the detection task: mobile robots capable of auditory perception usually
have to stop before interacting with human because of the audio noise of the motor. The
multimodal approach helps to alleviate this restriction.
2.5.2 Classification fusion
Classification fusion scheme is already a more elaborated approach to audiovisual fusion
than information combination approach, the content of both signals being exploited more
efficiently.
One of the first example of such a fusion scheme has been proposed by Takahashi and
Yamasaki in [128], and a similar approach is taken in [52]. The speaker’s face is detected
by looking for colors of same tone than the skin. Of course, such a detection alone is not
robust at all as background pixels can obviously present similar tone. Therefore, an audio
localization (requiring multiple microphones) assigns heavier weights to pixels labelled as
skin, and a joint probability considering both sound and color is estimated to take the final
decision about the state - speaking or silent - of the speaker.
Generally speaking, statistical approaches predominate: the flexibility they offer allows
to integrate easily the different modalities at the classification level. A graphical model for
audiovisual tracking is for example proposed in [7]. In [100] and [47], a learning algorithm
based on dynamic bayesian networks is used to compute the joint probability of having
a speaker considering different acoustic and visual cues (skin color, texture, lips motion).
Other methods use decentralized Kalman filter to perform tracking [123]. To avoid the for-
mulation of implicit Gaussiannity and/or linearity restriction, non-parametric approaches
such as particle filters are also in increasing use these years [134], [143], [48].
Some classification fusion approaches are particularly noticeable because they take ad-
vantage of the temporal co-occurrence between the audio and the video speech signals to
get a spatial localization of the source. As a result, they only require one microphone and
camera to perform.
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In [61], Hershey and Movellan use a per-pixel measure of the correlation between the
audio and video signals - considered as samples of independent Gaussian processes - to
localize the bimodal source. They suggest that the synchrony is the perceptive effect of the
causal relationship between the two signals.
A time-delayed neural network is used in [33] to learn the correlation between the audio
and video signals. It is then used in a new audio-video sequence for searching correlated
motion and audio indicative of a person talking. The method presented in [56] also require
a training stage to learn the parameters of the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) estimating
the joint probability density function (pdf) of the audio and video features. The audiovi-
sual source is localized in a new sequence by estimating the joint pdf between the audio
sample and video samples taken from a sliding image region analyzer. The region whose
corresponding joint pdf maximizes the likelihood of having been generated by the learned
parameters is labelled as the speaking mouth.
In [89], the audio and video signals are represented as sparse sums of few representative
functions taken from a dictionary. The temporal displacement of visual relevant features,
like the mouth is compared with the evolution of the audio feature to detect correspondences
between the signals. These correspondences are found by evaluating the number of peaks
falling jointly in a given time window.
The authors in [56] and [89] both compare their results with the ones presented by
Nock et al. in [95], who carried out the first quantitative study about audiovisual speaker
detection based on synchrony evaluation. They tested three methods relying on differ-
ent statistical considerations on twelve sequences taken from the CUAVE database [98],
and compared their performance. The so-called Gaussian mutual information (MI), where
multivariate Gaussian distributions are assumed and the MI used as synchrony evaluation
function, is shown to outperform the two other ones.
2.5.3 Feature-level fusion
Among the different methods that exploit the information contained in each modality, a
few are performing the fusion directly at the feature level. It has though been pointed
out in [28] and [44] for example, that such a fusion can greatly help the classification task:
the richer and the more representative the features, the more efficient the classifier. Thus
the purpose of the here-presented methods is to map the features into a subspace where
their relationship is enhanced prior to perform the detection, in order to lead to a better
detection performance. As the last methods presented in the previous paragraph, these
approaches exploit the synchrony existing between the acoustic and visual speech signals.
A single microphone and camera are then only required as well.
The various approaches differ in their way to process the data and the cost function to be
optimized to perform the mapping or the synchrony evaluation, mainly mutual information,
maximum likelihood, and entropy.
In [120] and [73], a Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is performed (incidentally,
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this is equivalent to maximum MI projection in the jointly Gaussian case).
Fisher et al. propose in [44] to find the linear combinations of low-level audiovisual
representations that maximize the mutual information.
In [121], the authors perform a PCA followed by an Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) on an audiovisual feature vector obtained by concatenating the audio and video
feature sets. The maximally independent audio-video subspaces indicate the common source
localization.
A methodology for learning meaningful synchronous structures from multimodal signals
is proposed in [90]. Once the multimodal components have been learned in a training phase,
they are used as filters on new audiovisual sequences. The temporal position (for the audio)
and spatio-temporal position (for the video) of the maximal projections are obtained and
can be used to recover the spatio-temporal location of the common source.
An estimation of the features’ probability density functions is generally required. Gaus-
sian distributions are often explicitly or implicitly assumed. However, such an a priori
assumption is not necessarily valid. Fisher in [44], as well as Butz in [28], estimate the
probability density functions directly from the available samples during the feature extrac-
tion process through Parzen windowing [97].
2.6 Discussion
This chapter has put the grounds of the approach tackled in this thesis. Let us recall here
that the target application is the detection of the active speaker on audiovisual sequences,
using a single camera and microphone. This task is typically related to human behavior.
Thus a methodology inspired from how humans perceive their environment in order to
react to it, such as pattern recognition approaches, is naturally advocated. Similarly, the
study of humans’ behavior and the discoveries in cognitive science support the choice of a
multimodal approach to pattern recognition task.
Stating the problem this way opens the question of knowing “what do we fuse, when
and how do we perform the fusion”?
The answer to the “what” point is straightforward, giving the specificity of the task at
hand: the acoustic and visual signals have to be the two used modalities.
To know when in the PR process the fusion should occur is already a biggest issue. The
main reasons to that, beside the fact that multimodal approach to speaker detection is a
quite recent field of research, are that: 1) The binding problem, or integration of multiple
sensory information by the brain, is still unsolved; 2) It is not sure that a computer approach
should follows the humans way of fusing the information to be the most efficient.
However, it has been shown, through the presentation of different works in the domain
in particular, that three main levels of fusion can be undertaken, each one corresponding
broadly to a stage of the pattern recognition process. A feature-level approach looks the
most promising since the sooner you combine the data information in the classification
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process, the better you take advantage of their redundant and complementary content. All
the more, hybrid fusion is also possible. Then a feature-level combination does not exclude
fusion at further levels.
Finally, the speaker detection task should be undertaken through a bimodal PR frame-
work combining the acoustic and visual content from the feature-level. A solution for all
the stages of a standard pattern recognizer as shown in Fig. 2.1 has to be proposed so
that the final process matches these requirements. The final evaluation step is of primary
importance to establish the performance of the global system and of the multimodal fea-
ture extraction step in particular. For as far as we know, no audiovisual speaker detection
method applying a feature-level fusion did propose such an evaluation stage. As stated in
sec. 2.5, most of the works have been primarily concerned with studies investigating the
feasibility of synchrony-based approaches to speaker detection. It is only recently that some
evaluation works did appear [95], [89], [56], but this concerned classification fusion schemes
only.
The precise description of the solutions offered for each step of the pattern recogniz-
er constitutes the “how” point of the question previously asked. It will be answered to
throughout the remaining of this thesis, and in particular in chapter 4 where a theoretical
framework is proposed for the key stages of the process: the feature extraction, the clas-
sification and the evaluation stages. This chapter is preceded by a short introduction to
some basic concepts of statistics and information theory. Indeed, a statistical approach to
pattern recognition is undertaken due to the flexibility it offers.
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Review of some basic
concepts and notations 3
3.1 Probability and statistics: review and notation
3.1.1 Probability space
In this thesis, the problem of speaker detection is considered from a statistical point of view.
This chapter is meant to briefly review some terms and concepts that will be widely used in
the following chapters. However, for a more formal and exhaustive coverage of probability
and statistic theories, the reader is referred to [25] and [101].
The probability theory is an attempt to work mathematically with the relative uncer-
tainties of random events. Let us start by defining a set S as a collection of objects, or
elements, s. An outcome is the result of a single experiment, or trial and a sample space Ω
is defined as the set of all possible outcomes in any given experiments. A set of outcomes
is often considered rather than a single outcome. Such a set of outcomes is called an event
and forms a subset of the sample space. To each event on the sample space Ω, a probability
P is assigned: P (E) is then a function of the event E.
These concepts having been introduced, it is now possible to define the probability space
which describes completely a random experiment:
Definition 2 (Probability space) - A probability space (Ω,B, P ) is a triple consisting of
a sample space Ω, a family B of subsets of Ω, thought as the family of observable events,
and a function P called the probability measure P : B → [0, 1]. This function gives the
probability P (E) of occurrence of each observable event E ∈ B.
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3.1.2 Random variable
In order to define events in a more consistent manner, let us now introduce the concept of
random variable.
Definition 3 (random variable) - A random variable (rv) X is a real-valued∗ function
defined on a probability space. It maps the outcomes λ of a sample space Ω onto a set of
real numbers. The properties associated to this function are:
1. The set {λ : X(λ) ≤ x} is an event for any real number x.
2. The probability of the events {λ : X(λ) =∞} and {λ : X(λ) = −∞} equals zero, that
is, P (X =∞) = P (X = −∞) = 0.
A random variable can be discrete or continuous. A discrete rv has only discrete val-
ues. However, its sample space can be discrete, continuous, or a mixture of discrete and
continuous points. A continuous rv has continuous range of values and its sample space is
continuous as well.
A multivariate random variable, or random vector, is a vector whose components are
scalar-valued random variables on the same probability space. Scalar-valued random vari-
ables take values on R, while vector-valued random variables are defined on Rd with d > 1.
3.1.3 Probability distribution and density function
A random variable is completely specified by the knowledge of its distribution function.
The distribution function of the rv X is defined as:
FX(x) = P (X ≤ x), (3.1)
where P (X ≤ x) is the probability of the event {λ : X(λ) ≤ x}, thus a function of x.
The properties attached to a distribution function will not be given here. More details
can be found in [101] for example.
The behavior of a random variable can also be characterized by the probability density
function (pdf).
The probability density function, or simpler, density function, is defined as the derivative
of the distribution function:
fX(x) =
dFX(x)
dx
. (3.2)
It must satisfy the two following requirements:
fX(x) ≥ 0 for all x and
∫∞
−∞ fX(x)dx = 1. (3.3)
∗Complex values of random variables can also be considered.
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For a discrete rv, the distribution function is not derivable. Introducing the Kronecker
delta function δ(x):
δ(x) =
{
1 if x = 0,
0 else ,
(3.4)
and using the shortened notation:
P (x) = P (X = x), (3.5)
the probability density function for a discrete rv is defined as:
fX(x) =
∑
xi∈ΩX
P (xi)δ(x− xi), (3.6)
where ΩX is the sample space of X. It is then a sum of Kronecker delta functions weighted
by the appropriate probabilities.
3.1.4 Joint probability
Let X and Y be two random variables defined on a sample space Ω. Their specific values
are denoted by x and y respectively. The probability of the joint event {X ≤ x, Y ≤ y},
function of both x and y, is called the joint distribution function FX,Y and is defined as:
FX,Y (x, y) = P [(X ≤ x) ∩ (Y ≤ y)]. (3.7)
It is also possible to consider X and Y as two random variables defined on two sample
spaces ΩX and ΩY , with specific values still denoted by x and y respectively. Then a new
sample space, called the combined, or joint, sample space Ω, can be defined as the Cartesian
product of ΩX and ΩY : Ω = ΩX × ΩY . The elements of Ω are all the ordered pairs (x, y).
These pairs (x, y) can be viewed as the specific values of the random vector ~Z = X,Y .
The joint distribution given by Eq. (3.7) becomes the joint distribution function f(~Z) of
the two-dimensional random vector ~Z. At each point ~z = (x, y) ∈ R, the value of F (~z) is
specified by Eq. (3.7).
In other words, it is possible to define two or more random variables on the sample
space of a single random experiment, or on the combined sample space of many random
experiments.
The previous lines of reasoning, as well as Eq. (3.7), generalize easily to n rvs X1, . . . , Xn
or to a n-dimensional random vector ~X = X1, . . . , Xn. The corresponding joint distribution
function is given by:
FX1,...,Xn(x1, . . . , xn) = P [(X1 ≤ x1) . . . (Xn ≤ xn)]. (3.8)
For n random variablesX1, . . . , Xn (or for a n-dimensional random vector ~X ∈ Rn), the joint
probability density function, denoted fX1,...,Xn(x1, . . . , xn), is defined by the nth derivative
of the joint distribution function wherever it exists.
fX1,...,Xn(x1, . . . , xn) =
∂nFX1,...,Xn(x1, . . . , xn)
∂x1 . . . ∂xn
. (3.9)
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For discrete random variables, the joint distribution function possesses some step discon-
tinuities where the derivatives are normally undefined. However, by admitting Kronecker
delta functions, it is possible to define the joint density function at these points.
3.1.5 Marginal distribution function
Let X and Y be two random variables defined on Ω = ΩX × ΩY and taking values x
and y. The knowledge of the joint distribution function FX,Y (x, y) allows to recover the
distribution function of X, respectively Y , by simply setting Y , respectively X, to infinity.
The resulting functions FX(x) or FY (y) are called marginal distribution functions. For a
continuous rv:
FX(x) =
∫
ΩY
FXY (x, y)dy, (3.10)
FY (y) =
∫
ΩX
FXY (x, y)dx. (3.11)
For discrete rvs, the Riemann integrations of Eqs. (3.10) and (3.6) is replaced by a simple
summation over y ∈ ΩY or x ∈ ΩX .
Of course, marginal density functions can be inferred from these marginal distribution
functions by applying Eq. (3.2) to FX(x) or FY (y) (for the discrete case, Eq. (3.6) should
be used).
3.1.6 Statistical independence
Two events E1 and E2 are statistically independent if and only if:
P (E1
⋂
E2) = P (E1) · P (E2). (3.12)
The independence of two events states that the knowledge of one of the event gives no infor-
mation about the other event. This condition can be generalized to two random variables
X and Y by defining the events E1 = {X ≤ x} and E2 = {Y ≤ y} for two real numbers
x and y. Then, X and Y are statistically independent random variables - in shorthand
notation, X ⊥ Y - if and only if:
P (X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) = P (X ≤ x) · P (Y ≤ y). (3.13)
An equivalent definition can be given using the joint distribution function, or the joint
density function of X and Y :
• two rvs X and Y are independent if their joint distribution can be expressed as the
product of their marginal distribution functions:
FX,Y (x, y) = FX(x) · FY (y). (3.14)
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• Two rvs X and Y are independent if their joint probability density function can be
expressed as the product of their marginal density functions:
fX,Y (x, y) = fX(x) · fY (y). (3.15)
These definitions generalize to n random variables in a straightforward way.
3.1.7 Some additional remarks about the notation
In the remainder of this thesis, we will deal with discrete rvs. A rv is denoted by a capital
letter, and its specific values by the same letter in lower case. The pdf of a discrete rv X
defined on a sample space ΩX is noted pX(x) rather than fX(x) to follow standard notation
in information theory. Moreover, this notation is shortened for convenience as p(x), when
no confusion is possible. Thus p(x) and p(y) refer to two different rvs and are different
pdfs: pX(x) and pY (y) respectively.
3.2 Information theory: basic concepts and definitions
3.2.1 The concept of information theory in a few words
Information theory refers to a mathematical framework introduced by Shannon in the 50’s
and devoted, in its initial form, to communication systems [115]. Such systems have the
task of transmitting information from one place to another as efficiently as possible, given
certain costs and constraints.
The basic idea behind information theory is that it is a “measuring theory”: it gives
the means for evaluating how much measuring one thing tells us about another thing,
previously unknown. This general formulation intuitively shows that there is no reason
to restrict information theory to communication systems. On the contrary, it can find
applications in many fields of physics. In particular, it has been applied with success to
signal processing during these last years. An interesting presentation of the link between
information theory and signal processing can be found in [26]. Recently, information theory
has proved particularly useful in the development of unsupervised learning algorithms.
Linsker for example has used this theory in neural networks with considerable success (see
for example [82]).
This thesis deals with a pattern recognition task. It largely uses information theory to
achieve its end. Therefore, some basic definitions and concepts widely used afterwards will
be introduced now. A signal processing point of view is used rather than a communication
system perspective.
3.2.2 Entropy
The two central concepts of information theory are those of entropy and information [115].
As intuitively expressed in the previous subsection, the idea behind information theory
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is to know how the uncertainty about the state of the world has decreased after some
measurements have been made. Of course, this depends on how uncertainty is measured: for
this, information theory uses entropy. The entropy is a measure of the average uncertainty
in the rv X [32].
For a discrete random variable X with pdf p(x) defined for all possible outcomes x taken
on the sample space ΩX , the Shannon’s entropy H is defined as:
H(x) = −
∑
x∈ΩX
p(x) log p(x), (3.16)
where the convention 0 · log 0 = 0 is used. If the logarithm is taken to base 2, this quantity
is expressed in bits. In the following of this thesis, the notation log is used for log2.
H(X) is also called the marginal entropy of X and satisfies the two following properties:
• H(X) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if p(x) = 1 for one x.
• If ΩX counts N elements, then the entropy is maximized when all the probabilities
are equal to 1/N (uniform distribution). In this case, H(X) = logN .
If some outcomes y of a discrete rv Y related toX are observed, the uncertainty aboutX,
thus its entropy, is decreased. The conditional entropy H(X|Y ) measures the uncertainty
remaining in X after having observed Y . If Y is defined on the sample space ΩY , with
outcomes y and a pdf p(y), the conditional entropy of X given Y is defined as:
H(X|Y ) =
∑
x∈ΩX
∑
y∈ΩY
p(x, y) log p(x|y), (3.17)
where p(x, y) is the joint pdf of X and Y and p(x|y) the conditional pdf of X and Y .
Conditioning then reduces entropy: H(X|Y ) ≤ H(X) with equality if and only if X and Y
are independent.
The chain rule for entropy relates the conditional and the marginal entropies as follows:
H(X) +H(X|Y ) = H(Y ) +H(Y |X). (3.18)
The two summations in Eq. (3.18) are equal to the joint entropy H(X,Y ) between the two
rvs X and Y . The joint entropy is defined as:
H(X,Y ) = −
∑
x∈ΩX
∑
y∈ΩY
p(x, y) log p(x, y). (3.19)
3.2.3 Mutual information
As mentioned previously, the uncertainty about the rv X is decreased by the knowledge of
another rv Y . This uncertainty reduction results obviously in a gain of information. How
much information is gained depends on how much X and Y are dependent. This leads to
the concept of MI:
I(X,Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ), (3.20)
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with I(X,Y ) = I(Y,X) (symmetry of MI) and I(X,Y ) ≥ 0.
Using the expression of H(X) and H(X|Y ) as stated by Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), the
mutual information can be defined as (see [32] for proof):
I(X,Y ) =
∑
x∈ΩX
∑
y∈ΩY
p(x, y) log
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
. (3.21)
Mutual information thus measures the average amount of information that Y conveys about
X. It can equivalently be understood as a measure of the dependence between X and Y .
3.2.4 Data processing inequality
Most of the systems require the data to be preprocessed before to be analyzed. A fun-
damental theorem of information theory, the data processing theorem, states that such
processing on the data cannot increases their information.
Theorem - (Data processing inequality) - If X, Y , and Z are three rv forming a
Markov chain X → Y → Z, then I(X;Y ) ≥ I(X;Z).
Corollary : In particular, if Z is a function g of Y : Z = g(Y ), X → Y → g(Y ) forms a
Markov chain, thus I(X;Y ) ≥ I(X; g(Y )).
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Multimodal feature
extraction and speaker
detection framework 4
4.1 Introduction
In this thesis, the detection of the current speaker in an audio-visual sequence is under-
stood as a pattern recognition problem, cast in a statistical framework. As mentioned in
the previous chapter, a pattern recognition process counts five basic stages, from the da-
ta acquisition to the system evaluation. The schematic representation of such a pattern
recognition chain, presented in chapter 2, is reminded in Fig. 4.1.
At each step, errors may occur which pass on to the next stages, resulting possibly in
poor process performance. The ultimate goal when designing a pattern recognizer is obvi-
ously to minimize its probability of error. In this chapter, we will propose and discuss a
framework which considers all the stages of the chain presented in Fig. 4.1, from the feature
extraction to the evaluation stages. The data acquisition and initial data representation
depend directly on the task at hand and will thus be tackled when addressing the concrete
application of the framework, in the next chapters. The presented system aims at mini-
mizing the overall error probability of the process, as assessed by a performance evaluation
step at the end of the recognition chain. For that purpose, a multimodal approach is taken
from the feature level.
This chapter starts by discussing the concept of error associated to a statistical clas-
Figure 4.1 — Pattern classifier.
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sification process. In the next section, we develop an information theoretic framework for
performing feature extraction using a multimodal approach. Such an approach is shown to
efficiently decrease the probability of committing an error at this processing stage. It implies
the problem to be cast in a statistical framework. Therefore, density estimation methods,
with a particular focus on non-parametric approaches, are briefly introduced in section 4.3.
In section 4.4, a classifier is defined and justified using decision theory. Specifically, the
problem is expressed through hypothesis tests. This formulation gives means for evaluating
the performance of the classifier as well as of the whole pattern recognition system. In
particular, it allows to validate the gain offered by the multimodal feature extraction step.
4.2 Information theoretic framework for pattern classifica-
tion
4.2.1 Unimodal classification process
Let us consider a general unimodal classification task. The original class C as well as the
signal, or source, S are not directly observable. Using some sensors, some features X are
generated. In a next processing stage, some particular variables FX are selected or extracted
from the initial data space. This transformation is necessary as the original space of values
is usually not suited for classification. From these features, an estimate Sˆ of the original
signal S is inferred and a decision about the class label, Cˆ is finally taken.
From a Bayesian perspective, C, S, X, FX , Sˆ, and Cˆ are random variables. C and
Cˆ take value on ΩC , the set of possible class labels; S and Sˆ are defined on the sample
space ΩS ; X and FX on sample spaces ΩX and ΩFX . The classification procedure leading
to an estimate Cˆ is then described by a first order Markov chain (MC) shown in Fig. 4.2.
The non-observable states C and S are hidden states. Using the chain rule of conditional
Figure 4.2 — First order Markov chain describing the classification procedure.
probability, the joint probability characterizing this Markov chain is:
P (C, S,X, FX , Sˆ, Cˆ) = P (C)P (S|C)P (X|S)P (FX |X)P (Sˆ|FX)P (Cˆ|Sˆ). (4.1)
4.2.2 Probability of error on the unimodal classification process
As previously mentioned, the ultimate goal when designing a classifier is to minimize the
probability of assigning the wrong class to the signal. The probability of committing an
error during the classification process, PE = P (Cˆ 6= C), depends on the classifier itself,
i.e. on the discrimination power of the decision rule estimating Cˆ from Sˆ. Actually, given
an observation sˆ of Sˆ, a decision has to be taken about the value of C. This decision
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can be modelled as a function g : ΩS → ΩC , leading to an estimate Cˆ = g(Sˆ) [35]. The
ultimate goal is to design the classifier such that the probability of error PE = P (g(Sˆ) 6= C)
is minimized. However, the Markov chain of Fig. 4.2 clearly shows that whatever the
classifier, its performance will be poor if the feature FX extracted from X are not suited,
resulting in a poor estimate Sˆ. In fact, the estimation of S from FX is a function, as is the
estimation of C from Sˆ. Since there are two hidden variables, C and S, there are also two
estimation processes whose probability of error must be minimized. From here onwards,
we call “estimation process” the steps leading from S to Sˆ on the MC of Fig. 4.2 while
“classification process” refers to the whole chain. Their error probabilities are designed by
Pe and PE respectively.
Let us consider firstly the estimation process, where the hidden state S is estimate from
some collected data. A probability of error can be defined on this process: Pe = P (Sˆ 6= S).
Let us introduce a binary random variable Γ taking value on ΩΓ = {0, 1} and used as a
predicate for the wrong estimation of S:
Γ =
{
1 if Sˆ 6= S,
0 if Sˆ = S.
(4.2)
The probability of error on the estimation process is then defined as Pe = P (Γ = 1|Sˆ, S).
Introducing this error function into the estimation process, the Markov chain of Fig. 4.2
becomes the Bayesian network shown in Fig. 4.3. It is not a first order Markov chain
Figure 4.3 — Bayesian network describing the estimation process, with a predication step on the
error probability included.
anymore since the error probability is conditioned by both the input S of the process and
its final output Sˆ [28]. The joint probability characterizing this Bayesian network is:
P (S,X, FX , Sˆ,Γ) = P (S)P (X|S)P (FX |X)P (Sˆ|FX)P (Γ|S, Sˆ). (4.3)
The expected error associated to the process is given by the expectation E[Γ] of Γ [32]:
Pe=P (Sˆ 6= S) (4.4)
=
∫
s∈ΩS
∫
x∈ΩX
∫
fx∈ΩFX
∫
sˆ∈ΩS
p(s)p(x|s)p(fx|x)p(sˆ|fx)P (Γ = 1|sˆ, s). (4.5)
Assuming the rvs to be discrete as it is the case when working with digital signals, Eq. (4.6)
becomes:
Pe =
∑
s∈ΩS
∑
x∈ΩX
∑
fx∈ΩFX
∑
sˆ∈ΩS
p(s)p(x|s)p(fx|x)p(sˆ|fx)P (Γ = 1|sˆ, s). (4.6)
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Let us now consider the whole classification chain leading from C to Cˆ as shown in
Fig. 4.2. An indicator function for the misclassification of Cˆ can be introduced as was done
for the estimation process. Let E be a binary rv defined on ΩE = {0, 1} and such that:
E =
{
1 if Cˆ 6= C,
0 if Cˆ = C.
(4.7)
Introducing the two error indicators in the model, this classification process is now modelled
by the Bayesian network shown in Fig. 4.4. The associated probability of classification error
Figure 4.4 — Bayesian network describing the classification process, when the predicates for the
estimation and the classification error probabilities are introduced.
is given by:
PE=P (Cˆ 6= C), (4.8)
=
∑
c,cˆ
∑
s,sˆ
∑
x
∑
fx
∑
γ
p(c)p(s|c)p(x|s)p(fx|x)p(ˆs|fx)p(γ|sˆ,s)p(cˆ|sˆ)p(E=1|cˆ,c,γ). (4.9)
The migration of the summations to the left of each conditional probability they do reference
leads to:
PE=
∑
c∈ΩC
p(c)
∑
s∈ΩS
p(s|c)
∑
x∈ΩX
p(x|s)
∑
fx∈ΩFX
P (fx|x)
∑
sˆ∈ΩS
p(sˆ|fx)
∑
γ∈ΩΓ
p(γ|sˆ, s)
∑
cˆ∈ΩC
p(cˆ|sˆ)p(E = 1|cˆ, c, γ). (4.10)
Using the Bayes rule, the following relationships hold:
∑
c∈ΩC
p(c)
∑
s∈ΩS
p(s|c)=
∑
c∈ΩC
p(c)
p(c)
∑
s∈Ωs
p(s, c) (4.11)
=
∑
c∈Ωc
∑
s∈Ωs
p(s, c) (4.12)
=
∑
s∈Ωs
p(s), (4.13)
where the step from Eq. (4.12) to Eq. (4.13) uses the definition of marginal distribution
(sec. 3.2). Eq. (4.10) is then re-written as:
PE=
∑
s
p(s)
∑
x
p(x|s)
∑
fx
p(fx|x)
∑
sˆ
p(sˆ|fx)
∑
γ
p(γ|sˆ,s)
∑
cˆ
p(cˆ|sˆ)p(E=1|cˆ,c,γ). (4.14)
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Or, by developing the summation term over γ:
PE=
∑
s∈ΩS
p(s)
∑
x∈ΩX
p(x|s)
∑
fx∈ΩFX
p(fx|x)
∑
sˆ∈ΩS
p(sˆ|fx)
∑
γ∈ΩΓ
p(γ=1|sˆ,s)
∑
cˆ∈ΩC
p(cˆ|sˆ)p(E=1|cˆ,c,γ)
+
∑
s∈ΩS
p(s)
∑
x∈ΩX
p(x|s)
∑
fx∈ΩFX
p(fx|x)
∑
sˆ∈ΩS
p(sˆ|fx)
∑
γ∈ΩΓ
p(γ=0|sˆ,s)
∑
cˆ∈ΩC
p(cˆ|sˆ)p(E=1|cˆ,c,γ). (4.15)
Finally, we end up with a formulation of the error probability of the classification process
which involves the probability of estimation error:
PE=P (Sˆ 6=S)
∑
cˆ∈ΩC
p(cˆ|sˆ)P (E=1|cˆ,c,Γ = 1)+(1−P (Sˆ 6=S)
∑
cˆ∈ΩC
p(cˆ|sˆ)p(E=1|cˆ,c,γ=0),
=Pe
∑
cˆ∈ΩC
p(cˆ|sˆ)p(E=1|cˆ,c,γ=1) + (1−Pe)
∑
cˆ∈ΩC
p(cˆ|sˆ)p(E = 1|cˆ, c, γ = 0). (4.16)
This relationship could be further simplify of course. But the objective of these develop-
ments was to come to a formulation which shows how errors caused by each estimation step
(steps leading to Sˆ and to Cˆ) impact on the overall error of the classification process.
On one hand, if the estimation step leading from Sˆ to S is optimal (Pe ≈ 0), Eq. (4.16)
reduces to its right-most hand term. It shows that in this case the minimization of PE
relies on the choice of an accurate classifier which minimizes p(E = 1|cˆ, c, γ = 0). On the
other hand, if the most accurate classifier is found for the problem at hand, neglecting to
consider the steps leading from S to Sˆ, the process error probability might still be high due
to Pe.
4.2.3 Information theoretic feature extraction
Letting aside for now the question of choosing the most suitable classifier for the problem
at hand (thus assuming this classifier exists and has been picked up), we will focus in this
part on minimizing the error probability Pe ensuing from the estimation process.
The estimation of one rv from another can be understood as a feature extraction step
where some specific information must be recovered from the initial rv. Therefore, the
information theoretic framework developed in [45] for extracting features can be applied.
Using Fano’s inequality, the probability of committing an error when getting an estimate Sˆ
of the discrete rv S from another rv FX can be related to the conditional entropy H(S|FX)
[32]:
Pe >
H(S|FX)− 1
log |ΩS | =
H(S)− I(S, FX)− 1
log |ΩS | , (4.17)
where H(S) and I(S, FX) are the entropy of S and the mutual information between the rvs
S and FX respectively, and |ΩS | is the cardinality of the domain of S.
The inequality (4.17) does not help us directly to minimize the error probability Pe. It
does indicate however that an efficient minimization of Pe is conditioned by the minimization
of the right hand side of the inequality, i.e. by a maximization of the mutual information
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between S and FX . In other words, a constraint is introduced on the feature extraction
step that might improve this stage. Indeed, the conditional entropy H(S|FX) corresponds
to the information present in S but missing from Sˆ, which may be required for a correct
classification of Sˆ. If the mapping is deterministic, this conditional entropy has its minimal
possible value.
4.2.4 Extension to the multi-modal case
The framework is presented here in the context of speaker detection but it can of course
apply in any situation where two signals of different modalities are jointly emitted by a
hidden multimodal source. In the particular problem of speaker detection, audio and video
signals are jointly emitted during the speech production process and these two modalities
can be used to constrain the feature extraction step.
Let C be a binary random variable which models the membership to the “speaker” or
“non-speaker” class with respect to an audio-visual source modelled by the random variable
S, defined on ΩS . Notice that the probability for any prototype to belong to each class
is the same, and is equals to 1/|ΩC |, where |ΩC | is the cardinality of ΩC (|ΩC | = 2).
The bimodal source S is not directly accessible but yields two observed signals of different
physical nature: the audio and video signals A and V . For each of those signals, the
unimodal classification process leading from the measurements A - respectively V - to an
estimate Cˆ1 - respectively Cˆ2 - of the class, can be described through a first order Markov
chain (Fig. 4.5.(a)), as previously discussed. Two probabilities of classification error, PE1
and PE2, with the corresponding two lower bounds can be derived for each Markov chain.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.5— (a) Graphical representation of the audio and video Markov chains (leading to Cˆ1 and
Cˆ2 respectively) modelling the two unimodal classification processes associated to each modality;
(b) Graphical representation of the Bayesian networks modelling the two unimodal classification
processes associated to each modality, including the interfering sources; (c) Graphical representation
of the related Markov chains modelling the multimodal classification process.
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A possibility is to firstly obtain some estimates SˆA and SˆV . Then a fusion at the
decision or at the classification level can be performed in order to get a unique estimate
Cˆ of the class from both unimodal processes. However, such an approach would not take
advantage of the discriminant information offered by the bimodal nature of the source S. A
better approach would be to use an extension of the previously described unimodal feature
extraction framework to the multimodal case. Such an extension has been proposed by Butz
et al. in [28] and applied more particularly to image registration. A similar multimodal
feature extraction framework is proposed. It is extended to speaker detection and the
various processing steps are completely justified.
As already stated, the original source S is accessible only through the measurements A
and V . But, as mentioned in [44], these two measurements are corrupted by independent
interference sources NA and NV . The signals coming from these sources account here for
noise since they do not contain any information shared by both modalities. The classifi-
cation process is then described through two Bayesian networks as shown on Fig. 4.5.(b).
A good estimate of the source should include a feature extraction step which discards this
noisy information present in each modality and recovers the information coming from the
common source S, thus shared by both modalities. Obviously, such a goal can only be
reached by considering the two modalities jointly. Let FA and FV be rvs modelling such
audio and video features that contain only the information coming from the source S. Since
they specifically describe this common source, they are related by their joint pdf p(FA, FV ).
Thus an estimate of the feature related to one modality can be inferred from the other
modality with transition probability p(FˆV |FA) or p(FˆA|FV ). These transition probabilities
can be obtained by joint probability estimation since p(FˆV |FA) = p(FˆV , FA)/p(FA) and
p(FˆA|FV ) = p(FˆA, FV )/p(FV ), and if FˆV and FˆA are correctly estimated the approximation
p(FˆA, FV ) ≈ p(FA, FˆV ) ≈ p(FA, FV ) can be assumed. These considerations lead to the
definition of the classification problem with the two Markov chains shown in Fig. 4.5.(c).
Notice that the source estimates associated to each chain are indexed by AV or VA, to stress
that they have been obtained using information present in both modalities, in contrast with
the previous case (Fig. 4.5.(a)).
For each Markov chain leading from S to either SAV (audio MC) or SV A (video MC),
the probability of estimation errors Pe1 or Pe2 and their associated lower bounds are still
defined according to inequality (4.17). For the audio MC for example, the inequality is
stated as:
Pe1=P (SˆAV 6= S), (4.18)
Pe1 >
H(S)− I(S, FˆV )− 1
log |ΩS | . (4.19)
From the data processing inequality, we have:
I(S, FˆV ) 6 I(FA, FˆV ) and I(S, FˆA) 6 I(FV , FˆA). (4.20)
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As a result, the bounds on the error probabilities can be weakened:
Pe1 >
H(S)− I(FA, FˆV )− 1
log |ΩS | , (4.21)
Pe2 >
H(S)− I(FV , FˆA)− 1
log |ΩS | . (4.22)
As previously said, p(FˆA, FV ) ≈ p(FA, FˆV ) ≈ p(FA, FV ). Similarly I(FA, FˆV ) ≈ I(FˆA, FV ) /
I(FA, FV ). Introducing this approximation in Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22), and because of the
symmetry property of MI, a joint lower bound can finally be defined:
P{e1,e2} >
H(S)− I(FA, FV )− 1
log |ΩS | . (4.23)
Minimizing the lower bound on P{e1,e2} then amounts to maximizing the mutual infor-
mation between the extracted features FA and FV corresponding to each modality. The
feature sets resulting from the maximization of the MI involved in these equations are ex-
pected to compactly describe the relationship between the two modalities. In that sense,
the extraction stage produces optimized features.
To get a source estimate with a probability of estimation error close to this bound,
a suitable estimator must be found. If FA and FV are correctly estimated, then they
compactly describe the source S. However, for this last statement to be true, not only
the mutual information I(FA, FV ) between features extracted from each modality must be
increased, but also the conditional entropies H(FV |FA) and H(FA|FV ) must be minimized.
Indeed, if the entropies increase, they reduce the inter-feature dependencies. Dividing
Eq. (4.23) by the joint entropy H(FA, FV ), a feature efficiency coefficient (EC) [28] can be
defined:
e(FA, FV ) =
I(FA, FV )
H(FA, FV )
∈ [0, 1]. (4.24)
This coefficient defines our estimator. Since I(FA, FV ) = H(FA) + H(FV ) − H(FA, FV ),
maximizing e(FA, FV ) still minimizes the lower bound on the error probability defined in
Eq. (4.23) while constraining inter-feature independence. In other words, the extracted
features FA and FV will tend to capture just the information related to the common origin
of A and V , while discarding the unrelated interferences coming from NA and NV : they
lead to an estimate of the source S.
The feature extraction framework presented in this section has been published in [18]
and [19].
4.2.5 Optimization problem
The multimodal feature extraction framework just presented comes up with the definition of
an estimator named efficiency coefficient (Eq. (4.24)). This coefficient has to be maximized
for the probability of estimation error to be decreased.
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The precise definition of the objective function and the optimization method leading to
the solution will be presented in the next two chapters, where the framework is applied to
the audio and video signals. Let us assume for now that the features have been extracted
optimally.
4.2.6 Classifier definition
Applying this framework to extract features, the estimation error probability comes closer
to its minimum. However, the classification error probability PE must still be minimized:
this depends on the choice of a suitable classifier. A classifier derived from decision theory
(hypothesis testing in particular) will be defined later on. It will be shown how this specific
approach allows us to evaluate the classification process performance as well. In particular,
the added value of the feature extraction step will be appraised.
4.3 Density estimation
4.3.1 Presentation of the parametric versus non-parametric approaches
The estimator of Eq. 4.24 which has to be maximized, involves the mutual information
between the rvs FA and FV , modelling the extracted audio and video features. This mutual
information is then defined as:
I(FA, FV ) =
∑
fa∈ΩFA
∑
fv∈ΩFV
p(fa, fv) log
p(fa, fv)
p(fa)p(fv)
, (4.25)
where fa and fv denote the outcomes of the rvs FA and FV , defined on ΩFA and ΩFV . It
follows from Eq. (4.25) that an estimation of the marginal and joint pdfs of FA and FV is
required for solving the optimization problem. These pdfs are to be inferred from a given
sample, using either a parametric or non-parametric approach (a random sample is defined
as the collection of independent observed values of a random variable [2]).
Parametric methods assume that the current sample is drawn from a probability density
belonging to a specific family. The estimation of the pdf then reduces to the estimation of
the parameters of this particular density. Various statistical methods allows to find these
parameters, such as the method of moments or the maximum likelihood [2]. If the true
form of the density function is known for sure, a parametric approach is obviously the most
efficient and reliable method. However, in most case, the underlying density of real data
rarely fits common density models so that a bias persists.
Non-parametric techniques, on the contrary, do not make any assumption about the
family of the distribution from which the sample is drawn. If some parameters have to be
defined, their specification does not uniquely determine a member of a family. Of course,
they are less effective if the density of the data can be reasonably approximated by a
parametric model. But they allow to approximate a large class of unknown densities and
can reveal skewness in distribution, or the presence of multiple nodes in the data.
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In the problem at hand, the pdfs to be estimated are those of a priori unknown features
(since they have to be extracted solving the optimization problem). Their distribution
is, then a fortiori, unknown. These considerations lead to the choice of a non-parametric
approach for estimating the densities.
In the sequel, non-parametric techniques used in this work will be presented through the
analysis of a d-variate random sample of n outcomes, ( ~x1, . . . , ~xn), drawn from an unknown
density function, f(~x), where ~x ∈ Rd. In a first time, d = 1.
4.3.2 Histogram estimator
There exist many non-parametric techniques to estimate a pdf. For a comprehensive cov-
erage of the subject, the reader is referred to [118] for example.
Let us start with the definition of the histogram estimator, which is the most natural
density estimator when basing the estimation on the solely knowledge of the data set. The
sample space ΩX is first divided into a number of intervals, or bins, of width h. Then the
density estimate at point x is defined as:
pˆ(x) =
sk
n · h, (4.26)
where sk denotes the number of outcomes falling into bin Bk.
The advantages of the histogram estimator are the simplicity of its concept and its
computational efficiency. However, some limitations can be pointed out as well [23]:
1. A loss of information results from the replacement of the data points xi by the central
point of the interval in which it falls.
2. It is not a smooth estimator due to the sharp edges of the intervals from which it is
build.
3. The bin width and the bin origin affect the behavior of the estimator.
Some improved histogram estimator techniques have been developed to alleviate these lim-
itations. For example, variable bandwidths can be used to limit the influence of the bin
width and bin origin on the estimate. It is also possible to convolves the histogram with
a Gaussian to get smoother density estimate. The average shifted histogram (ASH) in-
troduced by Scott et al. in [113], has been developed to reduce the influence of the bin
origin on the estimation. ASH basically consists in estimating a density by averaging m
histograms shifted by δ = h/m from the previous mesh.
As the number of shifts m → ∞, ASH approximate the kernel estimator, or Parzen-
window estimator [97]. The latter also alleviates the first two limitations associated to the
histogram estimator and is then detailed in the next subsection.
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4.3.3 Kernel estimator
In the kernel, or Parzen-window, estimator, the bins are replaced by smoothing functions
directly centered over each observation. In other words, it can be viewed as a convolution
on all the n points. More precisely, the Parzen-window density estimator is defined as:
pˆK(x) =
1
nh
n∑
i=1
K
(
x− xi
h
)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Kh(x− xi), (4.27)
where Kh(x) = h
−1K(h−1x). K(x) is itself a probability density called kernel or Parzen-
window, whose variance is controlled by the parameter h. Because of its role in determining
how the probability associated with each observation is spread over the surrounding sample
space, h is called the smoothing parameter or bandwidth [23].
The choice of the kernel is not too important and is more motivated by practicality
consideration. Hence, it is often convenient to use for K a centered normal density function
K ∼ N (0,Σ):
pˆ(x) =
1√
2πh
exp−
(x−xi)
2
2h . (4.28)
In such a case, the extension of the kernel estimator to vector-valued data ~x ∈ Rd, with
d > 1, is straightforward. Instead of using a multivariate kernel, the density estimate can
indeed be written as the product of univariate components [113]:
pˆ(~x) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Khk(~x− ~xi), (4.29)
pˆ(~x) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
d∏
k=1
Khk(x
(k)−x
(k)
i )
]
, (4.30)
whereKh(~x) = h
−dKh(~x/h) and hk denotes the smoothing parameter in the k−th direction.
The Kernel estimator has been chosen and is used throughout this thesis: as it derives
naturally from the histogram, it presents the same advantages (in particular, the simplicity
of its concept and the straightforward computation) while alleviating the major limitations
of this estimator. One difficulty however is common to both histogram and kernel estima-
tors: it is the choice of the bandwidth - or smoothing parameter - h. The role played by
this parameter is very similar for the two approaches and will now be discussed.
4.3.4 Role of the smoothing parameter
Non-parametric density estimations are often confronted to sparse data and this can limit
the estimation accuracy. This problem is often referred to as the curse of dimensionality
[9]: the number of data points required for a correct estimation of the underlying density
structure increases exponentially with the feature dimensionality d.
As it fixes the width of the function kernel, the smoothing parameter h controls how
each observation is spread over the surrounding sample space [23]. This allows the kernel
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estimator to be less sensitive to data sparsity for revealing the underlying structure of
the distribution, under the condition that h is correctly set up. If h is too large, the
resulting density is oversmoothed and multiple modes might be missed. If h is too small, fine
structures corresponding to individual observations will appear instead of the underlying
structure of the whole sample.
Since the pdf estimates appear in the objective function, h impacts finally on the ob-
jective function smoothness. From the optimization point of view, for too small values of
h, the objective function is likely to be highly irregular, with a negative impact on the
optimization algorithm. On the other hand, too large values of h may result in a loss of
information. In particular, the loss of discrimination between the densities can be dramatic
and lead to a wrong solution.
4.4 Classification through hypothesis tests
4.4.1 Classifier function based on audio-visual synchrony evaluation
Maximizing the efficiency coefficient defined by Eq. (4.24) produces features optimized for
the classification problem at hand, i.e. for the speaker detection task. As mentioned in
sec. 4.2, these features are such that the probability of estimation error is decreased. A
classifier able to classify them as correctly as possible must now be defined. This way, the
probability of classification error is minized, as shown by Eq. (4.16).
The classifier has to assign a “speaker” or “non-speaker” label to pairs of audio and
video features. Previous works in the domain have established that evaluating the syn-
chrony, or temporal co-occurrence, between the audio and video measurements is a good
way of classifying them as originating from a common audio-visual source or not [120], [88].
In some other works, mutual information shows good performance in detecting synchro-
nized audio-visual sources such as speakers [44], [27], [95]. Finally, Hershey et al. in [61]
interpret synchrony as the degree of mutual information between audio and video signals.
Consequently, all these studies point out the MI as a good measure for classifying candidate
audio and video features as “speaker” or “non-speaker”. The choice of an MI-based classi-
fier function is also very coherent with the previous feature extraction step which involves
an MI-based function as well.
Therefore, the classifier evaluates the MI between the audio features extracted from
the audio signal, and the video features extracted from each mouth region presents in the
image. The mouth region whose features lead to the largest MI is labelled as “speaker”.
Only one “speaker” class label is authorized per estimation so that the other mouth regions
are labelled as “non-speaker”. Such a classifier has also the advantage of fusing the bimodal
information at the classification level resulting in a unique class estimate Oˆ.
In the case where two candidate mouth regions, or speakers, are present, the classifier
function previously defined can be expressed equivalently as an evaluation of the difference
of MI between the audio features and each mouth region video features. The sign of the
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difference indicates the video speech source.
The mutual information is a metric evaluating the degree of dependence between two
rvs. Its use as a decision function has been justified in classification problems that can be
formulated as hypothesis tests which ask about the statistical dependence or independence
between the features [66], [44]. The previous classifier function will now be defined and
justified using a hypothesis testing scheme, as we proposed in [12] and [13]. The objective
however is to exploit the potential offered by hypothesis tests for performance evaluation. In
particular, the benefit of performing a feature extraction step previous to the classification
step can be assessed.
4.4.2 Hypothesis testing and the Neyman-Pearson lemma
Hypothesis tests are used in detection problems in order to take the most appropriate
decision given an observation x of a rv X. In current context, the decision function has
to choose which of m mouth regions extracted from a video sequence is the source of the
simultaneously recorded acoustic speech signal.
Let set m to 1 in a first time. As previously stated, the decision can be taken based
on the evaluation of the synchrony, or dependence relationship, that exists between the
measured audio sample fa associated to the rv FA and the video sample fv associated to
the rv FV . FA models the audio features while FV models the features associated to the
mouth region. This statement can be formulated through two mutually exclusive statistical
hypothesis:
H0 :fa, fv ∼ pH0(fa, fv) = p(fa) · p(fv),
H1 :fa, fv ∼ pH1(fa, fv) = p(fa, fv). (4.31)
Obviously, the null hypothesis H0 postulates the data to be governed by a pdf stating the
independence between the audio and the video features: the mouth is not the visual speech
source. The statistical dependence is stated by the alternative hypothesis H1: the mouth
is speaking and can be associated to the acoustic speech.
The Neyman-Pearson approach to hypothesis tests consists in formulating certain prob-
abilities associated with a binary hypothesis test [91]. The false-alarm probability PFA, or
size α of the test∗, is defined as:
α = P (Hˆ = H1|H = H0), (4.32)
while the detection probability PD, or power β of the test, is given by:
β = P (Hˆ = H1|H = H1). (4.33)
The probability of missed detection† is equal to 1− β.
∗Also called type I error.
†Also called the type II error. Notice that β refers often to the probability of missed detection instead
of PD, given by 1− β in such a case.
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The Neyman-Pearson criterion selects the most powerful test of size α: the decision rule
should be constructed so that the probability of detection β is maximal while the probability
of false-alarm α does not exceed a given value. Then the Neyman-Pearson lemma states
that the best test of size α for testing H0 against H1 is:
φ(fa, fv) =


1 if pH1(fa, fv) > ν · pH0(fa, fv),
γ if pH1(fa, fv) = ν · pH0(fa, fv),
0 if pH1(fa, fv) < ν · pH0(fa, fv),
(4.34)
for some 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and a threshold ν > 0. The test can be equivalently expressed using
the likelihood ratio test:
λ(fa, fv) =
pH1(fa, fv)
pH0(fa, fv)
T ν. (4.35)
Using the log-likelihood ratio, the Neyman-Pearson test can be expressed as:
Λ(fa, fv) = log
[
pH1(fa, fv)
pH0(fa, fv)
]
T η. (4.36)
The test function must then decide which of the hypothesis H1 or H0 is the most likely
to describe the probability density functions of the observations (fa, fv), by finding the
threshold η that will give the best test of size α.
As the number of observations fa and fv grows, the normalized log-likelihood ratio
approaches its expected value and becomes equal to the mutual information between the
random variable FA and FV [66]. Indeed, as previously said, the mutual information is a
metric evaluating the distance between two joint distributions: one stating the dependence
of the variables and the other, the independence of those same variables.
E

 1|ΩFA | · |ΩFV |
∑
fa∈ΩFA
∑
fv∈ΩFV
Λ(fa, fv)

 = I(FA, FV ). (4.37)
Thus the test function becomes a simple evaluation of the mutual information between
audio and video random variables, with respect to a threshold η:
I(FA, FV ) =
∑
fa∈ΩFA
∑
fv∈ΩFV
[
p(fa, fv) log
(
p(fa, fv)
p(fa) · p(fv)
)]
T η. (4.38)
To sum up, the Neyman-Pearson lemma usually applies as follows:
1. Define the null and the alternative hypothesis of the binary test.
2. Select the relevant size α of the test for the problem at hand.
3. Calculate the threshold η, which is a function of α.
The threshold is selected in order to fix the desired size for the test. It is a big issue and
often, this cannot be done analytically.
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Increasing the threshold increases the probability that an individual identified as “speak-
er” really is the speaker (β is increased) and decreases the probability that an individual
identified as “speaker” is not really the speaker (α is decreased), and vice versa. Or at
least, as η increases, β should increase quicker than α for the MI-based classifier to perform
well.
A precise analysis of the classifier performance should however consider more advanced
criterion such as, for example, how quicker β increases compared to α. The Receiver
Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve is a powerful means of characterizing and visualizing
the performance of a two-classes discrimination rule in order to select a suitable decision
threshold [141]. A short introduction to ROC curve is now given.
4.4.3 Performance evaluation using ROC analysis
A ROC graph is obtained by plotting the detection probability β against the false-alarm
probability α as the threshold η is varied. This crossplot allows to evaluate the ability of
a classifier to produce good relative instance scores [42]. It gives a visual representation of
the fundamental trade-off in hypothesis testing and decision theory: to increase β, α must
also be allowed to increase.
Let us firstly introduce some terms specific to decision theory. The rejection of the null
hypothesis H0 in favor of H1 corresponds to a classification of the outcome pairs (fa, fv)
in the positive class (the “speaker” class), while the acceptance of H0 means classifying
(fa, fv) in the negative (“non-speaker”) class. Given these definitions, some particular
points attached to the ROC space can be noted:
• The upper left corner point (0, 1) corresponds to the ideal classifier.
• The points (0, 0) and (1, 1) correspond to classifiers that classify all examples as
negative and positive respectively.
The closest a classifier to the point (0, 1), the best it is. Classifiers appearing on the bottom
left hand-side of a ROC graph are said to be conservatives. Those appearing on the upper
right-hand side are liberal [42]. A random classifier lies on the diagonal line α = β. A
classifier is potentially optimal under some cost model if and only if it lies on the northwest
boundary (i.e. above the line α = β) of the convex hull of the set of points in ROC space
[105]. More specifically, since the Neyman-Pearson strategy is to maximize the hit rate β
for a fixed false-alarm rate, the more vertical the slope in the conservative part, the best
the classifier.
Another interesting quantity to define is the Area Under the Curve (AUC ∈ [0, 1]), as it
allows to reduce the ROC performance to a simple scalar value. It is a measure of the class
discrimination capability of the classifier: the greater it is, the best the classifier. However,
if the purpose is to compare two classifiers, this measure must be handled with care. It
is only when one ROC curve clearly dominates another over the entire performance space
that the corresponding classifier can be said to be better. When the ROC curves cross,
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Figure 4.6 — Example of ROC curves: (A) ideal classifier; (B) corresponds to a better classifier
than (C); (D) useless or random classifier.
the superiority of a classifier on the other may change for different thresholds. Thus the
ultimate choice of the classifier depends on the problem at hand.
In our case, only one classifier has been defined (based on the mutual information
between FA and FV ). Its associated ROC curve is for sure interesting to analyze in order
to get an idea about its performance. In particular, if it lies on the line α = β, it can be
ruled out since its performance are the same than those of a random classifier.
But an even more interesting use of the ROC analysis is for evaluating the whole classi-
fication chain performance rather than the performance of the classifier alone. We propose
to evaluate the gain offered by the introduction of the feature optimization step prior to
the classification step. To this end, two kind of features will be used in turn to estimate the
mutual information in each mouth region: features extracted using the information theoret-
ic framework defined in sec. 4.2, and equivalent non-optimized features. The comparative
analysis of the performance of the classifier fed with each kind of features will be conveyed
using ROC graphs.
4.4.4 Definition of the classifier for the two speaker case
Let us consider now the case where m = 2. That is, two mouth regions are present in the
audio-video sequence. FV 1 and FV 2 are now the rvs modelling the video features associated
to the mouth regions M1 and M2. Their samples are denoted fv1 and fv2 respectively. The
extension of the classifier defined through the hypothesis test (4.31) to the two speaker case
is straightforward: two hypothesis tests similar to the test (4.31) are simply associated to
each mouth region M1 and M2. Four different cases can occur (a possible equality with the
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threshold is solved by attributing randomly a class to the random variable pair):
1. I1(FA, FV1)>η1 and I1(FA, FV2)<η2: speaker 1 is speaking and speaker 2 is not;
2. I1(FA, FV1)<η1 and I1(FA, FV2)>η2: speaker 2 is speaking and speaker 1 is not;
3. I1(FA, FV1)<η1 and I1(FA, FV2)<η2: none of the speaker is speaking;
4. I1(FA, FV1)>η1 and I1(FA, FV2)>η2: both speakers are speaking.
A special case occurs if the experimental conditions are defined so as to eliminate the
possibilities 3 and 4: the test set is composed of sequences where speakers 1 and 2 are
speaking each in turn, without silent states. Therefore, if a speaker is silent, it implies that
the other one is actually speaking. For this particular case, another hypothesis test can be
stated:
H0 :fa, fv1, fv2 ∼ pH0 = pFA,FV 1,FV 2(fa, fv1, fv2) = pFV 1(fv1) · pFA,FV 2(fa, fv2),
H1 :fa, fv1, fv2 ∼ pH1 = pFA,FV 1,FV 2(fa, fv1, fv2) = pFA,FV 1(fa, fv1) · pFV 2(fv2). (4.39)
H0 postulates the data to be governed by a pdf that states the independence of the video
source 1 with respect to the audio and the video source 2. These last two are considered
as being dependent: mouth 2 - or speaker 2 - is then classified as the speaker. The inverse
dependency relationship is stated by the alternative hypothesis H1, where speaker 1 - or
mouth 1 - is then considered as responsible for the measured speech signal.
The log-likelihood ratio between the two hypothesis is defined in a manner similar to
Eq. (4.36). Introducing the factor pFA(fa)/pFA(fa), some equation manipulations lead to:
Λ(fa, fv1, fv2)=log
[
pFA,FV 1(fa, fv1) · (pFA(fa)pFV 2(fv2))
pFA(fa) · pFV 1(fv1) · pFA,FV 2(fa, fv2)
]
T η, (4.40)
=log
[
pFA,FV 1(fa, fv1)
pFA(fa)pFV 1(fv1)
· pFA,FV 2(fa, fv2)
pFA(fa)pFV 2(fv2)
]
T η, (4.41)
=log
[
pFA,FV 1(fa, fv1)
pFA(fa)pFV 1(fv1)
]
− log
[
pFA,FV 2(fa, fv2)
pFA(fa)pFV 2(fv2)
]
T η. (4.42)
The expectation of this normalized log-likelihood ratio gives rise to a difference of mutual
information [44]:
Λ(fa, fv1, fv2) = I(FA, FV 1)− I(FA, FV 2) T η. (4.43)
Setting η to zero, the classifier function defined in paragraph 4.4.1 is found back.
One could think that the analysis of performance of this MI difference classifier could
be done as well by varying the threshold η. It does not really make sense however since
Eq. (4.43) can be equivalentally written as:
I(FA, FV 1)Tη + I(FA, FV 2), (4.44)
I(FA, FV 1)Tη′ · I(FA, FV 2). (4.45)
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Thus, the mutual information between FA and FV 2, or the expectation of the log-likelihood
ration between FA and FV is compared to a threshold which is itself function of another
log-likelihood ratio: such a comparison does not make any sense in decision theory. For
performance analysis, only the scheme described in the previous paragraph and involving
one hypothesis test per mouth will be used.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a multimodal pattern recognition system has been proposed. It is more
specifically dedicated to speaker detection, however, it can also apply to any similar de-
tection task where a hidden source yields two signals of different modalities. The purpose
is to take advantage of the multimodal specificity of the problem to increase the detector
performance.
For each step of a standard pattern recognizer (Fig. 4.1), except for the two first stages,
a solution has been presented in order to minimize the error probability of the whole system.
The two first steps, data acquisition and representation will be discussed in the next two
chapters, since they directly depend on the characteristics of the concrete application.
The first stage tackled here deals with feature extraction: a multimodal framework has
been developed, where the two modalities are used jointly in a feature-level fusion scheme in
order to recover the information originating from the common source while the independent
noise is discarded. This approach is shown to minimize the probability of committing an
error on the source estimate Sˆ.
These optimal features feed in the classifier, which comes at the next processing step.
This classifier is defined through an hypothesis testing approach. It fuses the two modalities
to output a single decision about the label of each candidate mouth region (“speaker” or
“non-speaker”). The hypothesis testing approach gives means for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the classifier itself but also of the system. In particular, it is possible to appraise
the added value offered by the feature extraction step.
As a final remark, let us recall here a question, central to this work, asked in chapter 2:
“What do we fuse, how and when?”. Throughout this chapter, these three points, but more
particularly the “how” and the “when” points , have been answered to:
• What: The acoustic and visual speech signals are the dedicated modalities. More
precisions about the concrete representations used will be given in the next two chap-
ters.
• How: A multimodal framework based on information theory has been proposed for
performing the feature extraction as well as for the classification itself.
• When: The presented approach combines a fusion at both feature- and decision-
levels (hybrid approach). The information present in each modality is used jointly
to extract optimized features, but there are still two sets of features which input the
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classifier. The latter performs a direct fusion of the information since it outputs a
single outcome.
In the next two chapters, the designed pattern recognizer will be applied to the problem
of speaker detection. A multimodal optimization of the audio features (chapter 5), then of
the video features (chapter 6) will be carried out using the information theoretic feature
extraction framework, and the performance of the resulting system will be analyzed through
the evaluation method.
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Audio feature extraction 5
5.1 Introduction
The pattern recognition framework defined in chapter 4 is now applied in the context of
speaker detection. As previously mentioned, audio and video are the two cues for speech
that are the most evident and the most easily measured. Therefore, these are the two
modalities that are processed through all the stages of the classification chain shown in
Fig. 4.1. However, the central part of the recognizer, namely, the information theoretic fea-
ture extraction framework, is specifically applied here for optimizing the audio information
with respect to the video. The video content undergoes a feature extraction stage as well
but it does not call to this multimodal framework.
The detector is asked as a preliminary requirement to perform without the use of a
complex and numerous material: a single camera and microphone have to meet the needs.
This already clarify the first step - data acquisition - of the pattern recognizer scheme. All
the other steps, and in particular the points that were remaining unaddressed, such as data
representation, or the definition of the optimization framework, are precisely discussed in
the following of the chapter.
The chapter’s structure roughly follows the recognition chain. Once acquired the raw
data, an efficient representation must be chosen for both modalities, as tackled in sec-
tion 5.2. Video features specific to speech are then extracted in section 5.3 by restricting
specifically the video content to mouth regions present in the sequence. As far as audio
features are concerned, they are optimized with respect to the video using the information
theoretic feature extraction framework developed in chapter 4. This is developed in sec-
tion 5.4, along with the precise definition of optimization criteria. The specific statistical
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considerations associated with the optimized audio-visual feature sets are discussed in sec-
tion 5.5. In section 5.6, the optimization problem is stated. The cost function is based on
mutual information, which leads to a highly nonlinear optimization problem. Moreover,
an analytical formulation of the gradient of the cost function is difficult to obtain without
any parametric approximation of the pdfs. However, our purpose here is to avoid such an
approximation and to directly solve our optimization problem using a suitable optimization
method. Different optimization methods are tested. Their performances are presented and
analyzed in section 5.7. In section 5.8, the results obtained by the classifier are present-
ed and discussed, prior to a finer analysis involving the hypothesis testing approach. This
analysis is carried out in section 5.9 where the performance of the whole pattern recognition
system are evaluated.
5.2 Signal representation
5.2.1 Video representation
Physiologic evidences point out the motion in the mouth region as a visual cue for speech.
The motion is a three-dimensional phenomenon. However, the only information available
is a two-dimensional (2D) image sequence, i.e. a spatio-temporal map of the light intensity
variations. The so-called optical flow (OF) gives an approximation of the projected 2D
motion (the motion field or image velocity [119]). As defined by Horn and Schunck in [64],
optical flow is “the apparent motion of the brightness pattern”. It rests on the fundamental
assumption of brightness constancy:
Ex(x, y, t) · u+ Ey(x, y, t) · v + Et(x, y, t) = 0, (5.1)
where E(x, y, t) denotes the image intensity as a function of position and time, Ex, Ey,
Et are the spatial and temporal derivatives of E, while u and v denote the horizontal and
vertical velocity components. This equation states that the change of intensity in images
is only due to motion.
The large amount of literature about optical flow computation proves that estimating
optical flow from Eq. (5.1) is not an easy problem to solve. As a matter of fact, it is
an ill-posed problem: many different vector fields can explain the same data (images)
[76]. This problem is known as the aperture problem. Moreover, the brightness constancy
assumption is often violated in the real life. Different attempts have been made in order
to find a satisfactory solution to the problem of estimating OF. Beside high-level computer
vision algorithms, which rely on image analysis to extract high-level features of data such as
edges to solve the correspondence problem [76], several low-level algorithms exist. A good
introduction to the main low-level optical flow techniques is given in [8]. A performance
evaluation of several widely cited algorithms can also be found in [5].
Since no method can be said to outperform any other whatever the problem specificities,
the latter have to be analyzed in order to pick up the optimal method. The estimation of
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the mouth motion is a complex task as it is a non-rigid structure subject to self occlusions
(the tongue and the teeth are appearing and disappearing structures), resulting in multiple
motions and violations of the brightness constancy assumption. Moreover, it exhibits large
velocities relative to standard video frame rate [46]. Pixel-based (or dense) motion represen-
tation given by gradient-based approaches is the least constrained approach to optical flow
estimation. It allows to represent a very large number of motion fields [125], resulting in
smooth and dense optical flow fields, thought maybe at the cost of reduced precision. These
methods also exhibit relative computational efficiency. For these reasons, a gradient-based
approach has been preferred to other low-level methods.
In the method of Horn and Schunck [64], a global spatial coherence constraint is in-
troduced to regularize the problem stated by the fundamental equation of optical flow
(Eq. (5.1)). An iterative scheme, given below, is then established and produces estimates
of the vertical and horizontal components of the velocity at each pixel location, between
two consecutive frames:
un+1= u¯n − Ix [Ixu¯
n + Iyv¯
n + It]
λ+ I2x + I
2
y
, (5.2)
vn+1= v¯n − Iy [Ixu¯
n + Iyv¯
n + It]
λ+ I2x + I
2
y
, (5.3)
where λ is a regularization constant.
In order to get a video representation as related as possible to speech, the motion
estimation is restricted to a rectangular region of N ×M pixels including the lips and the
chin of each speaker candidate. These regions are referred to as mouth regions. Notice that
this restriction can be understood as a video feature optimization as presented in sec. 4.2,
even if the theoretical feature extraction framework is not directly used: the motion related
to speech production is kept, while the unrelated motion (interfering noise) is discarded.
The method is implemented in a two-frame simple forward difference scheme so that the
temporal resolution is large enough to capture complex and quickly varying mouth motions.
First, a median pre-filtering is used on the raw intensity images to reduce the noise level.
Our purpose is to use the optical flow feature as a random variable FV describing the
visual speech production process. Ideally, the two components of the velocity at each pixel
location - direction and norm - should be considered. However, in order to get reliable pdf
estimates without using a very large sample, only the magnitude of the optical flow and
the sign of the vertical component are kept, so that the video features are one-dimensional
(1D). This signed norm has been preferred to the simple vertical component because it is
less sensitive to head pose. The precise definition of the video features as random variables
is discussed later on.
5.2.2 Determination of the optical flow parameters
The estimation of the optical flow field with Horn and Schunck’s method requires to fix two
parameters: the number of iterations ι and the value of the regularization term λ. According
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to the authors, the flow field diffuses from the contours, or textured regions, toward the
inside of the structures. Therefore, the number of iterations regulate the diffusion of the
constraints and the parameter λ modulates directly the strength of these constraints. As
a consequence, the number of iterations should be great enough for the objects of interest
to be filled up, but small enough for preserving the structural information. Fig 5.1 shows
how the number of iterations influences the estimation of the optical flow on two synthetic
motion images where a black square 6× 6 pixels large moves 2 pixels down.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1— Computation of the optical flow with Horn and Schunck’s algorithm on two synthetic
images where a black square 6× 6 pixels large moves 2 pixels down. (a) optical flow estimated with
λ = 100 and ι = 2; (b) λ = 100 and ι = 25. This is a very caricatural example since no texture
information is present in the background or in the moving object. It simply intends to show how
the flow diffuses from the edges as the number of iterations ι increases.
The size of the structure of interest in the images must then be known in order to fix
the parameter ι. In the present case, the lips and the chin are the structures of interest.
They are roughly equal to half the size of the mouth region. The number of iterations ι is
then set up to M/2, where M is the height of the mouth region.
The regularization term, λ, must be set up so as to preserve a flow coherence. It also
depends of the level of noise present in the image sequence.
5.2.3 Audio representation
As far as the audio signal is concerned, its representation should describe salient aspects
of the speech signal, while being robust to variations in speaker or acquisition conditions.
Mel-cepstrum analysis is one of the methods that fits best these requirements and as such,
is widely used in speech-processing research [51], [102].
The human speech producing system is basically modelled as a system of tubes excited
at one end by the vibrations of the vocal chords and the glottal pressure variations. The
whole process amounts then, at a first approximation, as a convolution of the source (the
excitation signal) with time varying filters (the time varying vocal tract). This is known as
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the linear source filter model of Fant [40]. The cepstrum∗ of a speech signal is obtained by
taking the logarithm of the power spectrum, before coming back in the temporal domain
by an inverse Fourier Transform. Since a convolution in the time domain corresponds to
a multiplication in the frequency domain and to a summation in the logarithmic power
domain, cepstrum analysis permits to separate the spectral envelope from the spectral fine
structures. Indeed, the low frequency spectral envelope is mostly characterized by the
first cepstrum coefficients, whereas the finer structures appear in higher coefficients. The
Figure 5.2 illustrates the different stages of the cepstral analysis leading to this separation
at the end.
Figure 5.2 — Operations conducting from the acoustic speech signal x(t) to the cepstrum coeffi-
cients. From [51].
In mel-cepstrum analysis, an integration stage over a filter bank is performed in the
spectral domain before taking the logarithm. Fig. 5.3 summarizes the different steps of the
process leading to the Mel-scaled Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) (or simply, the
mel-cepstrum coefficients). The inserted filter bank models the way human beings perceive
sounds. A lot of investigations have been performed in order to better understand human
hearing. These works have shown that auditory neurons are tuned to specific characteristic
frequencies with a critical band associated to. The auditory system act thus as a filter
bank of varying bandwidths on the received audio signal. Moreover, the perceived pitch is
related to the frequencies in a logarithmic way, leading to the following definition of the
mel scale [124], relating the frequency in Hertz to its mel counterpart:
Mmels = x · ln
(
1 +
fHz
y
)
. (5.4)
∗Also called power cepstrum sometimes to avoid any confusion with the complex cepstrum [30]
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Figure 5.3 — Operations conducting from the acoustic speech signal x(t) to the Mel-scaled Fre-
quency Cepstral Coefficients. Based on [29].
Different values are possible for x and y but the most widely used are x = 2595 and y = 700
[133]. The filter bank using in the mel-cepstrum analysis consists then in overlapping
triangular filters (typically between 20 and 30) uniformly positioned on the mel scale (then
logarithmic-positioned on the frequency scale) over a predefined frequency range.
The last step of the mel-cepstrum computation consists in a spectral smoothing. To
reduce the effects of noise, a cepstral truncation is performed and the highest coefficients
are removed. Usually, the first coefficient is removed as well as it pertains for the average
energy of the audio signal. As a result, mel-cepstrum analysis provides a representation
corresponding to a smoothed short-term spectrum that has been compressed and equalized
much as is done in human hearing [51].
As mentioned in sec. 5.2, the audio and video representations are observed on the same
temporal window [1, . . . , T ]. The video features derived from the optical flow. Since this
one is computed with a two-frame difference scheme, there are τ = T − 1 frames of optical
flow for the observation window. The OF frame rate differs then slightly from the initial
video frame rate. Taking advantage of the properties of temporal continuities inherent to
the mel-cepstrum coefficients, the mel-cepstrogram is downsampled to this OF frame rate
using a bilinear interpolation, so that audio and video signal representations are temporally
synchronized.
Finally, the speech signal is represented as a set of τ = T −1 vectors ~C, each containing
P mel-cepstrum coefficients {Ci(t)}i=1,...,P with t = 1, . . . , τ .
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5.3 Semi-automatic mouth region extraction
5.3.1 Motivation
As previously mentioned, the motion vectors must be as much as possible related to the
production of speech for the audio feature optimization to be effective. For this reason, the
motion estimation is limited to the mouth region. Incidentally, this removes the global head
motion (which accounts for noise since it is not directly related to the acoustic speech) and
decreases the amount of data to process, thus the computational time. The mouth region
itself does not need to be accurately defined: it is just a rectangular region encompassing
the lips and the chin. Since mouth extraction is only a first step towards a more general
purpose, we are looking for a method as simple as possible.
5.3.2 Face detection
A simple approach consists in starting with the detection of the faces in the image. The
mouth position is then found in each face coordinate system (FCS) using face and head
anthropometric measures [41]. A face is indeed easier to detect than a mouth since it
exhibits more steady features.
The face detector of Meynet et al. [87] is used. Basically, this face detector first con-
structs a number of classifiers by boosting Gabor-like discriminative local features. Then,
a parallel mixture of these classifiers is defined using probability rules to take the final
decision. A particle filter tracking helps also in taking a decision past the initial frames.
For the detector to achieve good performance, face views should be near-frontal and
only small displacements should occur on the axis (Oz) (where the axis (Oz) is defined
as the axis orthogonal on the image plane). This last requirement improves the detector
performance as it can assume the face size to remain roughly unchanged all along the
sequence. The detector eventually outputs the center coordinates of a rectangular boxes of
size h× w pixels centered on each detected face (see Fig. 5.4 for an example).
Figure 5.4 — Examples of detected faces. Sequence taken from [98].
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5.3.3 Anthropometric measurements
In the face regions given by the detector, the recognition of meaningful features is easier
than in the whole image. It would seem natural to look for the exact mouth position in the
face box by extracting specific mouth features such as the corner of the lips for example.
However, the large and complex motions of the lips during speech as well as the resulting
illumination changes in the mouth region make this task arduous. Other features such as
pupils, eyebrows or nostrils for example, present much more stability in their shape and
position. Once one of these features has been extracted, the mouth is easily localized using
face anthropometric measures [41]. The nostrils detection might be sensitive to person
characteristics (compare for example the left and right persons on Fig. 5.4) as well as to
the head rotation about the horizontal axis. The eyebrow shape is sensitive to small face
rotations about the vertical axis and can be difficult to detect if the person is wearing a hat
shadowing the eyebrow region (left person on Fig. 5.4). Specific haircuts may also mask
this region. Therefore, the pupils are the most suitable features to extract and have been
preferred as landmarks.
Anthropometric measures of interest can be expressed as a multiple of the inter-pupils
distance, p-p (craniofacial norms used are those defined in [41] for North American Cau-
casians young adults). Table 5.1 and Figs. 5.5 present these measures. Notice that the ratio
are the same for both male and female categories except for the height of the mouth (hm).
Name Distance Male Female
Width of the face w 2.1 · p-p 2.1 · p-p
Height of the face h 2.8 · p-p 2.8 · p-p
Width of the mouth region wm 1.0 · p-p 1.0 · p-p
Height of the mouth region hm 1.1 · p-p 1.0 · p-p
Distance pupil to top of mouth region dpm 0.8 · p-p 0.8 · p-p
Table 5.1 — Definition of some craniofacial norms in North American Caucasians young adults as
a multiple of the distance between the pupil centers. (From [41]).
From the knowledge of p-p, it is possible to get the position and size of the hm × wm
box cropping the mouth. This position is defined by the position of the upper-left corner
of the mouth box: its upper corners lie at a vertical distance dpm from each pupil. Some
ǫ constants can be added or subtracted from the different distances to potentially adapt
to specific heads or sequences. For example, if the individuals are not exactly facing the
camera, or for non-Caucasian subjects, the measurements might slightly differ. Tilted faces
may also impose to extract larger mouth regions.
The knowledge of the distance p-p gives an indication about the size h× w of the box
cropping the face. It can be given as an indicative guess to the face detector so that the
probability of false positives is decreased. However, for the detector to deal with slight
changes in face size (due for example to change in the head orientation), it cannot be
treated as a strict size value.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5 — (a) Anthropometric measurements allowing to find the mouth region from the pupil
locations; (b) Anthropometric measurements expressed as a multiple of the inter-pupils distance
p-p.
Recall also that knowing the height of the mouth region allows to automatically set up
the number of iterations ι required in the optical flow estimation algorithm (§ 5.2.1).
5.3.4 Mouth extraction
Given the face detector output and the inter-pupil distance, the mouth bounding box is
easily extracted. A question remains however about how to get this distance p-p. Actually,
if the detector gives a good global localization of the faces, this one is not sharply accurate:
the detection is not always centered on the same exact point of the face, i.e. it does not have
the same coordinates in the FCS. If the pupils, thus the mouth region, are extracted with
respect to this detected face center, the mouth extractor might not be always centered on
the mouth. As a result, artificial global motion can be introduced in the mouth sequence,
or even worse, some part of the mouth might be missing. Figs 5.6 show an example of such
changes in the detected center position and the resulting extracted faces and mouths.
Figure 5.6— Examples of consecutive extracted faces (top) and mouths (bottom) when the center
of the face detection box moves in the face coordinate system.
If the pupils might be detected by themselves into the face box, the mouth extraction
would not be dependent of such slight changes in the face center detection. In some first
experiments, segmentation-based or contour-based methods to extract the pupils have been
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investigated. However, such automatic detection methods are too sensitive to illumination
to be easily used. Moreover, the characteristics of the extracted regions are dependent
of the head pose and different corresponding models should be established to get reliable
results. A simpler, yet robust semi-automatic approach was preferred. Starting from a
user-defined pupil positions pointed on the first frame, the correlation between templates
extracted from frame to frame around the pupils is evaluated in order to track the pupil
centers along the sequence.
Let Pt0 be the position of a pupil - the left one for example - on the first frame for a
given frame. The distance between the pupil and the center Ct0 of the detection box is
defined as follows:
∆PC0 = Ct0 − Pt0 . (5.5)
This distance is assumed to be constant along the sequence (no face translation in the (Oz)
direction) and is taken as a referential distance.
A template T of size Tn × Tn (with Tn = |p − p|/2 pixels), to be matched with the
next frame, is extracted around the pupil. Experiments have shown that choosing a biggest
region would increase the computational time without increasing the matching reliability.
An example of a template region is presented on Fig. 5.7.(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.7 — (a): Template region T (white box) on frame t − 1; (b): Search region R (white
box) on frame t.
On a new frame t, the detector extract the face and outputs the detection center Ct.
A hypothesized pupil position Pt is deduced from Ct and the referential distance ∆PC0
defined in Eq. (5.5). In the same time, the correlation between the pupil template T
specified at frame t − 1 and a region R around Pt is evaluated. Example of such a search
region is displayed on Fig. 5.7.(b). The point of maximal correlation indicates the position
of the pupils P ct which might or might not coincide with Pt. If this maximal correlation
value is above a pre-defined threshold, the true pupil position P truet is set to P
c
t , else
P truet = Pt. The mouth is finally extracted given this true pupil position. Fig. 5.8 shows
the result obtained using this correlation tracking on the same face sequence than the one
previously presented on Fig. 5.6. Note that the face positions have also be corrected using
Ctruet = P
true
t +∆PC0.
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Figure 5.8 — Faces centered back and corresponding extracted mouth regions for the three con-
secutive frames presented on Fig. 5.6.
Let us stress that the template is extracted from the previous frame and not from the
first one for the whole sequence to deal with change in illumination, as well as change in
the eye shape due to opening or closing. Also, the whole face is not taken as the region
R because experiments have shown that non-eye’s regions might correlating higher with
the template region. There is a risk of propagating an error if the precedent pupil position
is not right. However, the numerous tests have prove the method to be reliable enough
for our purposes. The tests carried out on sequence g22 taken from the CUAVE database
[98] (the sequence from which the here-presented examples are extracted) were particularly
satisfactory even if the right person (the woman on Fig. 5.4) is moving in a noticeable
way. In such a case, where the centers outputted by the face detector are rarely in a stable
position within the FCS, the correlation method allows to limit the artificial global mouth
motion introduced in the mouth sequence.
5.4 Audio feature extraction
5.4.1 Application of the feature extraction framework
The visual information related to speech production has been extracted from the initial
representation without using the information theoretic framework discussed in sec. 4.2, but
simply by limiting the optical flow estimation to the mouth region.
To extract the acoustic information related to speech production from the initial audio
representation (the P -dimensional mel-cepstrogram), the feature extraction framework is
now used. Its application is done so as to both emphasizing the information related to the
video content and reducing the feature dimensionality from P to one. Indeed, as for the
video case, we want to consider the audio feature as a random variable FA. This rv would
be here P -dimensional and might as such requires a too large sample for its pdf estimate
to be correct. Consequently, the 1D audio features {fat(~α)}t=1,...,τ composing the sample
of the rv, are built as the following linear combination of the P Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients:
fat(~α) =
P∑
i=1
~α(i) · Ct(i) ∀t = 1, . . . , τ, (5.6)
where the weights ~α(i) are chosen such that
∑P
i=1 ~α(i) = 1 and ~α(i) ∈ R+ ∀i = 1, . . . , P .
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Thus, the τ P -dimensional audio observations are reduced to τ 1D observations of the
random variable FA(~α).
It must be clear that the ith weight ~α(i) is a scalar associated to the set of values of the
ith mel-cepstrum coefficient {Ct(i)}t=1,...,τ and that FA(~α) is 1D.
5.4.2 Optimization criteria
As exposed in sec.. 4.2, minimizing the lower bound on the estimation error is equivalent to
maximizing the efficiency coefficient considering the audio and video features over a mouth
region. Thus, the minimization of the estimation error given by Eq. (4.23) leads to the
optimized vector ~α. To be exact, the set of weights α(i), with i = 1, . . . , P to be optimized
with respect to the Efficiency Coefficient Criterion is defined as:
~αopt=argmax
~α
{I(FA(~α), FV )/H(FA(~α))},
=argmax
~α
{e(FA(~α), FV )}. (5.7)
The normalization term for the mutual information, H(FA(~α)) involves the marginal audio
feature entropy instead of the joint entropy, since the video features remain unchanged
during the optimization process.
To verify the necessity of normalizing the mutual information by the entropy during
the optimization, ECC will be compared with a “simple” Mutual Information Criterion
(MIC ). The set of weights to be optimized is then defined as:
~αopt = argmax
~α
{I(FA(~α), FV )}. (5.8)
Finally, a more constraining criterion is introduced for the two speaker case. This
criterion, referred to as ∆ECC, takes into account a pair of mouth regions. It is the squared
difference between the efficiency coefficient computed in each mouth region (referred to as
M1 and M2). This way, the differences between the marginal densities of the video features
in each region are taken into account. Moreover, only one optimization is performed for
two mouths. If FV 1 and FV 2 denote the random variables associated to regions M1 and M2
respectively, then the optimization problem becomes:
~αopt=argmax
~α
{
[e(FA(~α), FV 1)−e(FA(~α), FV 2)]2
}
. (5.9)
5.5 Statistical considerations
5.5.1 Casting the problem in a probabilistic framework
The optimization criteria defined in the previous section involve the mutual information.
Therefore, the problem must be cast in a probabilistic framework. FA and FV have already
been defined as the one-dimensional random variables defined over the sample spaces ΩFA
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and ΩFV and associated to the audio and video features respectively. Let us recall here
that the audio features are the linear combination of P MFCCs and the video features, the
signed magnitude of the optical flow values estimated in the mouth regions (sec.s. 5.4 and
5.2).
As stated in sec. 4.3, a sample is defined as the collection of independent observed values
of a rv. Different definitions of a random variable and of an associated sample state then
different statistical relationships.
The video sample can be defined in at least three different ways, leading to three different
probability density functions of FV . These different possibilities as well as the statistical
considerations associated to the audio features are detailed now.
5.5.2 Audio random variable
Since the audio features have been defined as the linear combination of the P MFCCs, a
sample of the audio rv FA is the set of τ one-dimensional observations {fat}t=1,...,τ , where
fa is given by Eq. (5.6).
As stated in sec. 4.3, the densities are estimated using a Parzen window estimator. At
a given point fa(i) of the audio sample space, the marginal density of FA is defined as:
pFA(fa(i)) =
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
Kha(fa(i), fa(t)) ∀ fa(i) ∈ ΩFA , (5.10)
where Kha is a kernel function with smoothing parameter ha.
5.5.3 Case I : Definition of a 1D video rv at each point of the mouth
region
The random variable FV modelling the video features can be defined firstly as a 1D rv whose
associated sample comprises τ observations {fvt}t=1,...,τ associated to a given location in
the mouth region. Then, an observation at a given instant t belongs to R1 and if the mouth
region counts N pixels, N random variables F
(n)
V , n = 1, . . . , N , are defined. In other words,
for a given observation window, N different video samples of τ observations are then drawn
from N different pdfs.
Such a statistical consideration means that we do not consider any statistical relationship
between the video observations located at each pixel of the mouth region, since one random
variable with its subsequent pdf is defined at each of these pixel locations.
For the rv F
(n)
V associated to the n
th pixel of the mouth region, the pdf obtained using
the Parzen window estimator is:
p
(n)
FV
(fv(i))=
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
Khv(fv(i), fv(t)), ∀ fv(i)∈ΩFV, n=[1. . .N], (5.11)
where Khv is a kernel function with smoothing parameter hv.
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If normal kernels are considered, the joint probability density function between the
audio and video rv is given by (sec. 4.3):
p
(n)
FA,FV
(fa(i), fv(j))=
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
Kha(fa(i), fa(t))·Khv(fv(j), fv(t)). (5.12)
5.5.4 Case II : Definition of a ND video rv for the whole mouth region
A second way of defining ~FV is as a N -dimensional random vector (where N again stands
for the number of pixels in the mouth region). The sample associated to ~FV comprises the
set of observations {~fvt}t=1,...,τ , with ~fv ∈ RN .
This basically means that a statistical relationship is considered between the (signed)
norm of the velocity at each point of the mouth region. The time-indexed vectors of ob-
servations are identically independently distributed (i.i.d.). Such a statistical consideration
matches better the reality. However it requires a very large sample size for avoiding the pdf
estimation to be affected by the curse of dimensionality.
The N -dimensional pdf of the random vector ~FV is defined as:
p~FV (
~fv(i)) =
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
Khv(
~fv(i), ~fv(t)), ∀~fv(i) ∈ ΩFV . (5.13)
Using normal kernels with different smoothing parameters h
(q)
v in the qth direction, q =
1 . . . N , Eq. (5.13) becomes equivalent to [113]:
p~FV (
~fv(i)) =
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
N∏
q=1
K
h
(q)
v
(f (q)v (i), f
(q)
v (t)). (5.14)
The joint pdf between the audio and video random variables is:
pFA,FV (fa(i),
~fv(j))=
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
Kha(fa(i), fa(t))
N∏
q=1
K
h
(q)
v
(f (q)v (j), f
(q)
v (t)). (5.15)
5.5.5 Case III : Definition of a 1D video rv for the whole mouth region
The third and last case can be seen as a trade-off between the two previous statistical
representations. The first case indeed does not consider any statistical relationship between
neighboring pixels in the mouth region while the second one requires too large sample sizes
to be efficient. In this third case, the co-occurrence of an audio observation with the N
observations of the velocity in a video frame is considered.
Thus, the video random variable FV is 1D and one of its associated video sample com-
prises the set of observations {fv(k)}k=1,...,τ ·N with fv ∈ R1. The marginal pdf of the video
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random variable is given by:
pFV (fv(i))=
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
1
N
N∑
n=1
Khv(fv(i), fv(t · n)), (5.16)
=
1
τ ·N
τ ·N∑
k=1
Khv(fv(i), fv(k)). (5.17)
The observations being i.i.d., this statistical consideration is obviously a simplification of
the real world. Indeed, neighboring pixels are correlated and cannot be truly independent.
This simplification is somehow compensated by estimating the pdf with the Parzen window
approach where each observation has an effect on its neighbors in the sample space (sec. 4.3).
The joint probability between the audio and the video random variables is given by:
pFA,FV (fa(i), fv(j))=
1
τ ·N
τ∑
t=1
Kha(fa(i), fa(t))·
N∑
n=1
Khv(fv(j), fv(t·n)). (5.18)
Notice that for each of the three considered cases, the kernels Kha and Khv are centered
on pair of audio and video observations {fa(t), fv(t)}. Since these pairs are formed by
picking up observations in the samples using a jointly varying index t, a temporal co-
occurrence of the audio and video observations is considered.
The Case III is chosen to statistically model the video features as it corresponds to a
good trade-off between a representative and efficient model.
5.5.6 Mutual information between audio and video random variables
The equations for the mutual information corresponding to each of the three previous
statistical cases are given now. In the case I, the mutual information between the random
variables FA and FV can be written as:
I(n)(FA, FV ) =
∑
i∈ΩFA
∑
j∈ΩFV
p(fa(i), fv(j))·log p(fa(i), fv(j))
p(fa(i))·p(fv(j) . (5.19)
To get a single mutual information value between the audio and video signals for the whole
mouth region, the mean of the MI per pixel is computed:
I(FA, FV ) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
I(n)(FA, FV ). (5.20)
In the case II, the mutual information between the audio and video rvs for the current
observation window and for the whole mouth region is given by:
I(FA, ~FV )=
∑
i∈ΩFA
∑
j∈ΩFV
p(fa(i), ~fv(j))·log p(fa(i),
~fv(j))
p(fa(i))·p(~fv(j))
. (5.21)
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Finally, the mutual information corresponding to the third statistical consideration case
(the retained one) is defined as:
I(FA, FV )=
∑
i∈ΩFA
∑
j∈ΩFV
p(fa(i), fv(j))·log p(fa(i), fv(j))
p(fa(i))·p(fv(j)) . (5.22)
5.5.7 Smoothing parameter
A Gaussian kernel is chosen for its widespread validity an because it simplifies the es-
timation of joint probability density functions. For joint pdfs, this kernel must be 2D:
G(µA, µV , ha, hv). Zero means and diagonal covariance matrix diag(ha;hv) are chosen.
These variances ha and hv are estimated from the audio and video data respectively, in
a robust way, as described in [23]:
h =
(
4
3k
)1/5
· median |yi − ν˜|
0.6745
, (5.23)
where ν˜ denotes the median of the audio or video data points, yi the point where the pdf is
estimated, and k is the total number of sampling data points. Since the video data remain
the same during the optimization of the audio data, the value for hv remains constant for a
given set of video features, while ha will adapt to the audio features during the optimization
process. The choice of such an adaptive smoothing parameter induces a multi-resolution
approach to the optimization problem resolution, as will be shown in the next section.
5.5.8 Feature normalization
The mouth sizes may vary from one speaker to the other. As indicated in Table 5.1, the
height of the mouth is given by a different ratio of p-p for male and female; depending
on the distance speaker-camera, the size of the mouth also differs. The resulting feature
values lie in different dynamic ranges. As a result, features with large value may have a
larger influence in the cost function than features with small values, although this does
not necessarily reflect their respective significance. As advocated in [129], features must be
normalized so that their values lie within a similar range .
To allow a general comparison of the features, the definition of a global normalization
factor has been preferred to a scaling based simply on the maximal and minimal values,
or on the mean and variance values over the current temporal window. Looking to a
reference sequence, a maximal lips motion between two consecutive frames is estimated.
This maximal velocity V refmax defines the normalization factor. It is found to be equal to
8 pixels on the reference sequence (shown in Fig. 5.9.(a)). A reference inter-pupils distance
‖p-p‖ref is estimated as well on this sequence: ‖p-p‖ref = 33 pixels. For a new sequence,
where the inter-pupil distance is equal to ‖p-p‖, the normalization factor is defined as:
Vmax = V
ref
max · mr, where mr = ‖p-p‖‖/p-p‖ref is the magnification ratio between the
new and the reference sequence. Notice that we have describe this method in [11]. An
illustrative example is given on Figs. 5.9.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9 — Determination of the magnification ratio between a new sequence (a) and the
reference sequence (b). The inter-pupils distance equals ‖p-p‖ = 28.55 pixels on the new sequence,
instead of ‖p-p‖ref = 33 pixels on the reference sequence. Then the normalization factor for the
velocities is given by Vmax = V
ref
max ·mr = 6.9 pixels.
This method can produce outliers: it is not excluded that features greater than our max-
imal estimated displacement appear. If this maximal value has been correctly determined,
these outliers should correspond to non-lips motions (e.g. if a hand appears in the mouth
region) or to motions not related to speech production. These are then of non interest for
our purpose and should be discarded anyway.
5.6 Optimization framework
The extraction of optimized audio features with respect to our classification task requires
to find the real-valued vector ~α ∈ RP that minimizes∗ the defined cost function f(~α).
This function is defined as the negative value of one of the optimization criteria defined
in Eqs. (5.7), (5.8), or (5.9). Moreover, to restrain the set of possible solutions, the P
weighting coefficients {αi}i=1,...,P must fulfill the following conditions:
0 ≤ ~α(i) ≤ 1 ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , P , (5.24)
P∑
i=1
~α(i) = 1. (5.25)
This optimization problem is highly nonlinear and gradient-free. Indeed, an analytical
formulation of the gradient of the cost function is difficult to obtain due to the unknown
form of the pdf of the extracted audio features. In [44], Fisher and Darell use a second
order Taylor approximation of the mutual information and the Parzen estimator to cast
∗To be coherent with standard optimization problem formulations, the maximization problem is turned
into a minimization problem: the objective function is defined as the negative value of the optimization
criterion.
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the optimization problem into a convex one and to derive the gradient in an analytical
way. However, our purpose here is to avoid such an approximation and to directly solve
our optimization problem using a proper optimization method.
Optimization methods can be classified as either local or global. The first category
includes steepest gradient descent and gradient descent-based methods such as the Powell’s
direction set method. They mainly rely on the use of an exact or estimated formulation
of the gradient of the cost function to find an optimum. They present the advantage to
be fast and easy to use but are very likely to fail to reach the global optimum of the cost
function if the latter is not convex.
The second category refers to algorithms which aim at finding the globally best solution,
in the possible presence of multiple local minima. We find in this category stochastic and
heuristic methods such as Simulated Annealing (SA) [74], Tabu Search (TS) [50], or Evolu-
tionary Algorithms (EAs). These have proven their ability to approach the global optimum
of highly nonlinear problems, possibly at a high computational cost. Both SA and TS are
more dedicated to solve combinatorial problems. EAs, which include Genetic Algorithms
(GAs), look more suitable for our problem. Such optimization procedures, first introduced
by Holland in 1962 [63], are based on natural evolution principles: starting from an initial
candidate population of chromosomes (or sets of parameters to be optimized), operators
mimicking the biological ones of crossover and mutation are used to select and reproduce
fittest solutions, the fitness of a solution being given by a scoring function. Basically, muta-
tion enables the algorithm to explore new regions of the search space by randomly altering
some or all genes (components) of some chromosomes in the population. On the other
hand, crossover reinforce prior successes by recombining parent-chromosomes in order to
produce fittest offsprings.
Although the underlying principles are relatively simple, EA algorithms have proven to
be robust and powerful search tools, owing to their remarkable flexibility and adaptability
to a given task [122]. As a matter of fact, their tuning relies on a proper selection of values
for only a few parameters: this makes them very attractive and easy-to-use. Furthermore,
EAs do not try to provide an exact match but an approximation of the optimal solution
within an acceptable tolerance, which improves their effectiveness.
5.6.1 Multi-resolution approach
Whatever the optimization method, a pre-processing of the cost function can be introduced
to improve the efficiency of the optimization. Indeed, the MI-based cost functions are a
priori non-convex and are very likely to present rugged surfaces. To limit the risk of getting
trapped in a local minimum, it is common to smooth the cost function. A trade-off has to
be found however between smoothness and loss of information so there is still no guarantee
of finding the global optimum.
The cost functions require the estimation of the pdf: using the non-parametric Parzen
windowing approach, fine estimates of the distributions are obtained with a small number
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of observations, but also the cost functions are smoother than what could be expected with
histograms. The smoothness of the density estimates and thus the smoothness of the cost
functions is controlled by the parameter h (see sec. 4.3). This parameter must therefore
be carefully chosen: if it is too small, the cost functions are likely to be highly irregular,
with a negative impact on the optimization algorithm. On the other hand, if it is too large,
the loss of information and in particular, the loss of discrimination between the densities
can be dramatic and may lead to a wrong solution. The smoothing parameter defined in
Eq. (5.23) is a function of the data points y. Therefore it varies along the optimization
process as the audio feature data points vary. These audio feature data points tend to evolve
so that their distribution gets away from a uniform distribution. Indeed, the optimization
process looks for features which maximize mutual information, while possibly minimizing
the joint entropy between the audio and video features, and the entropy is maximal for
rv with uniform density. Roughly speaking, the smoothing parameter evolves as follows:
at the beginning of the optimization, the audio features are scattered in the space thus
the smoothing parameter is large: the pdf, and implicitly the objective function, is largely
smoothed. As the optimization proceeds, the distribution of the data points tends to
concentrate in the sample space and the smoothing parameter decreases: fine structures
of the pdf, thus of the objective function, appear. The use of an adaptive smoothing
parameter as defined by Eq. (5.23) induces then a multi-resolution approach for solving
the optimization problem. Multi-resolution schemes have been shown to perform better
in the context of optimization problems involving mutual information, notably, in image
registration problems (see for example [31]).
5.6.2 Local optimization: Powell’s direction set method
In a first set of experiments (presented in [14] and [11]), we have used the deterministic
Powell’s direction set method [103]. To reduce the optimization problem as well as to
deal with the constraints given by Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25), the objective function is re-
formulated through trigonometric relations. Namely, instead of directly looking for the
set of {αi}i=1,...,P that maximizes the objective function, a set of {wj}j=1,...,logP weights is
defined. Taking advantage of the trigonometric property of Eq. (5.26), these logP weights
are then combined to define the P coefficients α. If logP is not an integer, the power of
two immediately superior is considered and the weights α are normalized afterwards.
sin2(w) + cos2(w) = cos2(
π
2
− w) + cos2(w) = 1 (5.26)
αi =
1∏
k1=0
. . .
1∏
kj=0
[
cos2(k1
π
2
− w1) . . . cos2(kj π
2
− wj)
]
with j = 1, 2, ..., log(P ). (5.27)
Thus, the ~α coefficients still constrain the objective function but the number of parameters
to optimize is reduced in a logarithmic way.
The Powell’s algorithm is well-suited for problems where no analytical formulation of the
gradient is available. It finds the minimum of a multidimensional cost function by solving
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sequences of one-dimensional minimizations (using for example the one-dimensional Brent’s
optimization method) along N linearly independent, mutually conjugate set of directions.
This method belongs however to the category of local optimization methods: if the surface
of the cost function is not smooth and exhibits several local optima, the ability of the
algorithm to reach the global optimum relies on a judicious initial guess of the solution.
Combining both smoothing and different initial trials, we obtained good results, showing
that our framework was able to extract audio features specific to speech production. The
mutual information measured thereafter between the extracted audio features and the video
features of different mouth regions indicated the current speaking mouth in simple audio-
video sequences [14].
However, the solutions found by this method were strongly dependent on the initial con-
ditions, showing that the objective function still exhibited too many local optima. There-
fore the method was not performing at its best level. To ensure the global optimum to be
reached, an exhaustive trial of all possible initial points should be performed; an approach
which is, obviously, unfeasible. Consequently, a global optimization strategy turned out to
be preferable. Moreover, to be efficient, this global optimization method should fulfill the
following requirements:
1. Efficiency for highly nonlinear problems without requiring the cost function to be
differentiable or even continuous over the search space;
2. Efficiency with objective functions that present a flat, rough error surface;
3. Ability to deal with real-valued parameters;
4. Ability to handle the two constraints defined by Eqs. (5.24, 5.25) in the most efficient
way.
5.6.3 Global optimization: Genetic Algorithm in Continuous Space (GACS)
An evolutionary approach such as genetic algorithm (GA) answers the two first demands
previously defined while presenting flexibility and simplicity of use in a challenging context.
Conventional GAs however have difficulties to handle the third and fourth requirements
because they encode the solutions under the form of quantized and binarized representations
(the chromosomes). Hence, working with real-valued parameters requires additional bits
in chromosome representation to improve the precision, increasing the computational cost.
Moreover, the crossover is likely to produce out-of-range values. Thus a validity test is
required, decreasing the efficiency of the process. Finally, possible links between different
solution parameters are ignored during crossover, slowing down once again the convergence
process [59].
The genetic algorithm in continuous space (GACS) is an extension of the original GA
scheme first described in [107] and [106] that alleviates these limitations by using the real
valued parameter vectors instead of bit strings of chromosomes. This floating point rep-
resentation presents the obvious advantage of retaining the proximity between two points
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in both the representation and the problem spaces. The fourth requirement still has to be
fulfilled, namely, efficient handling of the constraints defined by Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25).
The adaptation of GACS developed in [111] and [131], relates the genetic operators
to the constraints on the solution parameters. It also speeds up the convergence of the
algorithm by requiring the solution domain, or acceptance domain ([0, 1] for each ~αi in our
case, as indicated by Eq. 5.24), to be convex. At generation t+ 1, a mutated vector ~αt+1,k
(with k = 1, . . . , N) is generated from a chromosome ~αt,k selected from the old population
at generation t, by performing the following addition:
~αt+1,k(i) = ~αt,k(i) + ǫ, (5.28)
where ǫ, the increment, is a zero-mean Gaussian perturbation which is applied to one
element i of the chromosome vector that will mutate, with i randomly selected in the set
{1, . . . , P}. This scheme has shown to be more efficient in our case than mutating all the
elements of the given chromosome vector at once.
For the mutation to be effective, that is, to possibly lead to improvement in the future
populations by permitting the exploration of new regions of the search space, the variance
of the Gaussian perturbation must be adequately chosen. A suitable value can be defined
based on the above-defined acceptance domain for each element, as a certain fraction of this
range. Note that it is necessary to check if the mutated gene still belongs to its acceptance
domain. If it is not the case, the mutation is rejected.
The role of crossover is to reinforce the prior successes by merging the good charac-
teristics of two chromosomes using a linear combination of candidates. To ensure that a
recombined chromosome ~αt+1,k3 belongs to the acceptance domain, the crossover operator
is defined as follows:
~αt+1,k3(i) = λ · ~αt,k1(i) + (1− λ) · ~αt,k2(i), (5.29)
where ~αt,k1 and ~αt,k2 refer to two parent chromosome vectors at generation t, λ and i are
randomly selected in the set {1, . . . , P}. Since λ remains fix for each crossover operation,
the search space is convex. Then the new chromosome vector ~αt+1,k3 is guaranteed to be
valid if ~αt,k1 and ~αt,k2 are valid as well.
Finally, to ensure that the constraint defined by Eq. (5.25) is satisfied, all the chromo-
somes of the new generation are normalized. This implies de facto that each gene of each
chromosome (excluding the replicated best one) in the new population is finally modified
at the end of the iteration.
The specific evolution strategy implemented for the application addressed here is an
extension of the scheme given in [111] and [131]. It is presented in Fig. 5.10 and can be
summarized as follow:
1. Generate an initial population of N chromosomes (with N odd number) within the
convex acceptance domain. Instead of randomly distribute the initial chromosome
vectors in the search space, they are regularly placed in the acceptance domain ac-
cording to a user-defined number of quantization levels Q [77].
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2. Rank the chromosomes according to the evaluation (fitness) function, given by one
of Eqs. (5.7), (5.8), (5.9). Reproduction is performed by keeping unchanged the best
one for the next generation.
3. The remaining chromosomes then compete in pairs. Local pair-competitions for
crossover are performed between a mutated and a crossovered chromosome of the
previous generation. Crossover, using Eq. (5.29) is then applied to the winners of
these local competitions until (N − 1)/2 new chromosomes are generated and includ-
ed in the next generation. Contrary to global competition, these local competitions
allow the algorithm to preserve genetic diversity in the succeeding generations.
4. Complete the next generation by mutation of the best ranked chromosome (N −
1)/2 times, using Eq. (5.28). These chromosomes combined with (N − 1)/2 new
chromosomes produced by crossover and the best ranked chromosome form the N
chromosomes for the next generation. If the new chromosomes do not lie in the
acceptance domain, reject the mutation.
5. Normalize the new parameters vectors such that the sum of the vector elements
equals 1.
6. A stagnation of the best (reproduced) chromosome over a certain number of genera-
tions (typically 10 in our case) may indicate that the algorithm has reached a local
extremum. To avoid such a situation, all chromosomes but the best one are in this
case reset to random values.
7. Steps 2 to 6 are reiterated until the pre-defined maximum number of generations has
been reached.
This evolution strategy is guaranteed not to diverge since the best chromosome is re-
tained for the succeeding generations. Thus the GACS behaves at least like a random search
process in a bounded search space. Note that unlike conventional optimization methods
where the decrease of cost function over successive iterations can be used as the criterion
to terminate the process, it is more difficult to assess the convergence in GACS since the
stagnation in the cost function does not necessarily mean that the optimum is reached.
Figure 5.10 — Population renewal policy in GACS: reproduction, mutations and crossover (based on [131]).
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Good results have been obtained using GACS. In particular, the optima reached were
quite better than those obtained with Powell’s method. However, the choice of an appro-
priate value for the parameters, especially the number of generations and the variance of
the Gaussian perturbation still is a weak point. The latter has to be relatively high for the
algorithm not to get stucked in local minima (i.e. to efficiently explore the search space).
However, the highest the variance, the more likely a mutated parameter to fall outside the
acceptance domain. As a result, the number of rejected mutations is too high for the pop-
ulation to preserve its diversity along the generations. Therefore, the mutation operator
is not much more efficient with a high perturbation variance than with a small one. On
some runs, only crossover maintains the evolution process active. Moreover, our solutions
have proven to be sometimes very close to the boundaries of the search space. However,
it is unlikely to approach the boundaries of the acceptance domain. As a result, a lost of
the population diversity is observed which caused a noticeable difference between optima
reached from one run to another.
What is needed is a scheme where the mutations applied are small for some parameters,
and larger for others, allowing a better exploration of all the search space, including the
region close to the boundaries, i.e. the perturbations need to adapt to the population
evolution.
5.6.4 Differential Evolution (DE)
To overcome the problems encountered with GACS, the Differential Evolution approach
(DE) introduced in 1997 by Storn and Price [127] has been used. As an evolutionary
algorithm, it presents the same advantages than GACS and operates according to the
same general scenario. The core difference between the two methods lies in the way the
perturbation is generated. Rather than applying a perturbation generated by an a priori
defined distribution as in the case of GACS, the perturbation in DE corresponds to the
difference of chromosomes (rather called vectors in this context) randomly selected from the
population. This way, the distribution of the perturbation is determined by the distribution
of the vectors themselves. Since this distribution depends primarily on the response of the
population vectors to the objective function topography, the biases introduced by DE in
the random walk towards the solution match those implicit in the function it is optimizing
[104]. In other words, the requirement for an efficient mutation scheme is more closely met:
the generated increments move the existing vectors with both suitable displacement value
and direction for the given generation.
The exact algorithm we used is based on the so-called DE/rand/1/bin algorithm [104].
Its pseudo-code, including the modifications for handling the constraints, is given in Algo-
rithm 1. Let us describe here more in detail the different steps of this algorithm. An initial
population of N vectors is first generated to lie within the convex acceptance domain, as
was done with GACS, by dividing the search space in Q predefined quantization levels [77].
A perturbed vector ~α′G,i, i = 1, . . . , N is then generated as a counterpart for each vector
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~αG,i of the current population NG, where G refers to the current generation. This perturbed
vector, or child vector, results form the linear combination of three parent vectors ~αG,r1 ,
~αG,r2 , ~αG,r3 randomly picked up from the population NG with r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= i (these
conditions ensure the DE mutation to be effective and not to simplify towards a classical
crossover scheme [104])
~α′G+1,i(j) = ~αG,r3(j) + F · (~αG,r1(j)− ~αG,r2(j)), (5.30)
where F is a scaling factor taking value on [0, 2]. A user-defined crossover probability CR
controls the number of child vector element indices j subject to perturbation: P random
numbers belonging to [0, 1] are generated (i.e. one for each element of the vector under
consideration); each time one of these random number is smaller than CR the corresponding
vector element is subject to a perturbation. As a result, the child vector differs from its
parent by at least one element (CR = 0) and at most, by all of its elements (CR = 1).
Lines 2 to 11 of the Algorithm 1 sum up these operations.
Both the perturbed and the original populations are evaluated by the objective function
and pair competitions are performed between child and parent vectors (so the population
size remains constant). At the end of one iteration, a new population eventually emerges,
composed by the winners of each local competition. The decision process is described in
lines 8 to 11 of the Algorithm 1.
The constraints defined in Eqs. (5.24, 5.25) still hold. Therefore, the validity of each
vector of the perturbed, or child, population has to be verified before starting the decision
process. If the element j of a child vector i does not belong to the acceptance domain,
it is replaced by the mean between its pre-mutation value and the bound that is violated
[104] (lines 12 to 19 of the algorithm, where α(lo)(j) and α(hi)(j) refer respectively to the
lowest and highest bounds defined for the jth parameter - that is, 0 and 1 in our case). This
scheme is more efficient than the simple rejection adopted with GACS. Indeed, it allows the
bounds to be asymptotically approached, thus to cover efficiently the whole search space.
To handle the second constraint (Eq. 5.25), a simple normalization is performed on each
child vector, as it was done with GACS (lines 20-21 of the algorithm).
A good introduction to DE as well as some rules to tune the parameters properly can
be found in [70] and [104].
Both the generation of the perturbation increment using the population itself instead of
a predefined probability density and the handling of the out-of-range values allow the DE
algorithm to achieve outstanding performance in the context of our problem.
5.7 Comparison of the optimization methods
The performances of the three different optimization methods are compared, while using
them to minimize the objective function corresponding to ECC (Eq. (5.7)). For these tests,
an audio-video sequence involving a single speaker - thus a single mouth region - has been
used. A frame of this test sequence is shown as an example in Fig. 5.11. More details about
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Algorithm 1: DE/rand/1/bin with modification for handling the constraints given
by Eqs. (5.24, 5.25). Based on [104].
Input: P,Gmax, N ≥ 4, F (scaling factor) ∈ [0, 2], CR ∈ [0, 1], ~α(lo), ~α(hi).
Initialize: initialization of the population;
i = {1, 2, . . . , N}, j = {1, 2, . . . , P}, G = 0;
while G < Gmax do1
for i = 1, . . . , N do2
Mutate and recombine:3
randomly select r1,r2,r3 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, subject to r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= i;4
jrand ∈ {1, 2, . . . , P}, randomly selected once each i;5
for j = 1, . . . , P do6
s=rand([0,1))7
if s < CR ∨ j = jrand then8
~α′G+1,i(j) = ~αG,r3(j) + F · (~αG,r1(j)− ~αG,r2(j))9
else10
~α′G+1,i(j) = ~αG,i(j)11
Check validity:12
if ~α′G,i(j) < ~α
(lo)(j) then13
~α′G+1,i(j) = (~αG,i(j) + ~α
(lo)(j))/214
else15
if ~α′G,i(j) > ~α
(hi)(j) then16
~α′G+1,i(j) = (~αG,i(j) + ~α
(hi)(j))/217
else18
~α′i,G+1(j)19
Normalize:20
~α′i,G+1 = ~α
′
G+1,i/
∑P
k=1 ~α
′
G+1,i(k)21
Select:22
if f(~α′G+1,i) ≤ f(~αG,i) then23
~αG+1,i = ~α
′
G+1,i24
else25
~αG+1,i = ~αG,i26
G = G+ 127
the sequence are given in the next section, where the main results on speaker detection are
presented (this one-speaker sequence presents the same characteristic than the two-speaker
ones presented next).
For both GACS and DE algorithms, different tests have first been performed in order to
tune the parameters properly. As far as GACS is concerned, a choice of Q = 5 quantization
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Figure 5.11 — Frame example of the test sequence used to perform the comparison between the
different optimization methods. The white rectangular box delimits the extracted mouth region.
levels (resulting in a population of 125 chromosomes) combined with 400 generations and
a perturbation variance σ fixed to 0.1, gave good results. The implementation of the DE
algorithm has been based on Storn’s public domain version software [126]. It achieved good
performance with Q = 5 quantization levels, 500 generations, a scaling factor F = 0.5 and
a crossover probability CR equals to 1.
Once determined these optimal parameters, different runs have been performed with
GACS and DE algorithms, whereas different initial conditions (i.e. different initial solu-
tion guesses) have been tried for the Powell’s method. Table 5.2 summarizes the results
obtained with each method. Obviously, much better minimization is obtained using the
global optimization schemes instead of the local one (Powell’s). A finer analysis of the
results in Table 5.2 reveals that DE reaches the overall best solution and in a more stable
way. Indeed, the standard deviation of the solutions is much smaller in the case of DE than
in the case of the other two methods, giving us more confidence in the results.
Best Value Mean Value Standard Deviation
Powell -0.0213 -0.0183 0.0047
GACS -0.0695 -0.0619 0.0052
DE -0.0788 -0.0774 0.0017
Table 5.2 — Values of the objective function corresponding to ECC for different runs using Pow-
ell’s, GACS, and DE approaches. All the runs were performed under the same conditions (except
for Powell where different initial conditions were tried) on the same audio-video sequence.
Fig. 5.12 illustrates another aspect of the better behavior of DE algorithm with respect
to Powell’s: the weight values obtained at the end of each runs are more scattered in
the parameter space with the latter. This indicates that the objective function is highly
irregular and exhibits plenty of local minima. which makes Powell’s method inadequate
While the high variation of the solutions found with Powell’s method is not a surprise (as
it is very sensitive to initial conditions), the instability of GACS solution seems intriguing.
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Figure 5.12 — Values of the MFCCs linear combination weights ~α obtained on a given sequence
with: (a) Powell’s optimization algorithm with different initial guesses; (b) Different runs of DE.
The continuous line connects the mean values of the obtained weights.
Let us look at the evolution of GACS and DE towards the solution over different runs.
These are plotted on Figs. 5.13.(a) and 5.13.(b), for different runs.
As discussed previously, it has been noticed that the population losses its diversity dur-
ing the GACS evolution. Also, the solution space is less systematically explored (especially
the boundaries). As a result, GACS does not manage to reach solutions close to each others
from run to run since it stops its evolution before reaching the global optimum. The solu-
tion reached can differ of 22% against 6% for DE. Fig. 5.14 displays the best runs for DE
and GACS: DE reaches the solution found by GACS after more or less the same number
of generations. Instead of stopping, it continues until a better minimum is found.
Another issue in using GACS and DE algorithms is the stopping criterion. One simple
way consists in running the algorithm for an a priori defined number of iterations. However,
the number of iterations needed to reach a good approximation of the global minimum
depends on the data and on the inherent randomness of the algorithm. Thus this approach
is unsteady. A more suitable criterion should be based on the analysis of the algorithm’s
evolution towards the global optimum. One may choose to stop if, during a number of
iterations, the solution is not improved significantly. Even from this perspective, DE seems
more convenient: from Figs. 5.12.(a) and 5.12.(b), it is clear that GACS exhibits long
generations with no changes in the solution, possibly followed by slight improvements.
This means that it is very hard to find a suitable stopping criterion for GACS, as we may
always get an improvement after a long period of stagnation of the solution. So an early
termination has the chance to leave the solution far from the best achievable one.
Definitely, the behavior of DE is preferable as we have steeper changes in the current
solution and an early stop is not so dramatic from the perspective of the quality of the
solution. All these considerations justify our choice of optimization algorithm for all sub-
sequent experiments: we will use DE in its form given by Algorithm 1 for our study of
different speaker detection criteria.
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Figure 5.13 — Evolution of the cost function -ECC towards the solution for different runs using
GACS (top) and DE (bottom) on a given audio-video sequence.
Notice that this comparative study has been described in [17].
5.8 Audiovisual speaker detection results
5.8.1 Experimental protocol
Two different sets of test sequences have been used∗. The first set of sequences is part of
an in-house data set containing five audio-video sequences of duration 4 seconds (labelled
1, 2, . . . , 5), each shot in PAL format (25 frames/second (fps), 44.1kHz stereo sound). In
each sequence, two individuals are present, only one of them speaks during the entire
sequence. Notice however that both are referred to as “speakers”, since either one of them
∗Only the luminance component of the video sequences has been considered.
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Figure 5.14 — Best run for GACS and DE.
may have uttered the recorded audio. These sequences are of increasing complexity, the
fifth being the most challenging with the non-speaking individual moving randomly his
head and lips. Frames extracted from two sequences are shown as an example in Fig. 5.15.
These sequences, shot under controlled conditions, are used to assess the theoretical points
developed in this chapter. For that purpose, the mouth regions are extracted based on
manual localization initialized on the first frame. The duration of the sequences allows us
to obtain a data sample set large enough to correctly estimate the pdfs. It also allows the
speakers to remain still enough for the initial mouth localization to be valid throughout the
sequence.
The second set of sequences is part of the CUAVE database [98]. The 11 two-speakers
sequences g11 to g22 considered∗, are shot in the NTSC standard (29.97fps, 44.1kHz stereo
sound). On these sequences each speaker utters in turn two series of digits. The final
seconds of the video clips, where both speakers read simultaneously different digit strings,
have not been used since signal separation is not in our goal. The first seconds present
challenging properties, making the detection task difficult: in some sequences the non-
speaking person moves his lips and chin, sometimes even formulating the words without
sounding them. A trade-off has to be found between the sample size required for correctly
estimating the pdf, and a detection window offering enough flexibility to correctly deal with
the speaker changes. Thus, the optimization is done over a 2s temporal window, shifted in
one second steps over the whole sequence to make decisions once per second. The mouth
regions are tracked along the sequence using the detector described in sec. 5.3.
For both sequence sets, the N×M mouth regions are extracted, with N andM varying
between 22 and 57 pixels, depending on speakers’ characteristics and acquisition conditions.
Thus the video feature set (video sample) is composed of the N ×M × (T −1) values of the
∗g18 has been discarded as it exhibits strong noise due to the compression
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a b
Figure 5.15 — Typical frames extracted from the in-house test sequences. White rectangles
delimits the extracted mouth regions. (a) Frame extracted from sequence 5; (b) frame extracted
from the third sequence.
optical flow norm at each pixel location (T being the number of video frames within the
analysis window, i.e. T = 100 for the in-house data set or T = 60 frames for the CUAVE
database).
From the audio signal, P = 12 mel-cepstrum coefficients are computed using 30ms
Hamming windows [51], [102].
Considering each mouth region and its associated video features, the MFCCs are pro-
jected on a new 1D subspace as defined in sec. 5.4. Let us point out here that no training
set is used: the optimization and the detection are done for all the test sequences. As a
result of the optimization, two sets of weights are obtained (one for each mouth region).
They give the optimal linear combination of mel-cepstrum coefficients with respect to the
optimization criterion (either ECC or MIC ). Let us denote them ~αopt1 and ~α
opt
2 , where the
indices M1 and M2 indicate whether these weights result from the optimization performed
on the first or second mouth region. Two corresponding audio feature sets derive from these
weight sets: F optA1 and F
opt
A2 .
Following the pattern recognition chain of Fig. 4.1, the features resulting from the
extraction steps are now given as input of the MI-based classifier defined in § 4.4.1. Two
pairs of mutual information values can be evaluated between the audio feature sets and the
video feature of each mouth region. If FV 1 denotes the video features of the first mouth
region and FV 2 those of the second, the two pairs of mutual information are given by:
{I(FV 1, F optA1 ) , I(FV 2, F optA1 )}, (5.31)
{I(FV 1, F optA2 ) , I(FV 2, F optA2 )}. (5.32)
First, a comparison of both MIC and ECC criteria is performed on the in-house se-
quences. As a result, ECC turned out to be indeed more discriminative than MIC. There-
fore, ECC alone is then used on the same sequences to analyze the ability of the method to
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Sequence 1 2 3 4 5
∆IMIC 73.54 % 76.18 % 91.67 % 69.64 % 52.13 %
∆IECC 76.00 % 76.73 % 90.93 % 76.29 % 69.72 %
Table 5.3 — Normalized difference of mutual information measured in each mouth region for each
of the 5 in-house test sequences, considering the audio features extracted with optimization criterion
MIC or ECC, on the speaking mouth region.
extract audio features specific to speech production and to perform speaker detection. Fi-
nally, the discussion of the results leads to the definition of a more efficient criterion ∆ECC
stated by Eq. (5.9). Its performance on both sequence sets are presented and discussed in
paragraph 5.8.4.
5.8.2 Comparison of optimization criteria MIC and ECC
The initial hypothesis is that ECC is more effective than the simpler MIC. The first set
of experiments, carried out on the in-house sequence set, aims at testing this hypothesis.
Therefore, the knowledge of the active mouth region is introduced a priori so that the
optimization is only performed on this region, with each of the two optimization criteria
successively. Using the resulting audio feature sets, the difference of mutual information
between the speaking mouth region and the non-speaking one, normalized by the speaking
mouth region MI (i.e. the normalized difference of MI ), is measured for each of the five
test sequences. Table 5.3 presents the results (∆IMIC and ∆IECC refer to the normalized
difference of MI measured between the speaking and the non-speaking mouth regions when
using optimization criterion MIC and ECC respectively).
Two observations can be made from these results. Firstly, the mutual information
is always greater in the active mouth region, regardless the optimization criterion used,
confirming that our scheme permits the detection of the current speaker. Secondly, we see
that in 4 cases out of 5, the ECC criterion leads to larger difference between MI in the two
regions. This indicates that the use of the ECC criterion gives rise to more discriminative
features. Consequently, normalizing the mutual information by the entropy during the
optimization allows to extract more specific information than using simply the mutual
information alone, as stated in sec. 4.2.
5.8.3 Performance using ECC
From the first set of experiments we may conclude that ECC is more suitable as an opti-
mization criterion for active speaker detection. This is why in the following we will focus
only on its use and analyze its properties in detail. The purpose of the experiments de-
scribed here is to assess the ability of our algorithm to extract audio features specific to
speech production and to perform speaker detection. The tests are carried out on the
in-house sequences.
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Sequence 1 2 3 4 5
∆IM1 76.00 % 76.73 % 90.93 % 76.29 % 69.72 %
∆IM2 36.09% -11.66 71.65 % -0.66% -17.28 %
Table 5.4 — Normalized difference of mutual information measured between the M1 and M2
mouth regions with the audio features obtained with optimization on mouth regions M1 (IM1) and
M2 (IM2). The optimization criterion used in both case is ECC.
The capacity of the proposed method to act as a speaker detector is shown first. In
contrast to the experiments described in § 5.8.2, no a priori knowledge of the active speaker
is assumed. Then the technique described in § 5.8.1 is applied. Recall that the optimization
is performed on each of the mouth regions (M1 andM2) and the mutual information between
two pairs of audio and video features is measured as stated by Eqs. (5.31) and (5.32). If the
approach is correct, the highest MI value should be measured between the video features
of the speaking mouth and the audio features resulting from the optimization on the active
speaker.
The values of MI are plotted in Fig. 5.16. We note that for all sequences (including the
challenging seq. 5), the MI measured on mouthM1 with ~αopt optimized on this same region
is always strikingly greater than all the other three. Indeed, in all these sequences, M1 is
the speaking mouth, which gives 100% correct detections, a rather encouraging result.
Another issue that it is necessary to investigate is whether the features extracted from
audio are specific to speech. For this, the difference between the normalized mutual infor-
mation computed on mouth regions and the corresponding audio is measured as follows:
∆IM1=
maxi
(
I(FVMi , F
opt
AM1
)
)
−mini
(
I(FVMi , F
opt
AM1
)
)
maxi
(
I(FVMi , F
opt
AM1
)
) , with i = 1, 2, (5.33)
∆IM2=
maxi
(
I(FVMi , F
opt
AM2
)
)
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I(FVMi , F
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AM2
)
)
maxi
(
I(FVMi , F
opt
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)
) , with i = 1, 2. (5.34)
The results are listed in Table 5.4. It can be seen that ∆IM1 > ∆IM2 , as shown in
Fig. 5.16. The new observation that can be made from these results is that ∆IM1 > 0 for
all the sequences, whereas ∆IM2 is sometimes negative. In other words, when the audio
features are obtained by optimizing on the non-speaking mouth region, the difference of
MI is sometimes favoring the non-speaking mouth (sequences 2, 4 and 5),and sometimes
the speaking mouth (seq.. 1 and 3). So when optimizing on the non-speaking region,
the features extracted cannot (and are not expected to) reflect any underlying relationship
between audio and video. This result also appears in Fig. 5.16, since the mutual information
measured between FVM1 and FAM2 is always smaller than the one measured between FVM1
and FAM1 . Therefore the audio features can be said to be specific to speech production.
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Figure 5.16 — Mutual information measured between the M1 or M2 mouth region features and
the audio features obtained with optimization on mouth region M1 or M2 (Eqs. (5.31, 5.32)) for the
5 in-house sequences. The normalized difference of MI between the best value found and the best
value found in the opposite mouth is indicated.
5.8.4 Results obtained with ∆ECC on the in-house data set
Two optimizations were performed previously to decide who is the current speaker. They are
now combined in a single optimization problem, which aims at maximizing the discrepancy
between the two mouth regions. For this, the ∆ECC, given by Eq. (5.9), is used. The
result of the optimization is a vector ~αopt which generates a single audio feature vector. The
latter is expected to maximize the mutual information with the video features of the active
mouth region. This new detection approach has firstly been tested on the five in-house
test sequences. Results are summarized in Table 5.5. The normalized difference of mutual
information is always in favor of the active speaker, i.e. the correct speaking mouth region
is always indicated. It is also interesting to note that the difference of mutual information
here is greater than what was obtained with the previous ECC optimization scheme (Tab.
5.3). This stresses the benefit of using the video content related to each mouth region
during the optimization.
Sequence 1 2 3 4 5
∆I 84.23% 86.27% 95.55% 80.9% 76.15%
Table 5.5 — Normalized difference of mutual information measured between the speaking and the
non-speaking mouth regions with the audio features obtained using ∆ECC as cost function (tests
performed on the in-house database).
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5.8.5 Results obtained with ∆ECC on the CUAVE database
To validate the results obtained with this simple detection scheme using ∆ECC, experi-
ments on the CUAVE database have been performed. Recall that a two second analysis
window is shifted in one second steps over a given sequence. Due to the resulting over-
lap between the windows, the evaluation is restricted to the second half of each detection
window, except for the very first window. The results are then evaluated based on the ex-
perimental framework proposed in appendix A: the ground truth for the evaluation window
takes the label that mainly occurs over these 30 frames (speaker 1 or speaker 2 ). Since our
detector is not tuned to detect a silent state, the silent frames are not considered. Notice
that the silent states can be easily detected prior to the detection by simply evaluating the
mean energy of the audio signal. The results are listed in Table 5.6. The worst results are
obtained for the sequence g13. The bad illumination conditions and the large movements
of one of the non-speaker in the frontal plan may be an explanation of these bad results.
Sequence Correct detection
number rate (in %)
g11 69
g12 82
g13 53
g14 95
g15 89
g16 83
g17 100
g19 86
g20 92
g21 90
g22 95
Mean 85
Table 5.6— Results on the CUAVE sequences, using the evaluation framework given in appendix A
with evaluation on the last second of each detection window (silent windows are not considered).
As a comparison, the average rate of correct detections over the 11 sequences when
using a simple motion-based detector (the mouth region with highest motion power value
is labelled as the speaking mouth) is 60%. The detailed results are listed sequence by
sequence in Table 5.7. The results are only slightly above a random speaker detection
scheme. They indicate that the use of both audio and video information significantly
improves the detection. Even in the case of seq.. g13 where our results were not so good,
the motion-based detection scheme ends up with worse results.
It is interesting to compare our results to those presented by Nock et al. in [95]. They
compute the mutual information at each pixel location, considering the difference of pixel
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Sequence Correct detection
number rate (in %)
g11 69
g12 53
g13 47
g14 68
g15 56
g16 89
g17 69
g19 21
g20 61
g21 75
g22 85
Mean 63
Table 5.7— Results obtained if the mouth region with the highest motion power is labelled as the
speaking mouth.
intensity as video features, and MFCC as audio features. In a first stage, the highest total
MI value in the left and right of the image is assumed to indicate the current speaker (76%
of correct detections in such a scheme). In a second experiment, the highest concentration
of MI value in a N ×M region indicates the speaking mouth. It is classified as correct if
this region falls within a K × K pixels square centered around the true speaking mouth
(K being equal to 200). They obtain 70% of correct detection with this detection scheme,
which is the most directly comparable to ours since we also limit the MI measure to mouth
regions.
As discussed in appendix A, the specific evaluation framework described in [95] differs
from ours: the ground truth label for a detection window is given by the label of the central
frame of the window. Such a ground truth labelling and the resulting result evaluation is
not robust from our point of view since the consideration of another frame in the window
as label can change drastically the ground truth. Moreover, choosing the central frame of
the window implicitly means that the detection method needs the past and future frames
to detect the current speaker. This discussion is detailed in appendix A. However, for a
precise comparison of our results to those in [95], their evaluation framework has been used.
As a result, our framework exhibits 77% of correct detection against 70% in [95]. Thus
the optimization of the audio features as presented in this work leads to better speaker
classification results. These results have appeared in [19] and [18].
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5.9 Performance analysis through hypothesis tests
5.9.1 Performance of hypothesis testing as a classifier
The ability of hypothesis tests used as classifiers is discussed now. The evaluation of the
possible gain offered by introducing a feature extraction step prior to the classification will
be addressed in the next paragraph. Both of these performance evaluation tests have been
published in [12] and [13].
The optimized audio features are put as input of the classifier, defined as the test
function giving the best test of size α. The test sequences are those taken from the CUAVE
database and already used in sec. 5.8. Obviously, the video features are also defined as in
sec. 5.8.
The hypothesis test used as a classifier is the one defined by Test 4.31. Two potential
speakers are present on each sequence, thus two tests can be defined as described in § 4.4.4,
each test involving one speaker only. However, the experimental conditions are defined so
as to eliminate the possibilities 3 and 4 where the two speakers are either both speaking
or both silent (the silent window have been removed from the test set). For binary tests,
a positive and a negative class have to be defined. We assume the positive class to be
the class “speaker”. The two possible positive classes are then “speaker1” and “speaker2”.
More precisely, since the experimental conditions imply that there is always one speaker
speaking, the positive class is the label of the mouth region where the test is performed: i.e.,
“speaker1” for test1 (defined between the random variables FA and FV 1), and “speaker2”
for test2 (defined between FA and FV 2). The two classes, “speaker1” (speaker on the left
of the image) and “speaker2” (speaker on the right) are well balanced since their set sizes
are both equal to 96. Table 5.8 compares the power of the tests for given sizes α.
Test1 Test2
β 37.9% 81.1% 90.5% 4.3% 24.7% 89.26%
α 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
η 0.41 0.25 0.16 0.55 0.45 0.25
Table 5.8 — Power of the tests “speaker1” versus “speaker2” (and vice versa) for different sizes
α. The thresholds η defining the corresponding decision functions are also indicated.
Let us introduce now the accuracy of a test as the sum of the true positive and true
negative rates divided by the total number of positive and negative instances [42]. Table 5.9
gives the classifier scores for the threshold corresponding to each test best accuracy: 87.0%
and 85.42% for test1 and test2 respectively, obtained for thresholds η1 = 0.18 and η2 = 0.19.
These results indicate hypothesis test as a good method for assigning a speaker class to
mouth regions, with a given α-β trade-off. The classifier produces better relative instance
scores for test1. However, the thresholds giving the best accuracy values are about the same
for the two tests. As mentioned in [105], accuracy is often used as the primary evaluation
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Test1 Test2
Positive class Negative class Positive class Negative class
β 87.5% 86.5% 91.7% 79.2%
α 13.5% 12.5% 20.8% 8.3%
Table 5.9— Detection probabilities β and false-alarm rates α for each class of each test at its best
accuracy value.
metric when building classifiers, though it assumes that the class priors will be constant
and relatively well-balanced which is rarely the case in the real world. In this case however,
this can be assumed to be true for the two classes “speaker1” and “spaker2”. Actually, the
facts that the best accuracy values are obtained for a similar threshold in both case tends to
indicate that this threshold is not speaker dependent. In other words, the performance of
the classifier are not speaker dependent. As a result, the test set can be considered another
way: the two possible classes become now “speaker” (positive class) and “non-speaker”
(negative class), confounding speaker 1 and 2 in a single label. The test set counts then 192
test points instead of 96. As the size of the test set is increased, more robust conclusions
can be drawn. Also, we evaluate now the capacity of the classifier to discriminate between
a speaker and a non-speaker instead of between two speakers, which is much more our
initial target. Table 5.10 compares the power of this test for given sizes α. Again, these
β 22% 40% 85%
α 5% 10% 15%
η 0.455 0.410 0.250
Table 5.10— Power of the test “speaker” versus “non-speaker” for different sizes α. The thresholds
η defining the corresponding decision functions are also indicated.
results indicate hypothesis test as a good method for discriminating between speaking and
non-speaking mouths with given α-β trade-off (thus greater adaptability to changes of the
target condition or the classification requirement). It is particularly interesting to see that
accepting 15% of false-alarms instead of 10% leads to a great jump of the correct detection
probability since it is almost doubled.
5.9.2 Evaluation of the classification chain performance
The advantage of using optimized audio features against simple ones at the input of the
classifier is now discussed. The last test of the previous paragraph is retained: the positive
and negative classes are respectively the “speaker” and the “non-speaker” classes.
The audio features are defined as the optimal linear combination of MFCCs. The ROC
graph of this test is plotted on Fig. 5.17 (solid line). The good performance of the Neyman-
Pearson classifier assessed in the previous paragraph can now be visually evaluated: the
slope of the curve is high for false-alarm rates smaller than about 15%, meaning that the
percentage of correct detections increases quite quicker than the false-alarm rate in the
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beginning.
If now non-optimized audio features, defined as the mean value of the MFCCs are put
as input of the classifier, another ROC curve indicating the performance of the classifier for
different α − β trade-offs can be plotted. It is represented by the dashed line in Fig. 5.17.
Except at the very beginning (α and β small), it is below the ROC curve of the classifier
fed with optimized features. The later perform better in the conservative part of the
ROC space in particular (northwest region). Table 5.11 sums up some interesting values
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Figure 5.17 — ROC curves for the test “speaker” versus “non-speaker” when optimized (plain
line) and non-optimized (dotted line) audio features are used as input of the classifier.
attached to the ROC curve such as the area under the curve (AUC), or the accuracy with
corresponding thresholds. Once again, the AUC is higher when optimized audio features
Input features MFCCs mean Optimized audio features
AUC 0.81 0.88
Accuracy 78.1% 85.9%
β 90.6% 89.6%
α 34.4% 17.7%
η 0.13 0.18
Table 5.11 — Area under the curve, maximal accuracy and corresponding power β, size α and
threshold η for each kind of input audio feature.
have been used. This means that in this case, the capacity of the classifier to discriminate
between the “speaker” and “non-speaker” classes is increased. Actually, if looking at the
distribution of the two classes shown in Fig. 5.18, the effect of the feature extraction step
appears clearly: the two classes are much more separated after the feature extraction step
(Fig. 5.18 (bottom)) than before (Fig. 5.18 (top)). As a result, the classifier can only be
more accurate.
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Figure 5.18 — Distribution of the “speaker” and the “non-speaker” classes for the classifier fed
with non-optimized audio features (top) and optimized audio features (bottom). The bins colored
in gray correspond to overlapping points between the two distributions.
Whatever the way of considering the problem, these results show that introducing a
feature extraction step as described in sec. 4.2 prior to the classification increases the
performance of the system.
As last remark, let us say a few words about extending the classification to the four cases
described in § 4.4.4 (including the silent and the both-speaking cases). This scheme has not
be extensively tested and has been let apart for future works. However, a short analysis
based on a few number of silent windows tends to show that the cases 3 and 4 can not be
detected if the audio features are optimized with optimization criterion ∆ECC (Eq. (5.9)).
Indeed, this criterion forces the algorithm to increase the efficiency coefficient in one mouth
region while decreasing it in the other one. It is in contradiction with the statement that
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both efficiency coefficients can be low or high. However, further investigation are required
before coming to any conclusion. In particular, the use of the criterion ECC for performing
an optimization in each mouth region could give rise to better results for such purposes.
5.10 Discussion
The pattern recognition system defined in chapter 4 has been applied to the problem of
identifying the current speaker among several candidates in audio-video sequences. Each
step of the scheme displayed in Fig. 4.1 has been considered and the corresponding choices
have been discussed.
The data, acquired by a single camera and microphone, are firstly processed to get
representations emphasizing their speech-related content: a specific energy representation
for the audio and a motion-based representation for the video. A feature extraction step
is then performed to decrease the feature dimensionality while increasing their specificity
to speech. For the video, this is achieved by restricting the region of interest to the mouth
regions. The information theoretic feature extraction framework developed in sec. 4.2 is
applied to optimize the audio features using jointly the video information. The extracted
audio features are made up of an optimal linear combination of P MFCCs. To this end,
the optimization problem has been precisely defined, including the cost function and the
optimization method. Actually, the MI-based cost function turned out to be complex and
plagued by many local optima. For this reason, three optimization methods, one local and
two global have been tested in turn and their performance compared. As a result, the
so-called Differential Evolution algorithm [127] outperformed the two others.
A study of two optimization criteria that can be used in the multimodal feature ex-
traction framework has been carried out. Results shown that the best performing criterion
(namely, ECC ) is able to extract audio features that are specifically related to the speaker
video features. Using only these extracted features, the algorithm performs detection of
the current speaker with 100% correct detection on 5 in-house test sequences.
In order to optimize the detection in the case of two-people sequences, a third optimiza-
tion criterion (∆ECC) has been introduced and tested on the same sequence set as before
as well as on the more widely used CUAVE database [98]. This criterion aims at simplifying
the detection scheme, as well as improving the audio feature specificity by taking advantage
of the video information related to both mouth regions. Indeed, the resulting audio features
have been shown to be even more specific than with the previous optimization criterion.
A number of experiments have therefore been carried out on 11 sequences of the CUAVE
database to assess and compare the performance of this ∆ECC-based detection method
to the results presented in [95]. In the latter, MFCCs are used as audio features, without
any optimization. The better results achieved by our method indicate that optimizing the
features improves the classifier performance. The results are also significantly above those
obtained by a simple motion-based detector, supporting the advantage of a multimodal
approach.
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Only two potential speakers are present in these test sequences but the method can easily
be extended to sequences containing more speaker candidates using ECC as optimization
criterion. These speakers should remain face to the camera. However, it is not a problem
if they move, provided the mouth detector is able to deal with moving faces.
To better analyze the performance of the system, and in particular to evaluate the
gain offered by the multimodal feature extraction step, the classifier is feed in turn with
the optimal linear combination and with a simple average of the MFCCs. A ROC curve
analysis is carried out. The use of the optimized audio features is shown to increase notably
the classifier performance.
The next chapter handles the reverse issue of extracting optimized video feature using
the information theoretic feature extraction framework.
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Video feature extraction 6
6.1 Introduction
The problem at hand in this chapter is the same as the one discussed in the previous
chapter. The PR framework is used for speaker detection. The detector still operates with
a single camera and microphone in the data acquisition step. However, the focus is now
put on the optimization of the video features instead of the audio ones, using the feature
extraction framework developed in sec. 4.2.
The first processing step to be applied to the raw audiovisual data is the selection of a
representation. This step is described in sec. 6.2. An energy-based representation is defined
for the audio. The most suitable choice for representing the video content would have been
the motion in the mouth region. However, only an estimation of this motion is available since
this 3D phenomenon has to be measured from a sequence of 2D images. This estimation, the
optical flow (OF), relies on the intensity gradient of the image. In sec. 6.3, a probabilistic
model of the relationships between the audio, the motion and the image intensity gradient
is proposed through graph theory, in the specific case of a speaking mouth. A link is found
with the information theoretic estimator defined in sec. 4.2. Following this discussion, a
framework for optimizing the video features, i.e. the OF, using the audio information, is
proposed in sec. 6.4. Its potential is explored in sec. 6.5 on a simple one-speaker sequence.
This study reveals the non-convergence of the cost function and the necessity of redefining
the single-objective (SO) optimization problem as a multi-objective (MO) optimization
task. Leaving this challenging task for future work, the chapter proceeds in sec. 6.6 with
a simplified convergent version of the SO optimization problem in order to investigate the
capacity of the method for speaker detection. The deterministic gradient-free approach
chosen for solving the problem is described in the same section. In sec. 6.7,the approach is
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tested on several audiovisual sequences and the results are compared to those obtained with
non-optimized features. Finally, the performance of the entire pattern recognition system
is analyzed in sec. 6.8 using the Neyman-Pearson hypothesis testing approach proposed in
sec. 4.4.
6.2 Signals representation
6.2.1 Audio representation
In the PR system of Fig. 2.1, the acquisition of the raw data is followed by a data repre-
sentation step. A mel-cepstrogram representation similar to the one described in § 5.2.3 is
chosen for the audio information. The computation of the MFCCs leads to a P -dimensional
audio feature, with P > 1. To reduce the dimensionality, only the mean value of the P
MFCCs is used, similar to what has been done in sec. 5.9. Such features gave rise indeed
to relatively good results for speaker detection. A 1D speech audio feature A is then finally
obtained.
6.2.2 Video representation
As discussed in the previous of this thesis, psychophysiologic evidences point out the motion
in the mouth region as the video clue related to the audio information: when speech is
produced, the movements of the articulators (the lips in particular) induce facial motions.
The motion is a phenomenon occurring in a 3D space but only a sequence of 2D images
is available. The true motion can not be directly measured but must be inferred from this
sequence. This estimation, or apparent motion, is based on the information carried by
the spatio-temporal variation of the image intensity. By assuming that the changes in the
image brightness along time in the 2D sequence is only due to the 3D motion of the patterns
brightness constancy assumption), an approximation of the motion, known as optical flow,
is obtained. It is then only possible to speak about a probability of having a motion V at a
given location given the spatio-temporal gradient value G of the intensity at that location.
This conditional probability is denoted by P (V |G).
For a classifier to perform at its best, it should be feed in with the most suitable features
for the problem at hand. Here, only an approximation of the representative feature (the true
mouth motion) is available. It is then necessary to discuss about the possible consequences
on the classifier performance (the latter being defined according to sec. 4.4) as well as about
a possible optimization of the optical flow, able to improve this performance. To this end,
a better understanding of the relationships between the audio, the motion and the image
intensity gradient is firstly required, in the special context of speech production.
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6.3 Relationship between audio, motion and intensity gradi-
ent
6.3.1 Probabilistic model using graph theory
Let A, V and G be three random variables representing respectively the acoustic speech
(represented by some tractable features), the motion and the intensity gradient (the region
of support of V andG being limited to the mouth region extracted from the image sequence).
Different probability models can be proposed, each one describing different relationships
between these three rvs.
As previously stated, during speech, the acoustic signal A and the visual motion V of the
mouth region are related so that some knowledge of V can offer some knowledge about A
and vice et versa. Since the motion is actually estimated from the image intensity gradient
G, a part of the information in V that is related to A is also present in G. Then, if V is
unknown, the knowledge of G can help in recovering A. If V is known however, G becomes
useless in learning something about A. A similar reasoning shows that the knowledge of A
is useless to learn more about G when V is known. Speaking in probabilistic terms, A and
G are said to be independent conditionally to V (p(A|V,G) = p(A|V ), or in a shorthand
notation, A ⊥ G|V ).
A probabilistic graphical model can represent in a simple way the relationships just
discussed between A, V , and G: A is both the child and parent∗ of V as is V for A. In the
same way, the motion is estimated from the gradient of the image, thus the motion V is the
child of G. However, the change in the image brightness, thus the gradient, is due to the
motion (brightness constancy assumption). Therefore, the gradient is also a child for V .
The undirected graph, or Markov chain, shown on Fig. 6.1 is then the most appropriate
for describing the relationships between the three random variables. According to this
Figure 6.1 — Graphical representation of the probabilistic relationships between the random
variables A, V , G. These random variables form a Markov chain where A and G are independent
conditionally to V .
model, the joint probability of the three random variables is:
P (A,G, V ) = P (G)P (V |G)P (A|V ). (6.1)
∗The terms “child” and “parent” are used here in the graph theory sense [20], and do not stress necessarily
a physic causal effect between the rvs.
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Since it is an undirect graph, the following relationships can be equivalently stated:
P (A,G, V )=P (G)P (V |G)P (A|V ) (6.2)
=P (A)P (V |A)P (G|V ) (6.3)
=P (G|V )P (A|V )P (V ). (6.4)
6.3.2 Justification of the efficiency coefficient based estimator
Let us recall quickly the principle of the MI-based classifier defined in § 4.4.1: it rates the
MI between acoustic and visual features extracted from different mouth regions. Then the
“speaker” label is assigned to the mouth region with the highest MI.
As mentioned before, the most representative visual feature for speech would be the
mouth motion V . But instead of working with A and V directly, the classifier defined in
sec. 4.4 works in fact with the audio features and the optical flow. The data processing
inequality (defined in sec. 3.2) applied to the Markov chain of Fig. 6.1 leads to the following
equation:
I(A;V |G) ≤ I(A;V ), (6.5)
where I is the mutual information. Eq. (6.5) indicates that the mutual information between
the optical flow and the audio features is smaller than the mutual information between
the true motion and the audio features. Hence the use of the optical flow instead of the
motion as video feature makes the classifier less discriminative. However if I(A;V |G) is
maximized, it will tend towards I(A;V ). In other words, by estimating the optical flow
so that the mutual information between this one and the audio feature is maximized, the
performance of the classifier should increase. Indeed, a closer approximation of the ideal
classifier function (the MI between the acoustic speech and the speech mouth motion) will
be obtained. However, for this last statement to be true, the optimization of the optical
flow should be done while keeping the conditional entropy H(V |G) constant. Indeed, if this
entropy increase, since H(G) is constant, it reduces the dependency between the motion
and the image intensity gradient. The Venn diagram relating the entropies and the MI of
the three random variables A, V , and G, with A ⊥ G|V , is drawn in Fig. 6.2.
Figure 6.2 — Venn diagram representing the entropies and mutual information between the three
random variables A, G and V , whose statistical relationship is stated by the graphical model of
Fig. 6.1.
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This result coincides with the information theoretic framework proposed in sec. 4.2. The
latter stated that to decrease the probability of classification error, a multimodal feature
extraction step should be carried out, where the EC, is maximized. We recall here the
definition of this efficiency coefficient:
e(FA, FV ) =
I(FA, FV )
H(FA, FV )
∈ [0, 1], (6.6)
where FA and FV are random variables modelling the features extracted respectively from
the audio and the video signals. If only the video features are optimized, the efficiency
coefficient becomes:
e(FA, FV )=
I(A,FV )
H(A,FV )
, (6.7)
=
I(A,FV )
H(FV )
∈ [0, 1]. (6.8)
The transition from Eq. (6.7) to Eq. (6.8) is obtained by considering that A remaining
constant during the extraction process, the variation of the joint entropy H(A,FV ) is only
due to the variation of the marginal entropy H(FV ) which can be therefore directly used
to constrain the extraction process.
If FV is interpreted as the optical flow, Eq. (6.8) states that the mutual information
between the audio feature and the optical flow must be increased, while minimizing the
marginal entropy of the optical flow. It is then the mathematical formulation of the previous
lines of reasoning.
6.4 Audio constrained optical flow
6.4.1 Standard optical flow estimation
Horn and Schunck have been among the first to formulate in [64] the optical flow as an
approximation of the true motion from the image intensity gradient. The theoretical frame-
work relies on the brightness constancy assumption:
Exu+ Eyv + Et = 0, (6.9)
where Ex, Ey, Et denote the partial spatio-temporal derivatives of the image intensity E,
u = ∂x/∂t and v = ∂y/∂t are the horizontal and vertical components of the optical flow,
denoted then as a vector ~FV .
Motion estimation is hampered by the so-called aperture problem: the region for which
the optical flow is estimated must be large enough for this motion to be catched. However,
the larger the region, the more probable the brightness constancy assumption to be violated.
Actually, the OF, relying on the brightness constancy assumption, leads to an ill-posed
problem since the solution is not unique: the optical flow can only be determined in the
direction parallel to the local intensity gradient. The problem is usually regularized by
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assuming the flow to be locally smooth, i.e. to present a spatial coherence. In [64], this
regularization is introduced through a quadratic smoothness constraint under the form of
a Laplacian error term. Eq. (6.9) becomes then an error to be minimized:
ξ2 =
∫
x∈Ωx
∫
y∈Ωy
(ξ2b + λξ
2
c )dxdy, (6.10)
where ξ2b is the error term related to the brightness constancy assumption and ξ
2
c the error
related to the Laplacian regularization term (departure from smoothness in the velocity
flow), weighted by the regularization parameter λ.
ξ2b =(Ex · u+ Ey · v + Et)2, (6.11)
ξ2c =∇2u+∇2v. (6.12)
Finally, the optical flow ~FV = (u, v) on a given region Ωxy can be estimated by solving
the following minimization problem:
~FV = argmin
u,v
ξ2, with u, v,∈ R. (6.13)
The solution to Eq. (6.13) should fit the best the brightness constancy assumption (error
term ξ2b ) while penalizing the large gradients (error term ξ
2
c ) [4]. In [64], the authors propose
an iterative solution to Eq. (6.13) through the calculus of variation:
un+1= u¯n − Ex [Ex · u¯
n + Ey · v¯n + Et]
(λ+ E2x + E
2
y)
, (6.14)
vn+1= v¯n − Ey [Ex · u¯
n + Ey · v¯n + Et]
(λ+ E2x + E
2
y)
. (6.15)
6.4.2 Multimodal optimization of the optical flow parameters
Two parameters must be set up in order to find a solution to the Eq. (6.13), i.e. in order
to correctly estimate the optical flow in the region of interest. These parameters are the
number of iterations ι and the weight λ associated to the Laplacian regularization term.
The number of iterations allows the system to reach its equilibrium point. From the OF
estimation point of view, as the number of iterations increases, the flow propagates from
the edges in the images inwards the non-textured regions.
The regularization term forces the velocity vectors to have a coherent direction in a
given neighborhood: the larger the weighting term, the stronger this constraint. More
precisely, the weighting term, or regularization parameter, λ, defines a trade-off between
the relative importance of the brightness term ξ2b and the smoothness term ξ
2
c in the cost
function (6.13). The less reliable the brightness constancy assumption, the higher λ.
In this work, we propose to introduce a third constraint on the flow estimation, when
speech mouth motions are concerned. In such a case, we argue that the audio information
jointly emitted with the video signal can be used to constraint the optical flow estimation in
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the mouth region. The estimation of the mouth motion is a challenging issue. The mouth
is a non-rigid structure where complex deformations like bending or twisting occur. As
pointed out by Black and al. in [21], the brightness constancy assumption is often violated:
the reflected light areas change with variations of the mouth shape and occlusions are
very common (apparition of disappearance of the tongue or the teeth for example). Some
illustrative examples are depicted in Figs. 6.3. Obviously, these violations are inherent to
Figure 6.3 — Example of speech mouth motions, with violations of the brightness constancy
assumption: the teeth are appearing switching the luminosity in the region from black to white.
The shadowed region on the left-hand side of the mouth region, or the reflection of the incident light
on the bottom lip are also changing. (Extracted from a CUAVE sequence [98]).
the speech production process. Therefore, the introduction of a constraint related to this
speech production process should help in the OF estimation. For this purpose, the statistical
dependence between some audio energy features and the optical flow vectors is taken into
acount through a MI-based measure: the efficiency coefficient defined in Eq. (6.6).
More precisely, the audio related constraint is introduced in the optical flow estimation
by evaluating the efficiency coefficient between fixed audio features and varying video fea-
tures. The latter correspond to optical flow fields obtained with different parameters ι and
λ. The parameters for which the efficiency coefficient between the audio features and the
optical flow field is maximal are the optimal ones. It must be noticed that this constraint
does not aim at improving necessarily the accuracy of the estimated flow. Rather, it intends
to emphasize the information specific to speech that can be catched by the OF.
Let ~FV denotes the optical flow estimated in the speaking mouth region and let A
be some features extracted from the co-occurring acoustic speech signal. The objective
function to be maximized∗ is given by:
f(ι, λ)=−I(~FV (ι, λ), A)/H(~FV (ι, λ)), (6.16)
=−e(~FV (ι, λ), A). (6.17)
So the optimization problem consists in finding (ι, λ)opt by solving:
(ι, λ)opt = argmin
ι,λ
f(ι, λ) with ι ∈ N∗, λ ∈ R+. (6.18)
6.4.3 Statistical considerations
The optimization problem must be cast in a probabilistic framework since it deals with
mutual information. Let A and ~FV be viewed now as random variables associated to the
∗To be coherent with the standard formulation of optimization problems, the maximization problem
could be turned into a minimization problem by simply changing the sign of the objective function.
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audio and video features and defined respectively over the sample spaces ΩA and ΩFV . Let
the acoustic and visual signals be observed on the same temporal window [1 . . . T ] and the
mouth region being of size N pixels.
The video features associated to the random vector ~FV ∈ R2, are the optical flow values
~fv = (u, v) estimated between two consecutive images of the mouth region. For a given
analysis window, there are then τ = T−1 observations. The video sample is defined accord-
ing to the statistical case III presented in sec. 5.5: one video rv is associate to the whole
mouth region. However, instead of a 1D random variable, we have now a 2D random vector
whose sample comprises N × τ observations: {~fv(k)}k=1,...,τ ·N = {(u(k), v(k))}k=1,...,τ ·N
with ~fv ∈ R2, and u, v ∈ R.
Using the Parzen estimator, a (discrete) estimate of the probability density function of
the video random vector is obtained:
p~FV (
~fv(k)) =
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
1
N
N∑
n=1
Khfv (
~fv(k), ~fv(t · n)) ∀~fv(k) ∈ ΩFV , (6.19)
where Khfv is a kernel function with smoothing parameter hfv . Distinguishing between
the horizontal and vertical velocity components, u and v, and using normal kernels with
smoothing parameters hu and hv (see sec. 4.3), Eq. (6.19) becomes:
p~FV (u(i), v(j)) =
1
τ ·N
τ ·N∑
q=1
Khu(u(i), u(q)) ·Khv(v(j), v(q)), ∀(u(i), v(j)) ∈ ΩFV . (6.20)
The audio features have been defined in sec. 6.2 as the mean value of the P MFCCs.
The audio and the video signals are observed on the same temporal window and the audio
features are down-sampled to the video frame rate. Thus the audio sample associated to
the random variable A consists in the set of 1D observations, or outcomes, {a(t)}t=1...τ ,
with τ = T − 1. The marginal pdf of the audio random variable A is:
pA(a(i)) =
1
τ
τ∑
t=1
Kha(a(i), a(t)) ∀ a(i) ∈ ΩA, (6.21)
where Kha is a kernel function with smoothing parameter ha.
The joint probability between the audio and the video random variables is given by:
pA,~FV (a(i),
~fV (j)) =
1
τ ·N
τ∑
t=1
Kha(a(i), a(t)) ·
N∑
n=1
Khfv (
~fV (j), ~fV (t · n)). (6.22)
Equivalently:
pA,~FV (a(i), (u(j), v(k)))=
1
τ ·N
τ∑
t=1
Kha(a(i), a(t)) ·
N∑
n=1
Khu(u(j), u(t · n))Khv(v(k), v(t · n)). (6.23)
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The mutual information corresponding to these statistical considerations is:
I(A, ~FV )=
∑
i∈ΩA
∑
j∈ΩV
pA,~FV (a(i),
~fv(j))·log
pA,~FV (a(i),
~fv(j))
pA(a(i))·p~FV (~fV (j))
. (6.24)
6.5 Feasibility study
6.5.1 Experimental framework
To investigate the validity of the previous development, a first set of experiments is carried
out, where no optimization is performed. Simply, one parameter ι or λ being kept fix,
the second one is varied. This results in different estimations of the optical flow for a
given frame set. The efficiency coefficient between these resulting video features (the video
samples being defined as stated in § 6.4.3) and the audio feature extracted from the co-
occurring acoustic signal is computed. The results, presented and discussed in details in
this section, show that the EC varies as the parameters used to estimate the flow vary.
The tests are performed on an audiovisual sequence of duration 25 seconds (500 frames)
shot in the PAL standard (25 fps, 44.1kHz stereo sound) where one individual is speaking,
face to the camera (seq1). A frame taken from this sequence is shown as an example in
Fig. 6.4.
Figure 6.4 — Frame taken from seq1. The mouth region is indicated by the white rectangle.
Another 20 seconds record of the same individual is also used, where this person is
remaining silent (seq2). In this case, the optical flow in the mouth region estimates natural
motions of the mouth, unrelated to speech (swaling, smiling) or intensity variations due to
background noise.
The mouth region (a rectangular region encompassing the lips) is extracted and tracked
along the two sequences following the methodology described in sec. 5.3.
Two sets of audio features (mean value of P = 12 MFCCs, computed with 30ms Ham-
ming windows) are extracted from two kinds of audio signal: the first audio signal (audio1)
corresponds to the normal acoustic speech record, while the second one (audio2) is obtained
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by temporally reversing the first audio signal. This second audio signal and features ex-
tracted from it are then no more temporally related to the speech mouth motions of seq1
but exhibit the same global energy level than audio1.
The extracted mouth region is of size 50× 38 pixels. For computational efficiency, it is
downsampled to 25 × 19 pixels. According to the reasoning hold in sec. 5.2, the number
of iterations should be fixed to half the height of the mouth region. However, the latter
encompasses narrowly the lips, discarding the chin, contrary to the region extracted in
chapter 5. Thus, there are not two but one region of interest (the lips but not the chin)
and the number of iterations is fixed to the height of the mouth region: ι = 19.
The range of the audio and video rvs must be defined in order to estimate the probabil-
ities at given points of their respective sample spaces. As in chapter 5, the audio features
are normalized by 127, which was shown empirically to be large enough for all the audio
features to be in the interval [−1, 1]. The video feature values must lie between the largest
negative and positive velocities authorized by the specifications of the mouth region. The
method described in sec. 5.5, where the normalization factor was defined with respect to a
reference sequence, is not used here since no comparison to other sequences is intended in
this set of experiments. Moreover, the mouth region being more tightened to the lips, the
maximum velocity Vmax corresponds roughly to the maximal opening of the lips between
two frames, i.e. to a displacement per frame of half the mouth region height. The optical
flow values are then normalized by Vmax = 10, to lie in [−1, 1]. Notice that the horizontal
components of the optical flow, generally smaller than the vertical component values, are
however normalized by the same vertical normalization factor Vmax for simplicity reasons.
6.5.2 Influence of the λ parameter value on the EC
In a first experiment, λ is varied exponentially from 2 to 213, ι being kept fix to 19. The OF
is estimated on the two test sequences, using in turn each of the couples of parameters (ι, λ).
The EC is computed between the resulting optical flows and the audio features extracted
from audio1 and audio2. The evolutions of the EC as a function of λ for each of these four
cases are shown in Fig. 6.5.
As the weight of the regularization factor λ increases, the EC increases up to a maximum.
Once this maximum has been reached, a further increase of λ makes the EC to decrease.
The regularization parameter λ is a weight associated to the quadratic smoothness term
ξ2c appearing in Eq. (6.10). It allows one to trade-off between the relative importance
of the brightness term (Eq. (6.11)) and of the smoothness constraint term (Eq. (6.12)).
This smoothness constraint penalizes the high gradients and forces the velocity vectors to
have a coherent direction in a given neighborhood. As λ increases, the optical flow (OF)
becomes more accurate in a first time: the incoherences in the flow, due to violation of
the brightness constancy assumption (i.e. to noise) are smoothed. Then the smoothness
becomes too important and destroys the visual information.
It can also be observed that, contrary to what was awaited, the evolution of the EC is
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Figure 6.5— Evolution of the efficiency coefficient as a function of λ, with ι kept fix to 19. The tests
have been performed on the couples (seq1, audio1), (seq1, audio2), (seq2, audio1), (seq2, audio2).
Only for (seq1, audio1) are the acoustic and visual speech signals related.
similar when there exist a relationship between the audio and the video (seq1, audio1) and
when no relationship exist (other cases). The EC is however greater in the first case than
in the others, as expected. In Fig. 6.6, the differences of the EC computed with features
taken from (seq1, audio1) and the EC computed with features extracted from (seq1, audio2)
(∆EC1), (seq2, audio1) (∆EC2), (seq2, audio2) (∆EC3) are drawn. There is only one case
- namely ∆EC1 - for which the difference between the EC estimated with the related signals
(seq1, audio1) and the unrelated ones (seq1, audio2) increases. Thus an EC-based detector
would gain in discrimination power in the case where, given a speaking mouth region, it
has to assign it the correct audio signal.
In Table. 6.1, the differences of MI (with ∆MI1 equivalents to ∆EC1, ∆MI2 equiva-
lents to ∆EC2, etc.) are given for the MI evaluated at the points λ = 2 (first column of
Table 6.1) and λ = 256 (second column). λ = 2 corresponds to a non-optimized scheme,
whereas λ = 256 is the abscissa of the maximal EC value found in each test case. There-
fore, the ∆MI obtained for this last λ corresponds to the classifier scheme: it evaluates
the difference of MI between the feature optimized with respect to EC. From these results,
it appears that increasing the EC by finding the suitable λ parameter might not increase
the discrimination power of the MI-based classifier. However, it must be noticed that the
maximal EC values might not be the global optima since the functions are sampled on some
pre-defined points only. Further investigations, on a larger test set, are then required prior
to draw firm conclusions.
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Figure 6.6 — Difference between the EC computed with features taken from (seq1, audio1) and
the EC computed with features extracted from (seq1, audio2) for ∆EC1, (seq2, audio1) for ∆EC2,
(seq2, audio2) for ∆EC3. λ is varied while ι was fixed to 19.
λ 2 256
∆MI1 0.0202 0.0212
∆MI2 0.0287 0.0270
∆MI3 0.0352 0.0341
Table 6.1 — Difference between the MI computed with features taken from (seq1, audio1) and
the MI computed with features extracted from (seq1, audio2) for ∆EC1, (seq2, audio1) for ∆EC2,
(seq2, audio2) for ∆EC3. λ The differences are computed for two values of λ: λ = 2 (non-optimized
scheme) and λ = 256 (values for which EC is maximum in all the cases).
6.5.3 Influence of the ι parameter value on the EC
In a second experiment, λ is kept fix to 100 (empirical value which gave good results in the
experiments of chapter 5) and the number of iterations ι is varied exponentially from 2 to
210. As in the precedent case, the EC is computed for the four cases corresponding to the
couples (seq.1, audio1), (seq.2, audio1), (seq.1, audio2), (seq.2, audio2). The evolution of
EC as a function of ι is displayed for each of these cases in Fig. 6.7.
When the number of iterations ι is increased, the efficiency coefficient increases up to a
maximum. Further increases of ι let the EC at that maximum value. This result shows that,
as the number of iterations increase, the optical flow is diffused from the textured regions
of the image to the smooth gradient regions, until the system reaches an equilibrium.
As it was observed in the previous experiments (where λ was varying), the evolution of
the EC is similar for the cases involving related audio and video signals (seq1, audio1) or
those involving unrelated signals, though EC is still higher in the first case.
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Figure 6.7 — Evolution of the efficiency coefficient as a function of ι, with λ kept fix to
100. The tests have been performed on the couples (seq1, audio1), (seq1, audio2), (seq2, audio1),
(seq2, audio2). Only for (seq1, audio1) are the acoustic and visual speech signals related.
6.5.4 Scale-space interpretation
The variation of the weight λ associated to the smoothness constraint in Eq. (6.10) accounts
for a scale-space approach to the problem of OF estimation.
The scale-space theory states that any signal possesses a proper scale at which its
content is best handled by a given operator [81], [80]. A scale-space framework provides a
hierarchical representation of a signal at a continuum of scales [24] from the finer to the
coarser, each scale corresponding to a smoother version of the previous scale representation.
Linear scale-spaces are generated usually by solving the diffusion equation:
∂sE = ∇2E, with E(t = 0) = E0. (6.25)
Eq. (6.25) states that the derivative to scale s equals the Laplacian of the intensity function
E, i.e., equals the smoothness constraint ξ2c of Eq. (6.12). Thus, increasing values of the
weight λ associated to ξ2c define coarser levels of scale.
Existing methods have of course taken a multi-resolution approach to OF estimation
(see for example [119], [6]). These approaches however introduce a multi-resolution scheme
in order to capture large motions. They usually rely on OF estimations done at a coarser
scale of the image, used then as initial guesses for OF estimation at a finer image scale.
Our purpose here is quite different. We are simply proposing an automatic way of
finding the proper scale of the signal, for which the operator (namely, the EC and then the
MI-based classifier) can best analyzed it. In other words, our intention is not to increase
the accuracy of the flow but to enhance its audio related content.
Notice that in chapter 5, a similar scale-space concept had been introduced in the
optimization scheme. The value of the smoothing parameter h required for estimating
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the pdfs was varied along the optimization of the audio features as it was a function of
these features. It was shown (see sec. 5.6) that estimating h this way accounted for a
multi-resolution approach to the optimization. Let us now examine what happen if this
variational estimation for h (called the kernel variance from here onwards to avoid any
confusion with λ) is used jointly with the scale-space approach to optical flow. Indeed, in
the two experiments just presented (paragraphes 6.5.2 and 6.5.3), the kernel variance was
fixed to 0.005 for the audio (ha) and to 0.004 for each video feature component, hu and hv.
These settings were found by applying to the signals the formula defined in Eq. (5.23) for
robustly estimating the kernel variance, the optical flow being computed with ι = 2 and
λ = 2.
If the kernel variance is estimated using Eq. (5.23) for each different computation of the
optical flows, instead of remaining constant, the evolution of the EC as function of λ and
ι is different from what was previously observed. Figs. 6.8 display the corresponding EC
evolution curves.
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Figure 6.8 — Tests performed on the couples (seq1, audio1), (seq1, audio2), (seq2, audio1),
(seq2, audio2), with varying values for the kernel variances hu and hv: they are estimated using
Eq. (5.23) for each new couple (ι, λ). a): Evolution of the efficiency coefficient as a function of λ,
with ι kept fix to 19; b): Evolution of the efficiency coefficient as a function of ι, with λ kept fix to
100.
When hu and hv vary, the EC evolution is not coherent as it was when these variances
were kept fix. Moreover, the EC estimated using (seq1, audio1) is not the highest anymore.
If the system reaches an equilibrium after a given number of iterations, the EC increases
continuously with λ. As this parameter increases, the OF values tend to evolve so that
their distributions depart from the uniform one. As a result, the kernel variance, estimated
from the data points, decreases with λ. The evolution of the variance hv associated to
the vertical component of the optical flow is plotted versus λ in Fig. 6.9. The evolution of
the variance hu associated to the horizontal component of the flow is not displayed but is
very alike. This is similar to what was observed during the audio feature optimization in
sec. 5.6, where this phenomenon was accounted for introducing a multi-resolution scheme
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Figure 6.9 — Evolution of the variance associated to the vertical component v of the optical flow
when λ is varied exponentially from 2 to 213.
in the optimization process. Associating the scale-space approach and the multi-resolution
introduced by the varying kernel variance is useless, or even worse, counterproductive. At
least, the benefits offered by each approach disappear.
6.5.5 Analysis of the 2D optimization problem
The previous experiments have shown that the value of the efficiency coefficient between
the optical flow in a speaking mouth region and some energy features extracted from the
corresponding speech audio signal is varying with the accuracy of the flow. In these tests,
one parameter (λ or ι) was kept fix at an empirically estimated value, while the other one
was varying. The question is now to know whether there exist an optimal pair of parameters
ι and λ for estimating the OF in a speaker mouth. That is, an optimal couple (ι, λ) so that
the EC between the resulting OF and the feature extracted from the co-occurring acoustic
speech signal is maximized. In order to analyze this 2D optimization problem, ι and λ are
now jointly varied exponentially from 2 to 27 and from 2 to 29 respectively.
The Figs. 6.10 display the EC evolution with respect to λ, respectively ι, for different
values of ι, respectively λ, using the data (seq1, audio1).
It can be observed that these curves are similar to those obtained in the first experiments
(Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.5). They show however that no global optimum exist to the optimization
problem. Indeed, if a maximum is still reached as λ increases, this value if always higher
for growing values of ι. The couples of parameters (λ, ι) define different equilibrium for the
system. In other words, for a given number of iterations, the system possesses a proper
best scale.
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Figure 6.10 — Evolution of the EC with respect to λ (top), respectively ι (bottom), for different
values of ι, respectively λ, using (seq1, audio1).
6.6 Optimization framework
6.6.1 Re-definition of the optimization problem
The first sets of experiments presented in paragraphes 6.5.2 and 6.5.3 have shown that the
value of the efficiency coefficient between the optical flow in a speaking mouth region and
some energy features extracted from the corresponding speech audio signal is varying with
the accuracy of the flow.
The problem appears however to be more complex than expected. Indeed, it does not
exist a globally optimal pair of parameters (ι, λ) for estimating the optical flow in a speaking
mouth region, such that this OF would maximize the EC with the audio features extracted
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from the co-occurring acoustic speech signal.
The problem can be considered as a MO optimization problem, where the goal is to
maximize the objective function defined in Eq. (6.18) with an additional constraint on ι
which must be kept as small as possible. Indeed, the higher the ι, the slower the OF
estimation.
Classical approaches to solve MO problems convert it in a SO problem, usually by
defining a new objective function in the form of a weighted sum of the different objectives.
The global optimum (which may not exist since the new search space is not guaranteed to
be convex) can then be found with standard methods designed for SO problems. The big
issue in such approach however is about the weight to assign to each objective.
A better approach is offered by the so-called Pareto optimality concept : a solution
belongs to the Pareto set if there is no other solution that can improve at least one of
the objectives without degradation of any other objective [94]. This approach gives rise to
a trade-off analysis of the problem. Since the individual objective functions are typically
conflicting, there exist no single optimal solution as in SO problems. Rather, there exist a
set of Pareto optimal solutions (the Pareto optimal set) from which the preferred solution
is selected.
The definition of a framework for solving the MO problem is let for future work. In this
thesis, we will address the simplified SO problem of determining an optimal value for λ, ι
being fixed a priori. The objective is to investigate the potential offered by the approach
for a speaker detection task.
The physical meaning of the number of iterations can be more easily apprehended, thus
ι can be more easily set up, than the choice of the proper scale, thus of λ. As mentioned in
sec. 5.2, the number of iterations fixes the diffusion of the flow from the textured regions
of the images inwards the non-textured regions. Information extracted from the image
can help in setting this parameter. In the case of motion related to mouth regions for
example, we have some clues about the structures present, based on the characteristics of
this mouth region. Moreover, it has been seen in the feasibility study that choosing a too
high number of iterations could not reduce the information, contrary to a wrong choice of
the regularization parameter.
As said previously, the regularization parameter λ determines how strongly the solu-
tion to Eq. (6.13) must matches the brightness constancy assumption. It is an important
parameter, uneasy to set up correctly, especially for speech mouth motion estimation, were
the brightness constancy assumption is often violated. It should correspond to the proper
scale of the system.
Assuming then the number of iterations ι to be fixed at a given value, the problem is
to find the regularization parameter λopt such that the OF field estimated in the mouth
region maximizes the EC with the co-occurring acoustic speech signal. This optimization
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problem is stated as:
Find λopt such that
f(λ)= argmax
λ
e(A, ~FV (λ)), subject to λ ∈ R+. (6.26)
In this case, the exploratory tests presented in sec. 6.5 have proven that the efficiency
coefficient function, e, should possesses a single maximum. A method able to efficiently
find this optimum has now to be chosen.
6.6.2 DIRECT algorithm for solving the optimization problem
The optimization problem is not as challenging as the one faced in chapter 5. The problem
is 1D and should not exhibit local minima∗. However, an analytical formulation of the gra-
dient of the cost function is still difficult to obtain due to the unknown form of the pdfs (in
particular, p(FA, ~FV ) is 3D), and we would still like to avoid any restrictive assumptions.
Thus the method should be gradient-free. Moreover, to limit the computational time allo-
cated to the optimization, the chosen method should evaluate the function as few times as
possible. The computational effort is indeed dominated by the cost of evaluating f , which
is directly dependent on the number of iterations, a static parameter.
There is no need to choose a meta-heuristic optimization approach such as the EA
strategy used in chapter 5. A simple deterministic gradient-free technique like the Powell’s
algorithm described in sec. 5.6 should perform well. However, some methods take directly
advantage of the constraints imposed on the parameters to be optimized. In particular, in
the problem at hand, the parameter λ is lower-bounded. Reasonable assumptions allow us
to define an upper bound as well. Then space partitioning approaches like the Branch &
Bounds (B&B) methods could be used with advantage to solve the problem. These are a
variety of adaptive partition strategies which search a global optimum by exploring only
a part of the search space. The derived bounds on the objective function guarantee that
no optimal solutions exist on the pruned part of the search space [39]. The complexity of
branching may exponentially increases with dimension. But the cost function being 1D,
this is not a problem.
The so-called DIRECT algorithm (acronym for DIviding RECtangle) developed by
Jones et al. in [68] is an approach for finding the global minimum in a bracketed region.
It is based on the well-known Shubert’s method [117] for Lipschitzian objective functions,
which uses basically a lower envelope of the function to estimate the global minimum. How-
ever, DIRECT alleviates some restrictions associated to standard Lipschitzian methods by
striking a balance between the global and the local search. Both the Shubert’s and the
Jones’ algorithms are described in details in Appendix B.
∗In this paragraph, and in this paragraph only, the maximization problem is turned into a minimization
problem to fit the standard formulation of optimization tasks. To this end, the sign of the cost function
defined in Eq. (6.26) is changed.
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Using Jones’ DIRECT optimization algorithm, the optimum of the objective function
defined in Eq. (6.26) is expected to be reached efficiently. The resulting optimal regular-
ization parameter allows us to estimate an optimal OF for each mouth region presents in
the audio-visual sequence. The MI between these different video features and the audio
feature extracted from the acoustic signal (see sec. 6.2) is then evaluated. The largest value
indicates the speaking mouth (classifier defined in § 4.4.1). In the next section, this pattern
recognition chain is tested on a set of audiovisual sequences to assess its performance.
6.7 Audiovisual speaker detection results
6.7.1 Experimental framework
The proposed PR framework, including the video feature optimization step, is now tested
on the 11 CUAVE sequences g11 to g22∗ [98] previously used in the experiments carried
out in chapter 5†. In a few words, these are two-speaker clips, shot in the NTSC standard
(29.97fps, 44.1kHz stereo sound), where each speakers is face to the camera and utters in
turn two series of digits.
The mouth regions are tracked along the sequence using the detector described in
sec. 5.3. Only the regularization parameter λ is optimized: the number of iterations ι
required for estimating the OF must be fixed manually by the user. As stated many times
in the previous sections, the specificities of the problem indicate that ι should be set at
half the mouth region high. Obviously, the size of the extracted mouth regions differs from
one speaker to the other, depending on each individual characteristics, or on its distance
from the camera. As a result, the number of iterations used to estimate the OF are also
different. This can be a problem since the feasibility study of sec. 6.5 established that the
EC optimum (then the MI one as well) corresponding to λopt increases with ι. For a fair
comparison of the MI computed in each mouth region, the same number of iterations should
be used to estimate the OF. On each sequence, the mouth region m2 of the right-hand side
speaker (speaker2 ) is resized for its size to match the size of the mouth region m1 (i.e. the
speaker1, or left-hand side speaker).
The optimization is done over a 2s temporal window, shifted in one second steps over
the whole sequence to make decisions once per second. The Finkel’s implementation of the
DIRECT algorithm [43] is used. The ǫ parameter to be set up in the DIRECT method
(see Appendix B) is set to 10−4 as advocated in [68]. The stopping criterion is given by
a maximum number of iterations, fixed to 15. The smoothing parameter values, or kernel
variances, required by the Parzen window estimation of the pdfs, are fixed to 0.005 for
the audio features as well as for the vertical and horizontal components of the OF (let us
recall that the features are defined on the interval [−1, 1]). This is an average value based
∗The sequence g18 is discarded, as was done in chapter 5, because of the strong level of compression
noise it presents.
†Only the luminance component of the video sequences has been considered.
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on the results obtained when applying Eq. (5.23) to the data, with the optical flows being
estimated with ι = 2 and λ = 2. This is a similar approach to the one taken in sec. 6.5.
The bounds on the λ parameter are defined as [2, 3 × 104]. If the optimal value lies near
to a bound limit, the optimization can be launched again using a highest or smaller value
for the corresponding bound. This did not happen however.
For a given analysis window, the video feature set (video sample) is composed of the
N × M × τ horizontal and vertical components of the OF at each pixel location of the
mouth region (the latter being of size N ×M pixels, where N and M vary between 22 and
57 pixels). The number of video frames T within an analysis window is equals to 60, thus
τ = T − 1 = 59.
From the audio signal, P = 13 mel-cepstrum coefficients are computed using 30ms
Hamming windows. The first coefficient, which pertains to the energy, is removed. Thus,
for a given analysis window, the audio feature set (audio sample) is composed of the τ∗
mean values of the 12 MFCCs.
The same evaluation framework is used than in sec. 5.8: the evaluation is performed on
the last second of each detection window (silent windows are not considered). More details
are provided in Appendix A.
In a first step, the ability of the classifier to detect the speaker is evaluated in § 6.7.2.
In this section, two other kinds of audio features, A2 and A3, are introduced in addition
to A1 (the mean value of the 12 MFCCs). A2 denotes the value of the first mel-cepstrum
coefficient, and A3 the mean value of the 13 MFCCs. They are used in turn for both the
optimization of the video features and the classification step itself.
In § 6.7.3, a comparative study is performed. To this end, different kinds of visual
features are put in turn in the classifier: F oV , F
λ100
V and F
no
V . F
o
V denotes the OF obtained
by applying the optimization framework proposed in this chapter, using jointly A1, A2 or
A3. F
λ100
V stands for the OF estimated with a regularization parameter pre-fixed to 100.
Last but not least, the video features used for optimizing the audio features in chapter 5
are tested as well. These features, denoted by FnoV are defined as the magnitude of the
OF (estimated with λ = 100) signed as the vertical component. Table 6.2 summarizes the
audio and video features used in the experiments
6.7.2 Results for speaker detection
Optimized video features F oV are obtained for each analysis window applying the optimiza-
tion framework proposed in sec. 6.6. They are then put as input of the MI-based classifier
(defined as in § 4.4.1) which outputs 77% of correct detections. These were already satis-
factory results (let us recall that the motion-only scheme tested in sec. 5.8 gave rise to 63%
of correct detections only). However, another set of experiments has been performed us-
ing different audio features: we wanted to check whether discarding the first mel-cepstrum
coefficient was judicious or not. As already mentioned, this coefficient pertains to the en-
∗The mel-cepstrograms are downsampled to the OF frame rate
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Audio features
A1 Mean values of the 12 MFCCs
A2 First MFCC
A3 Mean value of the 13 MFCCs
Video features
F oV Optimized video features
F λ100V Non-optimized video features: the λ parameter is fixed a priori to 100.
FnoV
Non-optimized video features: signed norm of the OF estimated with
λ set to 100.
Table 6.2 — Name and description of the different audio and video features used in the experiments.
ergy of the signal. It can be thought that peaks of energy in the acoustic speech signal
should co-occur with visual events such as opening or closing of the lips. Indeed, in the
linear source filter model of Fant [40] presented in sec. 5.2, the lips are the last time-varying
filters acting on the acoustic speech signal. When uttering the plosive /p/ for example, a
movement of the lips clearly co-occur with a peak in the energy of the acoustic signal.
The audio features A2 and A3 previously described have then been introduced both in
the optimization of the video features and in the detection step.
Table 6.3 sums up the results output by the MI-based classifier in each of these three
cases. The worst results are obtained for the sequences g13 and g22, whatever the audio
Correct detection rate (in %)
Sequence
F 1A F
2
A F
3
Anumber
g11 69 81 75
g12 82 88 71
g13 63 50 50
g14 89 95 95
g15 83 89 72
g16 68 84 99
g17 100 83 83
g19 86 86 71
g20 96 100 85
g21 80 90 100
g22 30 80 45
Mean 77.0 84.2 76.9
Table 6.3— Speaker detection results on the CUAVE sequences with evaluation on the last second
of each detection window (silent windows are not considered). A1, A2, and A3 are used in turn to
obtain the optimized video features F oV , and to perform the detection.
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features used (even if the results obtained on g22 with A2 are acceptable). The g13 clip
presents challenging features. Speakers are moving, especially speaker2 who is getting back
and forht with respect to the camera and tilting the head forward. This induces intensity
changes in the mouth region, even when the speaker is silent. As a matter of fact, the
mistakes occur when speaker1 is speaking. A frame taken from this sequence is displayed
in Fig. 6.11. On seq. g22, the detection failures mainly happen with speaker2. A reason
Figure 6.11 — Frame extracted from the sequence g13.
might be that speaker1 is moving and uttering the digits without sounding them while
speaker1 is speaking. The use of A2 removes this black point.
Generally speaking, the use of A2 leads to better achievements than the use of either
A1 or A3. It should be noticed however that the gap reduced if g22 is accounted an outlier
and removed from the test set. In this case, the scores are of 81.6%, 84.6% and 80.1% for
A1, A2 and A3 respectively. Due to the small size of the test set, these difference are less
significant.
These experiments emphasize a point central to this thesis: the importance of choosing
the right features. Choosing different audio features changes the detector performance.
Actually, the fact that the optimization framework developed in sec. 4.2 is applied only to
one modality, the other one being defined empirically, plugs of course the performance of
the pattern recognizer. Future work should address the problem of the joint optimization
of the audio and the video features using the feature extraction framework.
These results must draw our attention to a second point: do the best results obtained
with A2 demonstrate that the first MFCC is more related to visual speech than the two
other audio features? The results obtained by using A3, the mean value of the 13MFCCs
- thus including the first one - put a doubt on that hypothesis. They lead indeed to the
worse score among the three. The values of the three audio features for an analysis window
of seq. g20 are plotted in Fig. 6.12. It can be observed that taking the mean value of
the 12 or 13 MFCCs results in audio features with more variations of smaller amplitude
difference compared to the audio feature made of the first coefficient solely. The latter
exhibits sparse but salient amplitude variations. Thereafter, it appears that considering
with an equal importance all of the MFCCs does not improve the information content but
hides the significant events. Incidently, it would be interesting to carry out a study using
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in turn each MFCC solely as an audio feature to evaluate how each of them is related to
the video content.
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Figure 6.12 — Values of the audio features A1, A2 and A3 for an analysis window of seq. g20.
An analysis of the values found for the regularization parameter at the end of the
optimizations is carried out in the next paragraph. It demonstrates that it is more difficult
for the algorithm to find a relationship between the audio and the video when the mean
mel-cepstrogram value is used instead of a single MFCC.
6.7.3 Analysis of the optimized regularization parameters
Let λA1 and λA2 be the regularization parameters obtained by using A1, respectively A2,
during the optimization process. The histogram of both λA1 and λA2 are shown in Figs. 6.13.
Both the λA1 and the λA2 values mainly concentrates between 0 and 100. However, the tail
of the distribution is noticeably longer for λA1. This effect is also present on the distribution
of the λ values found using A3 (histogram not plotted here). This indicates that finding
a relationship between the audio and the video features is harder for the optimization
algorithm when the mean value of the 12 MFCCs is used instead of the first coefficient
solely. A smoother OF is required for a relationship to be found with the averaged audio
features.
The values found for mouth1 (λ1) and those found for mouth2 (λ2) on seqs. g20 and
g17 - using A2 in both cases - are adjusted to [−1, 1] and their difference is computed as
∆λ = λ1 − λ2. The evolution of the difference of these normalized λ values is plotted in
Figs. 6.14 and 6.15. This evolution is plotted jointly with the ground truth and the detector
output for the corresponding sequence.
For seq. g20, where the detector hit is of 100%, the regularization parameters increase
when the mouth they stand for is speaking. This seems coherent with the theory: when a
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Figure 6.13— Top: Histogram of the optimized λ values when A1 has been used as audio feature;
Bottom: Histogram of the optimized λ values when A2 has been used as audio feature.
mouth is speaking, the irregularities in the flow are more important. As said in sec. 6.4,
the mouth motions are complex and subject to occlusions, thus violating the brightness
constancy assumption: a larger weight has to be put on the smoothness term. Unlikely,
this behavior is not true anymore in other sequences, like in the seq. g17 for example (for
which the detector rates is of 83%) but of course, violations of the brightness constancy
assumption can also occur on the non-speaking mouth.
6.7.4 Limits and performance
In order to assess the benefit of using the proposed optimization approach to OF estimation,
a comparative study is carried out, using in turn optimized or fixed λ values for estimating
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Figure 6.14 — Top and middle: Ground truth and detector output for sequence g20. Bottom:
Difference of normalized λ values: ∆λ = λ1 − λ2.
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Figure 6.15 — Top and middle: Ground truth and detector output for sequence g17. Bottom:
Difference of normalized λ values: ∆λ = λ1 − λ2.
the flow. Three kinds of video features F oV , F
λ100
V and F
no
V , introduced in the experimental
framework part, are then used jointly with the audio feature A2 as input for the MI-based
classifier. The results obtained in each cases are listed in Table. 6.4. We were of course
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Correct detection rate (in %)
Sequence
F oV F
λ100
V F
no
Vnumber
g11 81 88 63
g12 88 88 82
g13 50 46 44
g14 95 95 95
g15 89 89 89
g16 84 84 100
g17 83 89 89
g19 86 86 86
g20 100 96 100
g21 90 90 85
g22 80 80 40
Mean 84.2 84.6 79.4
Table 6.4 — Speaker detection results obtained on the CUAVE sequences with evaluation on the
last second of each detection window (silent windows are not considered). A2 has been used as audio
features with either the optimized video feature F oV , or the non-optimized ones, F
λ100
V , F
no
V .
expecting a comparison in favor of the optimization scheme. It is the case when the features
defined in chapter 5 are used. But it is unlikely not true when the 2D OF features F λ100V
are used.
It should be noticed noted however that the difference is not really significative especially
due to the small test size.
ANOVA (acronym for ANalysis Of VAriance) is an hypothesis test where the detection
results found in each of the three cases are considered as samples drawn from populations
with the same mean (null hypothesis). The p-value determines the confidence level asso-
ciated to the null hypothesis. Both the inter-group and intra-group variability is analyzed
through this method. It is then applied to the results shown in Table 6.4 to study the
significance of the means. The Matlab implementation of the ANOVA test is used [62].
The results are plotted in Fig. 6.16: the boxes indicate the lower and upper quartile
values. The central line stands for the median of the sample. The whiskers show the
extend of the data. The circles denote values considered as outliers (the results obtained
for seq. g13 with F oV and F
λ100
V ). The p-value of 0.7 means that the null hypothesis cannot
be rejected. The means of the different samples are not significantly different. Or in other
words, the inter-group differences are not meaningful.
It is interesting however to observe the intra-group variability. The analysis performed
on the results shown in Table 6.4 are confirmed. The results obtained using FnoV are the less
relevant. Notice however that the results found for the seq. g13 must be accounted outliers
when using F oV and F
λ100
V . The latter case present the smaller intra-group variance.
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Figure 6.16 — Results of the ANOVA test performed on the results presented in Table 6.4. The
boxes indicate the lower and upper quartile values. The central line stands for the median of the
sample. The whiskers show the extend of the data. The circles denote values considered as outliers.
These observations have motivated another series of tests that has been performed using
non-optimized video features. These are obtained by fixing the λ parameter to different
a priori fixed values: 50, 100, 300 or 500. The results are summarized in Table 6.5. The
Correct detection rate (in %)
Sequence
F λ50V F
λ100
V F
λ300
V F
λ500
Vnumber
g11 75 88 81 81
g12 88 88 88 88
g13 46 46 46 46
g14 95 95 95 95
g15 89 89 89 83
g16 84 84 84 84
g17 100 89 89 83
g19 86 86 86 86
g20 96 96 100 100
g21 95 90 90 90
g22 80 90 80 80
Mean 84.9 84.6 84.4 84.3
Table 6.5 — Speaker detection results obtained on the CUAVE sequences with evaluation on the
last second of each detection window (silent windows are not considered). A2 has been used as audio
features with non-optimized video features obtained by setting a priori the λ parameter to 50 Fλ50V ,
100 for Fλ100V , 300 for F
λ300
V and 500 for F
λ500
V .
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mean percentage of correct detections tends to decrease as λ increases. But if the results are
analyzed sequence by sequence, this is not always true (look at the results obtained for the
sequence g11 for example). An ANOVA test has been performed on the data presented in
Table 6.5. Each column of the table (i.e. the detection results for the set of 11 sequences and
for a given value of λ) stands for a sample. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.17. The results
obtained with the optimized video features (column 1 of Table 6.4) are also considered in
the ANOVA test.
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Figure 6.17— Results of the ANOVA test performed on the detection results obtained when using
in turn F oV , F
λ50
V , F
λ100
V , F
λ300
V , F
λ500
V on the 11 sequences. The boxes indicate the lower and upper
quartile values. The central line stands for the median of the sample. The whiskers show the extend
of the data. The circles denote values considered as outliers.
Of course, the inter-group differences are not significant (p-value of 0.99). It is more
interesting to analyze the intra-group variance. The smaller intra-group variability is ob-
served for the results obtained using F λ100V . Whereas the results obtained with λ fixed to
50, which exhibited the best average detection rate, present the highest variability. The
analysis of the results per sequences for the different video features F λ50V to F
λ100
V also
demonstrates the variability in the detection rates for certain sequences. For the sequence
g11 for example, the best result is obtained using F λ100V , whereas the score is 13% smaller
with F λ50V . These same features however achieve the best score for seq. g17. As far as the
features F λ300V and F
λ500
V are concerned, theirs scores are usually worse than those reached
by F λ50V and F
λ100
V but for the seq. g20 where they hit 100% of correct detection.
As a consequence, the empirical setting of an appropriate λ parameter turns out to be a
tricky task. Depending on the user’s choice, poor results can be obtained. In any case, the
user has no guarantee that its choice is suitable. Actually, the setting we choose initially
for comparing the performance of the λ optimization scheme versus the non-optimization
approach seems to be one of the best among the four λ values tested (incidently, it was the
chosen setting for the optimization of the audio features in chapter 5). But with respect
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to the different λ-fix video features, the optimized video features stand the comparison.
One can argue of course that the scores obtained with the optimized λ values are not the
best for all the sequences. They are neither the best, nor the worse. If the optimization
scheme is used, a certain confidence can be associated to the speaker detection results.
The optimization approach avoids the user to waste time in different trials and to have to
assume a certain unreliability on the performance of the system.
Also, it must be noticed that the test set is made of simple cases shot in very clean
conditions. It is well known that the scale-space approach present an added-value when
data are noisy. Further tests should be performed in poorer conditions in order to assess
the gain offered by the optimization scheme.
6.8 Pattern recognition chain performance
The performance of the whole classification chain, and of the gain possibly offered by
the feature extraction step, is now appraised using the hypothesis framework proposed in
sec. 4.4. The test sequences are those taken from the CUAVE database and already used
in sec. 6.7. Obviously, the video and audio features are also defined as in sec. 6.7 (see
Table 6.2). The optimized video features are put as input of the classifier, defined as the
test function giving the best test of size α (α being the probability of false-alarm, as defined
in sec. 4.4).
The hypothesis test used as a classifier is the one defined by Eq. (4.31). Two potential
speakers are present on each sequence, thus two tests can be defined as described in § 4.4.4,
each test involving one speaker only. As was done in chapter 5 to evaluate the performance
of the PR when audio features were optimized, the experimental conditions are defined so
as to eliminate the possibilities 3 and 4 where the two speakers are either both speaking or
both silent (the silent windows have been removed from the test set).
For binary tests, a positive and a negative class have to be defined. We assume the
positive class (hypothesis H1) to be the class “speaker”, confounding speaker 1 and 2 in a
single label. Thus the negative class (null hypothesis) is the “non-speaker” class. The test
set counts then 192 test points.
In a first time, the Neyman-Pearson classifier receives at input the audio features A1,
A2 and A3 and the video features F
o
V optimized using each of these audio features. The
threshold is varied and the ensuing evolution of the probabilities of false alarm PFA, or
α, is plotted against the detection probability PD, or β, in the ROC curves of Fig. 6.18.
The ROC curves are far above the line α = β, thus give better results than a random
scheme. For small probabilities of false-alarms, better performances are obtained using A3.
For detection probabilities above 50%, using A2 becomes the best choice. The ROC curve
corresponding to the audio features A1 never cross noticeably the two others. It is the
worse case. Its performance are notably worse in the liberal part of the ROC space.
The three pattern recognizers discriminate better the “non-speaker” class than the
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Figure 6.18 — ROC curves for class1 = “speaker”. Pattern recognition performance when the
three kinds of audio features A1, A2 and A3 are given as input of the classifier, jointly with the
video features (optimized with respect to these same audio features).
“speaker” one. For an easiest visualization of this statement, the classes 1 and 2 are
switched (the “non-speaker” becomes the positive class) and the ROC curves are plotted
in Fig. 6.19. The slopes of the curves in the conservative part are of about 70 deg against
60 deg for “speaker” as the positive class. Unlikely, these slopes decrease above a detection
probability of about 60%.
Table 6.6, gives the AUC (a measure of the discrimination capability of the classifier).
The highest value, thus the best, corresponds to the use of the A2 audio features (the first
MFCC) in the pattern recognition process.
Audio feature A1 A2 A3
AUC 0.71 0.75 0.69
Table 6.6 — Area under the curve for each of the ROC curves plotted in Fig. 6.18 (or in Fig. 6.19
equivalently).
In a second experiment, the classifier receives at input the audio features A2 and the
video features F oV optimized with these audio features in turn with the non-optimized video
features F λ100V and F
no
V . The resulting ROC curves are displayed in Fig. 6.20 (the positive
class is the “speaker” class). The three curves are very similar, especially if the small size of
the test set is taken into consideration (curves are not smooth). Thus the small differences
can not be considered as significant. This is confirmed by the AUC values, equal for each
of the three schemes.
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Figure 6.19 — ROC curves for class2 = “non-speaker”. Pattern recognition performance when
the three kinds of audio features A1, A2 and A3 are given as input of the classifier, jointly with the
video features (optimized with respect to these same audio features).
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Figure 6.20 — ROC curves for “speaker” class as the positive class. Comparison of performance
of the pattern recognition process when either the optimized video features F oV or the non-optimized
video features FnoV or F
λ100
V are put as input of the classifier, with the audio features A2.
The introduction of the video feature optimization scheme does not improve (nor de-
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Video feature F oV F
no
V F
λ100
V
AUC 0.75 0.75 0.75
Table 6.7 — Area under the curve for each of the ROC curves plotted in Fig. 6.20.
grade) the discrimination power of the pattern recognition design. During the feasibility
study carried out in sec. 6.5, it had already been pointed out that this might be the case.
However, a larger number of tests should be performed to draw a robust conclusion on
that point. As mentioned in sec. 6.7, noisy sequences should be put in the test set as well.
Also, it must not be forgotten that the optimization deals only with the regularization
parameter λ, not with the iteration number. The entire MO optimization problem defined
in Eq. (6.18) should be solved to assess the benefit of optimizing the OF estimation for
speaker detection. For now, only a part of the OF estimation has been optimized.
6.9 Discussion
The pattern recognition system defined in chapter 4 has been applied to the problem of
identifying the current speaker among several candidates, focusing specifically on the en-
hancement of the video features with respect to the content of the co-occurring audio signal.
Similarly to what was done in chapter 5, the data were acquired by a single camera
and microphone. The motion has been retained as the visual information specific to speech
production process. It is well-known that motion is a 3D phenomenon that is hardly esti-
mated correctly by image processing algorithms. A well-known estimation of the apparent
motion in image sequences is known as the optical flow, estimated from the image intensity
gradient. A probabilistic model of the relationship between the audio, the video and the
image intensity gradient has been proposed trough graph theory. A link has been made
with the information theoretic estimator defined in sec. 4.2 (the efficiency coefficient, EC),
demonstrating that an increase of the mutual information between the audio and the op-
tical flow (the entropy of the OF being kept constant) should improve the performance of
the MI-based classifier.
A corresponding optimization framework has been introduced. The two parameters
required for gradient-based OF estimation are optimized with respect to a cost function
assessing the improvement they lead to. This improvement is measured by evaluating
the MI between the resulting OF and some energy-based features extracted from the co-
occurring acoustic signal. The two parameters are the number of iterations ι required by
the system to come to a solution, i.e. to reach its equilibrium, and the weight λ to assign
to the Laplacian regularization parameter. This parameter allows us to trade-off between
the brightness and the smoothness constraints OF estimation.
An exploratory study has been carried out on a one-speaker sequence. The results
shown an evolution of the EC conformed to what was expected. For a fixed value of λ
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and an increasing number of EC iterations, the EC between the resulting OFs and the
audio feature reaches a maximum, with no changes for further increase of ι: the system has
reached its equilibrium. When ι is kept fixed while λ is increased, the EC goes through a
maximum before decreasing for higher values of λ. The introduction of a more important
smoothness constraint in the OF equation improves the information in a first time, before
degrading it. It was shown that this variation of the weight associated to the smoothness
constraint accounts for a scale-space approach to the OF estimation. The proper scale of
the audio-visual system is found for the λ value maximizing the EC. Therefore, there exist
an optimal pair of (ι, λ) parameter, such that the resulting OF is, maybe not more accurate,
but more related to the co-occurring acoustic speech signal.
However, the joint variation of the two parameters shown that increasing values of ι
result in increased values of the λ-optimal EC value. The 2D optimization problem is likely
to not converge towards a global solution. A possibility might be to turn the SO problem
into a MO one by adding a constraint on the number of iterations. Indeed, the higher this
parameter the slower the OF estimation. A Pareto approach could then be taken to solve
this MO problem.
In this chapter, a simplified 1D version of the 2D optimization problem has been rather
undertaken, letting the resolution of the MO approach for future work. The addressed
1D optimization problem looks for the optimal value of the λ parameter only, the number
of iterations ι being fixed empirically. The deterministic gradient-free extension of the
Shubert’s algorithm developed by Jones et al. in [68] is used to reach efficiently the solution.
A set of experiments has been carried out on the 11 CUAVE sequences, previously used
in chapter 5, to evaluate the performance of the system for audiovisual speaker detection.
Only the video features are automatically extracted. Thus different choices of audio features
have been tested in turn. Each choice led to different performance of the speaker detector
and the best one was not achieved with the features initially defined. These results stresses
how crucial is the extraction of specific features in the PR process and why an automatic
approach is important to avoid multiple trials or unreliability in the results. Future works
should try of course to apply the feature extraction framework proposed in this thesis to
the audio and the video modalities jointly.
A comparative study has then been performed using two kinds of non-optimized video
features in turn with the audio features leading to the best results in the previous exper-
iments (namely, the first MFCC). It appeared that the optimized video features do not
significantly improve the speaker detection results on this test set. However, this set is
small and deals with clips shot in very clean and simple conditions. Thus the added-value
of the scale-space approach might simply not shows up in such conditions: tests on noisier
image sequences should be performed prior to draw definitive conclusions. Nevertheless,
there are advantages in using this method for automatically set-up the regularization pa-
rameter. For different choices of λ might change noticeably the results on some sequences
(once again, noisier conditions might even accentuate the difficulties of setting λ properly).
The optimization scheme can alleviate this limitation.
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Finally, the system evaluation step, defined in sec. 4.4 through the use of a Neyman-
Pearson classifier, has been applied to appraise the performance of the whole pattern recog-
nition chain, and in particular the added-value offered by the introduction of the video
feature extraction step. Unlikely, the simplified version of the video feature optimization
proposed and tested in this chapter does not improve the discrimination power of the clas-
sifier (at least on these simple sequences).
As a conclusion, the proposed video feature extraction framework has shown some ad-
vantages such as avoiding multiple trials for setting properly the λ parameter. However,
further tests should be performed on noisier sequences to evaluate whether or not all the
potentialities of the method have been established. A solution to the complete 2D opti-
mization problem should also be developed, which should give rise to better performance
of the PR system. It must be noticed also that a further step might be required in the
extraction of suitable video features. This step would aim at reduce the feature set so that
only the salient components of the optical flow would be kept. Indeed, the results obtained
by now might also be explained by the fact that the irrelevant motions are not discarded
in the presented framework.
Conclusions and
perspectives 7
7.1 Discussed topics and achievements
Throughout this thesis, we have explored the possibilities provided by a multimodal ap-
proach to the problem of speaker detection. A multimodal pattern recognition system is
proposed. If it is more specifically dedicated to speaker detection, it can also apply to any
similar detection task where a hidden source yields two signals of different modalities. The
purpose is to take advantage of the multimodal specificity of the problem to increase the
detector performance.
For each step of a standard pattern recognizer a solution has been presented in order
to minimize the probability of error of the whole system. Answers have been produced for
each of the three points arose by the question, central to this work and ensuing from the
choice of a multimodal approach: “What do we fuse, how and when?”.
• What : The acoustic and visual speech signals are the dedicated modalities in the
context of a speaker detection task. They are acquired by a single camera and micro-
phone.
• How : A multimodal framework based on information theory has been proposed for
performing the feature extraction as well as for the classification itself.
• When: The presented approach combines a fusion at both feature- and decision-
levels (hybrid approach). The information presents in each modality is used jointly
to extract optimized features, but there are still two sets of features which input the
classifier. The latter performs a direct fusion of the information since it outputs a
single outcome.
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The basic principle of the detection consists in evaluating the synchrony between audio
and video features extracted from potentially speaking mouths, in order to classify each
mouth as speaking or not. This synchrony is evaluated through a mutual information based
function.
A key to success is the extraction of suitable features. The audiovisual data are then
processed through an information feature extraction framework after having been acquired
and represented in a tractable way. This feature extraction framework uses jointly the two
modalities in a feature-level fusion scheme in order to recover the information originating
from the common source while the independent noise is discarded. This approach is shown
to minimize the probability of committing an error on the source estimate.
These optimal features feed in the classifier, which comes at the next processing step.
This classifier is defined through an hypothesis testing approach. It fuses the two modalities
to output a single decision about the label of each candidate mouth region (“speaker” or
“non-speaker”). The hypothesis testing approach gives means for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the classifier itself but also of the system. This is one of the major contribution
of this thesis as it permits in particular to assess the added value offered by the feature
extraction step.
The pattern recognition system has been applied to the problem of identifying the
current speaker among several candidates in audio-video sequences with emphasis puts in
turn on the audio and the video modalities.
As far as the audio modality is concerned, a new acoustic feature has been proposed. It
consists in a linear combination of mel-cepstrum coefficients which optimizes the efficiency
coefficient - defined in the feature extraction framework - with the video features. It gives
rise to a challenging optimization problem with an objective function plagued by many
local optima. For this reason, three optimization methods, one local and two global have
been tested in turn and their performance compared for the most efficient to be finally
retained. Results have shown that the optimized acoustic features where specific to speech
production. The analysis of the system performance through the developed evaluation
framework demonstrated the added-value of the feature extraction step as it increases the
discrimination capacity of the classifier.
As far as the video is concerned, the mouth motion is obviously a visual information
specifically related to the speech production process. It is well-known that motion is a
3D phenomenon which is hardly estimated correctly by image processing algorithms. A
common estimation of the apparent motion in image sequences is known as the optical flow.
It is estimated from the image intensity gradient. A probabilistic model of the relationships
between the audio, the video and the image intensity gradient has been proposed trough
graph theory, in the particular case of a speaking mouth. The analysis of this model led
back to the information theoretic estimator defined in the feature extraction framework:
the efficiency coefficient. Therefore, increasing this coefficient between the audio features
and the optical flow is expected to improve the performance of the MI-based classifier.
A corresponding optimization framework has been introduced. In its initial version, the
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two parameters required for gradient-based OF estimation - regularization parameter and
number of iterations - are to be optimized with respect to a cost function assessing the
improvement they lead to. This improvement is measured by evaluating the EC between
the resulting optical flow and some energy-based features extracted from the co-occurring
acoustic signal. The results of an exploratory study shown that this 2D optimization prob-
lem did not have a single global optimum. A simplified 1D version of the problem has
been addressed in this thesis, looking for the optimal value of the regularization parameter
only. Actually, this optimization scheme accounts for a scale-space approach to optical flow
estimation. The evaluation of the classification chain through the evaluation process frame-
work shown that this simplified problem did not improve (nor degrade) the discrimination
capabilities of the classifier. It presents however the noticeable advantage of giving means
for an automatic set up of the regularization parameter, being sure to not have the worse
setting for a given sequence.
As a conclusion, a complete pattern recognition framework dedicated to audiovisual
speaker detection has been proposed in this thesis, where the probability of misclassifying
a mouth as “speaker” or “non-speaker” is minimized. The importance of fusing the audio
and video content as soon as at the feature level has demonstrated through the system
evaluation stage included in the pattern recognition process.
This framework can be applied with success in applications where real-time is not a
priority, like multimedia content indexing for example.
7.2 Future research directions
There are many directions future researches can take. One of them concerns the multimodal
approach to optical flow - in case where a speaking mouth is concerned - whose basis have
been presented in chapter 6. Only a simplified 1D version of the resulting multi-objective
optimization problem has been addressed in this thesis: only one of the two parameters
required for OF optimization was optimized. However, some clues for undertaking the 2D
optimization problem have been given in chapter 6: through a Pareto approach, a first
analysis of the problem and of its solutions could be achieved. This could be performed
by picking up simply different solutions on the Pareto front (i.e. solutions corresponding
to different trade-offs between the different objectives) and analyzing the improvements
they lead to. Based on these results, a further challenge should be to integrate the audio
constraint directly in the optimization function, i.e. to re-define a mathematical framework
leading straight away to a multimodal optical flow estimation.
Of course, a prior work to this challenge should be to test the actual method in noisy
conditions, in order to assess the benefit of automatically setting the regularization param-
eter λ.
Furthermore, as pointed out in the conclusions of chapter 6, a further step might be
required in the extraction of suitable video features. This step would aim at reduce the
feature set so that only the salient components of the optical flow would be kept. Indeed, the
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results (the discrimination power of the PR system in particular) might improve provided
the irrelevant motions are discarded prior to the classification. The use of representative
optical flow basis for mouth motions, as proposed in [21] for speech recognition, might be
an interesting approach to the problem.
Other possible improvements have been pointed out when optimizing the audio modality
thought they would also apply in the video optimization scheme. The main issue would be
to extend the method to the detection of the four possible speaking cases (in two-speaker
sequences), including the silent and both speaking cases, and not only the cases where one
individual only is speaking.
Another interesting point to tackle would be to embed the method in a global mouth
detector approach instead of performing the mouth extraction independently and prior to
apply the speaker detection method. Despite of the pupil tracker, the mouth extraction
as presented in sec. 5.3 introduced indeed noise into the mouth motion through the slight
variations of the mouth position with respect to the face coordinate system. This effect
should be compensate by a multimodal mouth extraction. Also, such an approach should
possibly be able to address more complex situations (where faces would move towards the
camera for example).
By introducing the multimodal speaker detection into the mouth detector, we come
closer to a simultaneous optimization of the audio and the video modality (as mentioned
in chapter 5, restricting the motion to the mouth region accounts for an optimization of
the video features in some way). This leads us to the last main issue future work might
address: the development of a method for simultaneously extract optimized audio and
video features. The importance of using specific features for handling the detection task
efficiently has been demonstrated throughout this thesis. In chapter 6 for example, it has
been shown that the results were dependent to some extend on the empirical choice of
the audio features. Optimizing jointly the two modalities would thus be certainly more
efficient and lead to best results. A sequential optimization approach can be undertaken.
But another interesting approach to consider might be to optimize a multimodal feature,
defined for example as the concatenation of the acoustic and visual features, in a similar
way to [121].
Experimental evaluation
framework for speaker
detection on the CUAVE
database A
A.1 Introduction
Multimodal speaker detection is a field which has recently risen up. As different methods
are emerging, the definition of common evaluation frameworks for objectively evaluate their
performance becomes a critical issue.
We have brought up a discussion on the subject in [16], leading to the proposition of
such an evaluation framework. The latter aims at becoming a standard to validate speaker
detection methods on audio-visual databases like the CUAVE one [98], [99]. It is dedicated
to approaches that require a temporal analysis window on which the detection is performed.
The duration of this analysis window is considered of t frames or seconds and is shifted by
a given value of s frames or seconds.
In a first part, the CUAVE corpus is shortly presented. The second part briefly reviews
two speaker detection evaluation frameworks taken from the literature. The main advan-
tages and drawbacks of these experimental methods are exposed before discussing possible
solutions in the third part. Finally, an evaluation methodology based on the previous
argumentation is proposed.
A.2 Description of the CUAVE database
The CUAVE speech corpus [98], [99] is a moving-talker speaker-independent database,
designed to aid researchers in multimodal speech processing. 36 individual speakers and
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Figure A.1 — Two examples of sequences involving two persons from CUAVE.
22 speaker pairs utter continuous, connected and isolated digits. The sequences present
two distinct parts of different complexity. In the first part, the speakers remain still, with
only some small, natural motions. In the last part, the speaker moves around intentionally
in the individual sequences and both persons are speaking simultaneously in the multiple
speaker sequences.
The individual sequences are about 2 minutes long, and the group ones about 20–25
seconds long. The NTSC video standard was used (29.97fps) and the stereo audio signal
was sampled at 44kHz.
A.3 Existing evaluation frameworks
To the best of our knowledge, the CUAVE database has been used to test speaker detection
algorithms in two cases [95], [89]. This database has been more widely used in the context
of speech recognition, but due to the difference between the two problems, the evaluation
frameworks are not directly applicable to the speaker detection case.
The goal of speech recognition is, as the name suggests, that of recognizing the words
uttered by a speaker using acoustic and/or visual information. Thus, the evaluation of
speech recognition algorithms requires a precise ground truth of the sequences, including
the words pronounced, as well as a precise evaluation procedure. On the other hand, the goal
of a speaker detection algorithm is that of detecting the person who is currently speaking,
in a multi-speaker environment or in adverse conditions. Thus, no information about the
content of the speech is needed, and the evaluation framework can be more relaxed than in
the previous case.
Since the framework we are introducing is devoted to the evaluation of speaker detection
algorithms performances, we consider only the multi-speaker partition of the database,
as it was done in [95], [89]. Each of the 22 clips involves two speakers arranged as in
Fig. A.1, taking turn in reading series of digits. At the end of the clips, both subjects speak
simultaneously reading different sequences of digits. The final part of each sequence has
been discarded, and only the parts on which a single person is speaking are considered.
Nock et al. present in [95] an empirical study of speaker detection based on audio-visual
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synchrony. Tests are carried out on the multi-speaker portion of the CUAVE database using
the experimental protocol described in the following.
The speaker detection function is based on mutual information and therefore requires
a static analysis on a given temporal window. This temporal window is t = 2 seconds long
(i.e. 60 frames) and it is shifted by s = 1 second (i.e. 30 frames) along the sequence. The
results are compared to the ground truth at the center point of each temporal window: the
estimates are therefore scored at one second intervals through each clip. Thus, performing
their tests on 12 sequences, they end up with a total of 252 test points.
In [89], the authors also used the multi-speaker part of CUAVE to test their speaker
detection method. Since their method also requires the use of temporal windows, they define
an analysis window of length 60 frames, which is shifted by 20 frames. They eventually end
up with 273 test points corresponding to the last frame of the analysis windows.
Clearly, the main advantage of such methods is that the pre-processing time is reduced.
The ground truth points where the detection function must be evaluate are in fact easily
and quickly established.
However, four main drawbacks can be identified for these two approaches:
• The evaluation function may not be accurate enough. Since the truth about the
current speaker for a one second interval is given from a unique frame, this make
evaluation not very reliable: what happens if speaker 1 is mostly speaking over the
current temporal window, but speaker 2 is actually speaking at the observed time
instant? Or if nobody is speaking at the considered time instant?
• From the detection algorithm point of view, it does not seem much reasonable to
consider 2 seconds of information to perform the detection, and to compare the result
to a single 1/60th of the information in the ground truth. Taking again the previous
example, a good detection algorithm should indicate speaker 1 as the active speaker
if it is the most active on the whole window. But it may happen that the ground
truth will indicate such a result as false.
• The evaluation results are very sensitive to the choice of the ground truth and to the
choice of the speaker detector’s parameters. If, for example, the detection is evaluated
not on the central frame of the analysis window but on the next one, the results may
be very different.
• Notice that choosing the central frame of the analysis window for the evaluation,
somewhere means that the method needs the past and future frames to perform the
current speaker detection.
A.4 Possible solutions and limits of these solutions
The first point to consider is how to establish the ground truth to which the detector outputs
should be compared, in order to assess the detector performances. Let us just recall here
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that we only consider speaker detection methods where an analysis window is required.
Two ways of establishing the ground truth can be imagined:
1. Frame level: each frame is labelled with the current speaker label.
2. Window level: each of the t frames that constitute the analysis window are labelled
with the label of the person speaking the majority of the time during this period.
The first point to stress is that establishing the ground truth is a tedious and uneasy task,
whatever is the chosen approach. The audio and video signals are not perfectly aligned:
movements appear in the mouth region before any sound can be heard (co-articulation
effect). Thus the starting and stopping frames are difficult to be labelled.
From this point of view, the window level ground truth is much more sensitive to the
choices made in the labelling step: let us just consider that a change of speaker occurs in
the middle of a period of t frames. If each person is speaking approximately for the same
amount of time, it is then a big issue to decide which one is the dominant speaker, and this
is strongly dependant on how the labelling has been done. We might consider giving more
weight to the speaker already labelled as the dominant one in the previous period.
On the other hand, it must be noticed that the detection algorithm is not performing
at the frame level. Then, if choosing to establish the ground truth at the frame level, the
evaluation of the method can be performed at a too high resolution.
The possible ways to constitute the ground truth have been discussed. Now we have
to consider the evaluation criterion, i.e. the way the detector outputs are compared to the
ground truth. Once again, different approaches may be considered.
If the window level ground truth is used, the comparison is straightforward: the output
of the detector for a given analysis window is compared to the ground truth established for
this set of frames. Detection and evaluation are performed on the same temporal window,
for the same duration. However, the detector’s analysis windows and the ground truth
windows should perfectly overlap, in order to avoid further processing of the results.
When considering the frame level ground truth, three different approaches can be adopt-
ed:
1. Only the ground truth corresponding to the central frame, or any given frame, of the
analysis window is compared to the detector output for the given analysis window.
This is the approach adopted in [95] and [89]. As discussed previously, this approach
make obviously the problem very simple: there is little chance to fall on a silent
frame. The ground truth is easily established and we have little chance to face the
tricky situation where a speaker is starting or stopping to talk on that very frame.
2. The output of the detector for a given analysis window is compared to each of the t
corresponding frames in the ground truth. By using this approach, the number of test
points increases compared to the previous case. Thus the evaluation is more accurate.
However, if the analysis windows are overlapping, some frames will be scored more
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than once in the final results. There might be contradictory labels at the output of
the detector for a given frame, and additional processing steps are required.
3. A third, and more natural option in the case of overlapping analysis windows, might be
to consider a trade-off between the two previous options, where a given fraction of the
frame set belonging to the analysis window is compared to the output of the detector
for the same set of frames. This last approach presents the advantage of being more
accurate than the first one without the problem of multiple scoring frames, provided a
judicious choice for the shifting window value and for the number of frames on which
the algorithm performance is evaluated.
The advantage of using the frame level ground truth with approaches 2 or 3 rather than
the window level ground truth is that it allows to cope with speaker turn points if these
ones fall in the current analysis window. Let us consider the case where the two persons
are speaking about the same amount of time in a given analysis window where a turn point
occurs. If the window level ground truth has been chosen, the output of the detector will
be judged as either 100% right, or 100% false. Whereas, if the frame level ground truth
has been chosen, the performance of the algorithm will anyway be proportionate to the
situation.
In addition, the case of the silent frames must be carefully studied in both cases, and
especially using the frame level ground truth. In this case, a “silent state” has to be
considered when the number of consecutive silent frames is above a certain number L.
The last point to be discussed concerns the choice of the analysis window length and of
the shift parameter value. The length of the analysis window has to be a trade-off between
the algorithm requirements, the computation time, and the “inertia” of the detection (i.e.
the delay between two detections). The value of the shift parameter determines the reso-
lution of the detection algorithm. The best approach in that sense would be to shift the
window by one frame all along the sequence. It is also the most expensive from a compu-
tation time point of view. The less time consuming approach would be, on the contrary,
to make use of non-overlapping windows. But then the resolution is much lower and the
results may drop significantly. In particular, this approach is not accurate enough to cope
with the speaker turn points. Therefore a trade-off has to be found between accuracy and
computation time.
A.5 Proposed experimental evaluation framework
Since our aim is that of evaluating speaker detection algorithms, in here we consider the
multi-speaker partition of the CUAVE database. This section includes 22 sequences ex-
hibiting two persons taking turn in reading series of digits. We have decided to build the
ground truth using a frame level approach. Each frame has a label (0, 1 or 2), which
indicates if no one (0), the left person (1) or the right person (2) is speaking. A group of
frames is labelled as silent (0) when it is composed of at least L = 25 frames. This value
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Figure A.2 — Ground truth labels for the first five sequences of the group partition of the CUAVE database.
corresponds to the perceived limit between an interruption in the speech flow and a “true”
silence. An example of the obtained labels for the first five sequences of the group partition
of the CUAVE database is shown in Fig. A.2. The complete set of labels for all the 22
sequences is available on the author’s web page [15].
For what concerns the evaluation of the speaker detector’s results, we propose to use
a window-based evaluation method. Speaker detection algorithms typically output sets of
frames denoted by a single speaker label. The detection is considered to be correct if the
detector’s output for a given window matches the most present label in the corresponding
ground truth window (see Fig. A.3).
A.6 Conclusions
In this report, problems related to the evaluation of multimodal speaker detection methods
have been discussed. An evaluation methodology has been proposed, in order to make
possible the comparison between different algorithms, and the labelled ground truth for a
multi-speaker audiovisual database, the CUAVE corpus, has been made available.
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Figure A.3— Schematic representation of a sliding detection window applied on the ground truth.
The detector output for each of the three window will be compared to the corresponding window
ground truths: 1 for W1 (top), 0 for W2 (middle) and 2 for W3 (bottom).
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Shubert’s and DIRECT
optimization algorithms B
B.0.1 Shubert’s algorithm for Lipschitzian minimization problems
The Shubert’s algorithm [117] is a well-known general approach for finding the global min-
imum in a bracketed region. Basically, it uses a lower envelope of the function to estimate
this global minimum. Let us now describe this method more in details.
In its initial form, this algorithm solves optimization problems involving one-dimensional
Lipschitzian objective functions. A function is said to be Lipschitzian if a bound can be
assigned on its rate-of-change. This bound is called the Lipschitz constant.
Definition 4 (Lipschitz constant) - Let M ⊆ R and f : M → R. The function f is
called Lipschitz continuous on M with Lipschitz constant K if:
|f(x)− f(x′)| ≤ K|x− x′| ∀x, x′ ∈M. (B.1)
The Shubert’s algorithm exploits Eq. (B.1) to iteratively reach the minimum of the objective
function. For an intervalM = [a, b], the Eq. (B.1) leads to the two following upper-bounding
inequalities:
f(x)≥f(a)−K(x− a), (B.2)
f(x)≥f(b) +K(x− b). (B.3)
These two bounding functions are two lines with slopes −K, +K. Their intersection forms
an under-estimator for f and their crossing point (x1, B1), given below, provides a lower
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bound on the minimum of f :
x1=
(a+ b)
2
+
[f(a)− f(b)]
2K
, (B.4)
B1=
[f(a) + f(b)]
2
−K(b− a). (B.5)
The searching interval M is subdivided in two smaller regions M1 = [a, x1], M2 = [x1, b],
and Eq. (B.1) is applied to each of these two regions. The region where a better lower
bound B on the minimum value of f is found is then subdivided, while the other one is
pruned. The process continues further until the stopping criterion is met. This stopping
criterion consists usually in a given number of iterations, or in a pre-specified tolerance
on the minimum of the approximation with respect to the current best solution. Fig. B.1
illustrates a few steps of the algorithm.
Three main restrictions to Lipschitzian algorithms can be pointed out [69]:
1. The need of specifying the Lipschitz constant.
2. A slow convergence of the process.
3. A curse of dimensionality that limits them to moderate-size problems.
The two first points are closely related. A Lipschitz constant K can be estimated using
for example the derivative of the objective function. However, when this function is not
differentiable, or when no analytical form of this derivative is known, the determination of
K becomes a problem. Actually, determining the Lipschitz constant of a function is itself
an optimization problem [142]. Often, K is then fixed at a quite high value so as to bound
weakly the rate-of-change of the function. Since the Lipschitz constant remains fix during
the optimization process, the algorithm convergence may becomes slow.
Let us closely look at Eq. (B.5) and explain the meaning of its two terms [(f(a) +
f(b))/2] and [−K(b−a)]. The first term leads us to select intervals where previous function
evaluations have been good: it leads to do a local search [68]. The second term is lower,
thus better, if the size of the search interval [a, b] is large. In other words, large unexplore
territories are favored which leads us to do global search. The Lipschitz constant K clearly
appears as a weighting factor on the relative importance between the global versus the local
search in the process, as stressed by Jones et al. in [68]. Therefore, if K is large, only global
search is performed and the process is slowed down.
B.0.2 DIRECT algorithm for 1D minimization problems
Starting from this observation, Jones and al. have developed in [68] the so-called DI-
RECT algorithm (acronym for DIviding RECtangle) which alleviates the two first initial
restrictions to standard Lipschitzian methods: the need to specify the Lipschitz constant
is avoided by carrying out simultaneous searches using all possible constants. This way, a
balance is stroke between the global and the local search: by using different constants, the
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Figure B.1 — Shubert’s algorithm for three iterations.
algorithm firstly works at the global level and once the basin of convergence is found, it
can switches to the local level to be more efficient.
Incidently, Jones’ method also deals efficiently with ND objective functions by changing
the sampling point position (i.e. the value used to select the intervals). The center point c
of the interval instead of the endpoints, then the number of function evaluations is reduced.
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Thus, the third and last weak points previously mentioned are also improved.
The lower bound on the value of the 1D function for an interval [a, b], previously denoted
by B, is now given by:
B′ = f(c)−K(b− a)/2, (B.6)
where f(c) stands for the objective function evaluated at the center point c = (a + b)/2
of the interval [a, b]. Also, instead of pruning the non-selected regions, DIRECT algorithm
samples all the intervals that are labelled as potentially optimal. The assignment of this
label is ruled by [68]:
Definition 5 (Potentially optimal interval) - Suppose that the interval M has been
partitioned into intervals [ai, bi] with midpoints ci, for i = 1, . . . ,m. Let ǫ > 0 be a positive
constant, and fmin be the current best function value. Interval j is said to be potentially
optimal if there exist some rate-of-change constant K˜> 0 such that
f(cj)− K˜[(bj , aj)/2]≤f(ci)− K˜[(bi − ai)/2)], ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.7)
f(cj)− K˜[(bj − aj)/2]≤fmin − ǫ|fmin|. (B.8)
The parameter ǫ indicates that f(cj) exceeds the current best solution by a non-trivial
amount. According to Jones and al., it has a negligible effect provided it lies in [10−2, 10−7].
Note that the tilde in K˜ is used to strike that K˜ is not a Lipschitz constant as defined by
Def.. 4 but a simple rate-of-change constant.
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